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In this work, we address the scheduling of serial multiproduct batch processes or 
flowshops, which has been receiving considerable attention for the past 5 decades. We 
address it in three parts viz. development and assessment of MILP models, development 
of heuristics and a new formulation for a resource constrained flowshop. 
 In the first part of our work, we develop several MILP models for a flowshop 
based on the three approaches that have evolved in the literature viz. slot-, sequence- and 
event-based approaches. There are several ways of developing models for the same 
problem by changing the definition of binary variables and the constraints and each 
model may have its own advantages and disadvantages with regard to its performance. 
We develop seventeen new MILP models in addition to a formulation available in the 
literature for a flowshop with No intermediate storage considering no setups and 
sequence-dependent setups. We also propose a simple ranking strategy that uses the 
model characteristics after subjecting the models to rigorous testing on nearly 3400 
problems to evaluate their performance. 
In the second part, we develop some LP and LP-MILP based heuristics for the 
flowshop models that were developed in the first part of this work. The heuristics differ 
from the other heuristics in the way the initial sequence is generated. The initial sequence 
is obtained by solving the flowshop problem as an LP and the heuristics are applied on 
the governing binary variable until it takes binary values from its initial real values. The 
heuristics are then tested for their performance by pooling them together with two 
  vii 
  Summary 
heuristics that are available in the literature namely NEH algorithm and modified NEH 
(m-NEH) algorithm. 
In the third part, we address the scheduling of an automated wet-etch station 
(AWS), an important processing stage in the manufacture of semiconductor wafers.  The 
AWS resembles a flowshop with alternating chemical and water baths constrained by the 
presence of a single robot to transfer the wafer lots from one bath to another. The zero 
wait (ZW) policy on the chemical baths allows the possibility of two baths requiring 
robot at the same time. In such a case, only one of the baths can be served due to the 
limitation of a single robot and the wafers in the other liable to damage due to over 
exposure to chemicals. This damage of wafer lots can be avoided if each transfer 
operation is allotted to a unique slot on the robot. This approach which differs from an 
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1.1 Planning and Scheduling in Supply Chain Management 
 
In the present day scenario of cut-throat competition, procurement of raw materials and 
production of commodities in a most cost-effective manner with the primal objective of 
delivering quality products to customers within the committed time is the key to 
sustenance in the market. To that end, the advent of Supply Chain Management in the 
recent past has brought with itself a new way of looking at the operations of an industry. 
With the supplier and customer forming the two ends of the supply chain, the 
organization has to operate efficiently all the links in the supply chain viz. procurement, 
planning, scheduling, production, inventory and distribution in order to reap profits, the 
very reason for the existence in the business. These vital links in the supply chain must 
perform in an optimal manner not only individually but also must co-ordinate between 
each other effectively in contributing towards the bottom line of the organization.  
Planning and scheduling are pivotal links in the supply chain which drive the 
production of commodities. Planning is responsible for the operations of a plant spanning 
over 6-12 months as to what to produce and gives directive to the procurement team for 
the procurement of the raw materials. Scheduling or short-term scheduling takes input 
from the production planning and details the information such as the start and finish of 
each operation spanning over a week or a month. With the existing trend of raw 
material/intermediate procurement sources and product distribution centers distributed 
geographically, unforeseen disruptions and climatic conditions elsewhere in the other part 
of the globe can also have a direct influence on the day-to-day operations of a plant. The 
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other factors such as market uncertainty, varying/seasonal product demands may also 
have a telling effect on the operational strategy and pose difficulty in running an 
enterprise. So it is clearly evident planning and scheduling play a significant role in the 
routine operations of a plant.  
1.2 Scheduling in chemical process industries 
Though the scheduling literature was primarily confined to machine shops and discrete 
parts manufacturing systems, it was not until the early eighties when the realization that 
the abstract problem structure was similar to the ones in the chemical process industries. 
Scheduling plays a significant role in the industries whose production pattern 
changes frequently to accommodate the varying market demands, and where ad-hoc 
operational decisions are made to ensure order/demand fulfillment and hence customer 
satisfaction. These are the typical characteristics of non-continuous process industries 
which produce a variety of products having fluctuating demands in low volumes but of 
high value, contrary to a continuous process industry that produce high volumes of a 
single product for an extended period of time. However, it should be noted that the need 
for scheduling does not arise from the nature of the plants but due to the availability of 
numerous choices to allocate resources such as time, men, materials, machines, 
production facility for the production of various products. Hence it is not surprising that 
scheduling has even pervaded in to the auxiliary operations of the continuous process 
industries such as crude oil scheduling in a refinery, cleaning schedule of the (fouled) 
heat exchanger networks, scheduling of catalyst changeovers in a reactor etc. 
Non-continuous processes consisting of batch and semi-continuous processes are 
widely used for the manufacture of paints, polymers, specialty chemicals, food, 
  2
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pharmaceuticals, etc. The most appealing feature of such processes is their flexibility of 
allowing the production of multiple products in a single plant with limited resources and 
by sharing them. These plants can quickly adapt themselves to the seasonal and 
fluctuating demands of the market. The inherent transient nature of a batch plant often 
causes process equipment to be underutilized thus resulting in low productivities.  In 
order to leverage on the flexibility of the plant to reap maximum profits, judicious 
decisions on the operational policy are the order of the day.  
The scheduling problem in a batch plant is to allocate the resources for production 
in the most efficient manner and also to determine the sequence of the production and the 
start/finish time of each product in each unit in order to optimize a performance criterion. 
The schedule is affected by the structure of the processing network, the processing times 
required for each product for each operation, the presence or the absence of the 
intermediate storage, the cost associated with product change-overs, etc. A 
comprehensive review on scheduling in batch process industries has been provided in 
Reklaitis (1982, 1995), Rippin (1993) and Shah (1998). 
1.3 Classification of batch plants 
Though there have been many ways of classifying batch plants, there is no single proper 
classification because the basis of classification may change from one point of view to 
the other. Broadly, based on the nature of the products that the plants can produce and the 
agility of the plants to adapt to the changing circumstances, batch plants can be classified 
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1.3.1 Multiproduct batch plants  
The multiproduct plants produce multiple products that have the same production recipe. 
Based on the configuration/structure of the plants, the multiproduct plants can further be 
classified as follows. 
Single Stage Configuration 
(1) Single unit. 
(2) Parallel unit  
Multistage Configuration 
(3) Serial multiproduct plant or flowshop with single unit per stage  
(4) Hybrid multiproduct plant or network flowshops with parallel units per stage 
In the case of single unit plant and the serial flowshop the sequencing of the 
products is the primary focus than the allocation of products to units. The reason is 
obvious for the single unit configuration. But for the serial flowshop, allocation of units 
takes a back seat because all the products have to be processed in all the units. 
 In the single stage parallel unit configuration and network flowshop, the 
allocation of products to the units is of primary concern due to the operational choices of 
producing the product in any one of the parallel units followed by the sequencing of the 
products in the units. The decision of allocating the products to units is a simpler problem 
if the parallel units are identical than the non-identical parallel processors which brings 
with itself additional operational complexity.  
1.3.2. Multipurpose plants  
These plants without a definite configuration are the most flexible of the batch plants 
with a unit being used for different recipes and a recipe being carried out in multiple 
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production routes. A production route is the information on the set of units in which each 
element of recipe is carried out. The multipurpose plants which are also capable of 
producing a variety of products in the same way of multiproduct plants are named thus 
because they do not have a specific structure and each resource can be utilized in 
different recipes. These plants are not only capable of adapting to the fluctuating 
demands of the existing slate of the products but can also permit the introduction of new 
products. The design and optimization of multipurpose plants is an active area in 
contemporary research for it finds application in the pharmaceutical industry where new 
product developments and introductions are the name of the game.  
1.4   Serial multiproduct batch plant or Flowshop 
Flowshops are a class of multiproduct batch plants which get their name due to the fact 
that they exhibit a uni-directional nature of the flow of products. They exhibit a staged 
nature with each stage consisting of only one unit. They derive the name serial flowshop 
or serial multiproduct batch plants because a raw material has to visit a series of units 
arranged according to the production recipe. 
In such plants, with most stages performing the same operation for all of the 
products only a few stages differentiate the products by the way of performing a product-
specific operation. For example, in a paint industry, different colors of paints that 
constitute the product basket have the same production recipe except the stage at which 
the pigment is added, the crucial stage that differentiates the products. Similarly in a 
polymer processing plant, different grain sizes of the same polymer are considered as 
different products, and the product distinction is provided by the stage that designs the 
size. Therefore, the slates of product that are manufactured in a flowshop belong to a 
  5
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common general category with the product differentiation in the form of difference in 
physical properties such as appearance, size, shape etc. Other than paint and polymer 
processing industries, flowshop configuration can also been seen in food processing 
industry, textiles, cosmetics, bio-chemicals, specialty chemicals, semiconductor industry 
etc.  
The flowshops are most common in discrete parts manufacturing industry such as 
automobile parts assembly shops, electronic parts assembly shops etc. As the recipe is 
well known and the plant configuration is fixed, most of the flowshops configurations are 
automated and the robots are employed for the transfer of product/part from one stage to 
another. In the manufacture of printed circuit boards, the task of immersing the panels in 
a series of tanks containing chemical solutions is carried out by a programmable hoist 
whose scheduling problem has been studied as Hoist scheduling problem in the literature. 
1.5 Scheduling objectives for a flowshop 
 
The scheduling objective in a flowshop is to determine the sequence of production so that 
a performance criterion is maximized or minimized. The performance criteria that have 
been studied for a flowshop are the minimization of makespan, mean flow time, setup 
times, unit idling time, product waiting time etc. The most frequently considered 
performance criteria are the minimization of makespan, mean flow time and the setup 
times. 
 Makespan is the time taken for the completion of processing all the products and 
is a direct measure of the productivity of the system. It is the time at which the last 
product finishes its processing in the last unit. 
  6
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 Flow time is defined as the time for which a product resides in a plant i.e. the 
difference between the time at which it enters the plant for production and the time at 
which it leaves the plant after production. Mean flow time is the average of the flow 
times or the residence times of all products.  
Whenever product transitions occur in a unit the unit has to be setup for the new 
product. The time required to setup a unit may or may not depend on the sequence of 
production and is dealt in detail in the subsequent chapters. Since the minimization of 
setup times is a direct measure of effective utilization, it is one of the common objectives 
in flowshop scheduling. 
1.6 Intermediate storage in a flowshop 
 
The processing times that are characteristic of the products may vary for different 
products in the same unit. Considering no storage availability, there are chances of bottle-
necking because a product may get its processing completed in a unit but cannot move to 
the next unit because the next unit has not finished the processing of the previous 
product. In that case if there is a storage unit available, the product may be stored in the 
storage and the unit may be made available for the next product in the sequence. So the 
presence or absence of intermediate storage may have a direct impact on the optimal 
schedule for a flowshop. The types of storage that are prevalent in the flowshop are 
discussed in detail. 
Unlimited Intermediate storage (UIS) 
 
In the UIS type of storage, there are atleast (I - 1) storage units that are available between 
two units in a flowshop with I products. By this arrangement, bottle-necking is totally 
avoided because any product will have a dedicated storage at any point in time at any unit 
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and so the possibility of under utilization of the units is ruled out. But this type of 
arrangement calls for a huge investment in the capital cost for the storage and hence is 
least favored in industry.  
Limited Intermediate Storage (LIS) 
 
In LIS Storage, the number of storage units between stages is at least one unit and at most 
(I - 2) units.  The number of storage units between each stage is a design problem with a 
trade-off between the capital cost in investing in storage and the operational benefits. The 
maximum number of storage is restricted to (I - 2) because anything above that will fall 
into the category of UIS type of storage. A special type of LIS storage is the shared 
storage wherein a storage unit is shared by many processing units. 
No Intermediate Storage (NIS)                                                                                        
 
In NIS type of storage, there are no storage units in between two stages and the unit 
themselves act as intermediate storages. A product on completion has to wait in the same 
unit if the subsequent unit is engaged with the previous product and can leave the unit 
only when the previous product leaves the next unit. 
Mixed Intermediate Storage (MIS) 
A combination of the above three types of storages is known as Mixed Intermediate 
Storage. 
1.7 Storage policy in a flowshop 
 
While the storage type is independent of the product and is only an operational decision, 
the storage policy is entirely dependent on the nature of the product. As seen earlier, all 
products except the first product in a sequence may have a waiting time either in the 
storage units or on the unit itself depending on the type of the storage. This wait may fall 
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under one of unlimited wait, limited wait and zero or no wait categories depending on the 
type of the product and its behavior with respect to the system. This gains more 
significance in chemical process industries rather than the discrete parts manufacturing 
industries because the question of stability does not arise for discrete parts whereas the 
inherent nature of chemicals is such that their properties change with the changing system 
conditions such as pressure, temperature, solvent, reactant etc. Hence the storage policy is 
a crucial factor and has been classified as follows: 
Unlimited Wait (UW) 
Product intermediates that are highly stable in nature and whose properties do not change 
with time under proper conditions of storage are treated under UW policy. 
Limited Wait (LW) 
According to this storage policy, product intermediates are allowed to wait in the storage 
only for a limited period of time after which they are unstable and may degrade rendering 
them unusable for further processing. Hence in order to avoid product wastage, the 
product has to be shifted to the next unit before its stipulated period of stability elapses.  
Zero or No wait (ZW) 
The product intermediates that are highly unstable are operated under ZW policy as they 
must be processed immediately without which the product may degrade. According to 
this policy, a product runs through all the units without any wait and so the flow time of a 
product is the sum of all its processing times in all of the units. It is to be noted that for 
products with ZW storage policy, the flowshop is always an NIS flowshop but for UW 
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Mixed Storage policy 
 
 This is a characteristic of specialized systems with a mixture of the above mentioned 
storage polices. An example of an industry that has mixed storage policies is a wet-etch 
station in which the wafers are processed in a chemical bath and water bath alternatively. 
The chemical bath consists of acids and hence prolonged exposure of wafers in acids may 
damage the wafer and so the chemical bath operates under ZW policy and the water bath 
operates under UW storage policy. 
1.8 Effect of storage and storage policy on makespan 
 
The type of storage and storage policy can have a huge impact on the performance 
criteria and pose as the main constraints for a flowshop. To illustrate this let us consider a 
motivating example with 4 products and 4 units with the processing time given below. 
Table 1.1:  Processing time matrix for the motivating example 
 
 
 Unit (j) Product 
(i) 1 2 3 4 
1 228 32 234 170 
2 84 249 66 34 
3 56 235 43 23 









The above flowshop problem is solved for three types of storage type/storage policy viz. 
UIS/UW, NIS/UW, NIS/ZW combinations and their effect on the makespan is studied. 
The difference in the schedules can be thoroughly understood with the help of Gantt 
chart, a graphical representation of the details of process operations such as start and the 
end times of the processing of products in the units with the time as abscissa and the 
resource or the units as the ordinate. It acts as a sort of a guideline for the plant operator 
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to carry out the necessary operations at the designated time. The Gantt charts for the 
sequence 3-1-4-2, the optimal sequence for all of the above mentioned storage policies is 
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re 1.1: Optimal schedule for the motivating example for a flowshop with UIS/UW   
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re 1.2: Optimal schedule for the motivating example for a flowshop with NIS/UW   
       storage policy 
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Figure 1.3: Optimal schedule for the motivating example for a flowshop with NIS/ZW   
       storage policy 
 
The slanted arrows in the figures indicate that the transition is from storage to unit and 
the vertical arrows indicate a direct transition from one unit to another. By observing the 
makespan values of UIS/UW, NIS/UW, NIS/ZW which are 943, 950 and 961 time units 
respectively, it can be understood that the makespan varies with storage and storage 
policies. The above statement is true only for the example at hand and cannot be 
generalized because depending on the data, the UIS/UW can also have the same schedule 
as that of NIS/UW whenever there is no need for storage utilization during production. In 
this case, though the optimal sequence remains the same for all the policies, there is a 
change in the makespan because of the changes in the start and end times of operation 
brought in by the different storage policies. It is by mere coincidence that this problem 
has the same optimal sequence for all the three policies but in general the optimal 
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sequence may change for different policies depending on the data. Amongst the three, the 
UIS/UW policy is the most liberal storage policy ahead of NIS/UW policy followed by 
NIS/ZW, the most stringent of all policies. 
1.9 Solution approaches for Scheduling 
In order to be competitive in the market, the process industries are forced to keep their 
product costs that comprise of production cost and operational cost to a minimum. The 
production cost is related to the technology that is being used and a reduction in the 
production cost can be achieved only by way of advancement in the technology. For 
example, a reduction in the reaction time of a reaction can be achieved by using an 
efficient catalyst, the result of an improved technology. With almost all industries 
producing a particular product more or less using similar technology, the onus is now on 
making improvements in the operations and thereby reducing the operational cost. A few 
examples of operational improvements that an industry may aim at are reduction of non-
idling of units or the effective utilization of its resources, minimization of inventory, 
reduction of frequent product transitions that generates slops etc.  
When one is left with a plethora of choices and is in search of the best choice, one 
resorts to Optimization. With the batch process industries offering a multitude of 
operational choices, the task of scheduling is nothing but the optimization of process 
operations. Effective scheduling of operations assumes significance and relevance in the 
current day business practice. The enumeration of all the choices is cumbersome and the 
limitation of human intuition to envisage all the possibilities necessitates the use of 
computers to arrive at a solution. Most of the scheduling problems are combinatorially 
complex and are categorized as NP-Hard problems.  
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One way of dealing with scheduling problems is to develop heuristics that would 
exploit the problem structure and give quick solutions. But the disadvantage of this 
method is that it cannot guarantee optimality though it is computationally less expensive. 
The other alternative is the mathematical programming which may be computationally 
expensive but can guarantee optimality.  Modeling of discrete process events calls for the 
employment of integer variables. Therefore, most of the scheduling problems are 
modeled as MILP formulations that use an algorithm called the Branch and Bound 
algorithm. 
 It is surprising to note that the industry still relies on spreadsheet based 
scheduling models that are based on heuristics and the expertise of seasoned 
professionals. Hence a compact and computationally less expensive mathematical model 
that can guarantee optimality can play a significant role in the efficient operation of a 
plant. A small operational improvement as a result of a detailed scheduling study may 
result in huge cost savings considering the volume of the products, which is being 
handled today and would certainly give an edge in the “price wars” among the 
competitors. 
1.10 Scope and Research objective 
This work focuses on the scheduling of serial multi product batch processes or flowshop 
under NIS/UW storage policy by using MILP technique. As model building is an 
essential part of the mathematical programming, we focus on formulating several models 
by modifying the binary variables and by employing different types of constraints. The 
primary objective of this work is to develop efficient and robust MILP formulations that 
would be able to solve larger flowshop problems within reasonable computation time.  
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The scope of this work on NIS flowshop includes the following: 
1. To develop several MILP formulations with and without setups that fall under the 
three different continuous-time approaches in short-term scheduling namely the 
slot-, sequence- and event-based approaches. 
2. To explore the nuances of a novel way of coupling two different approaches. 
3. To propose a simple ranking strategy to evaluate the different MILP models on 
the basis of performance. 
4. To develop heuristics to solve larger flowshop problems which derive the frame 
work from the MILP formulations. 
5. To study the effect of resource constraints on a special type of flowshop in the 
form of an Automated Wet-etch Station (AWS). 
1.11 Outline of the Thesis  
We devote the next chapter (Chapter 2) to survey the literature on flowshops with a 
particular emphasis on MILP formulations. In Chapter 3, we briefly describe the problem 
at hand.  
In the subsequent chapter (Chapter 4), we present the MILP formulations for a 
flowshop with NIS storage developed along the lines of the three approaches in the short-
term scheduling literature. We formulate the problems for a NIS flowshop with no setups 
and then for a NIS flowshop with Sequence-Dependent Setup Times (SDST). In Chapter 
5, we discuss about the performance evaluation and the strategy to rank the 18 models 
that are formulated.  
In chapter 6, we develop some Linear Programming (LP) based heuristics and LP-
MILP combination heuristics and compare them with two standard heuristics that are 
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available in the literature. In Chapter 7, we develop a MILP model for the scheduling of a 
resource constrained flowshop in the form of an Automated Wet-etch Station (AWS) and 
compare its performance with an existing model in the literature. Finally, Chapter 8 




LITERATURE SURVEY  
 
The first work on flowshop dates back to exactly 50 years ago with the seminal work of 
Johnson (1954) for the 2-unit problem with the objective of minimizing makespan for a 
UIS/UW storage policy. This exact algorithm acknowledged widely in the flowshop 
literature as Johnson’s Algorithm kindled a lot of interest among the researchers 
pertaining to the flowshop scheduling problem. The simplicity and the efficiency of the 
Johnson’s Algorithm for the 2-unit problem attracted the researchers to come up with an 
analogous procedure for the 3-unit flowshop problem. But this problem was shown to be 
NP-complete, a class of combinatorial problems for which there is no efficient algorithm, 
by Garey et al. (1976) for non-preemptive schedules and by Gonzalez and Sahni (1978) 
for preemptive schedules. This is in line with the inherent nature of the scheduling 
problems in which the number of candidate solutions grows exponentially as the size of 
the problem increases. The complexity in solving the flowshop problem warranted the 
use of heuristic methods or some enumerative strategies to solve these problems. 
Enumeration approaches either involve the Branch and Bound (B & B) strategy (Ignall 
and Schrage, 1965), the elimination methods or mathematical programming which 
includes Integer/Mixed integer linear programming. 
2.1 Heuristics 
Campbell et al. (1970) proposed an algorithm known as CDS algorithm that uses 
Johnson’s procedure to solve a series of 2-unit approximations to the general flowshop 
problem with J-units. The J-unit problem is collapsed to a series of J-1 two unit problems 
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and the best of these J-1 schedules is then selected as the schedule of choice. The Rapid 
Access (RA) heuristic of Dannenbring (1977) also uses the approximation of Johnson’s 
Algorithm to generate an initial schedule and thereafter makes pairwise interchange of 
products adjacent in the sequence until the best sequence is obtained. Nawaz et al. (1983) 
proposed an algorithm in which an initial sequence of the products is created with the 
descending order of the sum of processing times in all the machines. Two partial 
sequences are created from this sequence. The first member in the second partial 
sequence in each iteration is placed at all the possible positions in the first partial 
sequence to get the best partial sequence of products. The procedure is repeated till all the 
products in the second array are sequenced.   
Ku and Karimi (1988) proved that the RA heuristic did not reduce to Johnson’s 
algorithm for a 2-unit problem and that it did not consider the transfer and setup times 
which are prevalent in chemical process industries. So they proposed a Modified RA 
(MRA) heuristic which not only incorporates transfer and setup times but also reduces to 
Johnson’s algorithm for a 2-unit problem.  
Ku and Karimi (1990, 1991a) developed scheduling algorithms for flowshops 
based on due date penalties and tardiness penalties respectively. A simulated annealing 
approach (Ku and Karimi, 1991b) was also tried for solving flowshops with number of 
products as large as 30. 
2.2 Enumerative Strategies 
Elimination rules are simply conditions that guarantee that any schedule initiated with 
one partial permutation will always dominate a schedule initiated with another partial 
permutation and hence the elimination of the latter. The study conducted by Baker (1975) 
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suggested that B & B strategies are superior to elimination methods. The essence of B & 
B strategy is to determine a tighter lower bound on the completion times for a partial 
permutation sequence so that a few branches in the enumeration tree are eliminated. 
However Lageweg et al. (1978) proved that the use of elimination rules within the branch 
and bound strategy gave better results.  
2.3 Completion Time algorithms  
These algorithms compute the completion times of processing a product in all units in a 
flowshop exhibiting mixed storage and mixed storage policies. A general equation will be 
able to govern all the units provided the type of storage or storage policy is consistent for 
all of the units. There may be a few flowshops for which each unit may operate under a 
different storage policy with a series of units operating under ZW polices often called as 
ZW subtrain. There may be cases where storage is available for only a few units and in 
some cases a single storage may be shared by many units. In such instances, the concept 
of generality cannot be applied to the entire set of units but to a set of units which possess 
similar traits and hence similar constraints. These algorithms which are custom-made for 
a type of plant take into consideration its complicated characteristics and can be directly 
implemented within a MILP framework for scheduling. 
Wiede and Reklaitis (1987a) were the first to develop a completion time 
algorithm for a flowshop without transfer and setup times. Their algorithm was quite 
complex and required considerable computational effort due to its highly multi pass 
nature and complex storage feasibility test. Its computational demand made it difficult to 
use for scheduling a large number of products.        
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Wiede and Reklaitis (1987b) considered a serial MIS flowshop in which storage is 
shared by many stages. They considered the sequence-dependent setups but had assumed 
the transfer times to be negligible. They developed a completion time procedure for the 
system operating under ZW/LIS storage policy which is highly complicated. 
Rajagopalan and Karimi (1989) addressed the completion time determination in a 
flowshop with MIS storage policies, transfer times and sequence-dependent setup times 
and did not consider arbitrary storage sharing by batch units and storage clean-up times. 
Ku and Karimi (1990) developed a completion time algorithm for serial flowshops with 
constrained resources such as shared storage. They considered two types of LIS policy 
namely LIS/ZW system that was handled by Wiede and Reklaitis (1987b) and a new 
system involving LIS/UW storage policy. They tested their algorithm and found that it 
was superior to that of Wiede and Reklaitis (1987b). An algorithm for the general MIS 
flowshop was also presented in their work. 
Jung et al. (1994) proposed a completion time algorithm for a flowshop with all 
units operating on ZW policy. With this completion time algorithm, a MILP for zero- 
transfer and setup times and a MINLP for non-zero transfer and setup times were 
developed. 
Jung et al. (1996) developed the completion time algorithm for a Common 
Intermediate Storage (CIS) considering non-zero transfer, setup times. Two types of CIS 
are considered. One is a conventional pipe-valve, pump intermediate storage system 
while the other is a sort of mobile storage and hence resembles a pipeless batch plant. A 
simple CIS/UW storage policy was considered first and the algorithm was developed and 
for a more complex system with a ZW block, the algorithm developed for CIS/UW was 
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combined with the ZW completion time algorithm of Jung et al. (1994) to arrive at the 
solution.  
Kim et al. (1996) came up with completion time algorithms for UIS/UW, 
LIS/UW, NIS/UW, NIS/ZW and MIS storage policies considering non-zero transfer and 
sequence-dependent setup times for both units as well as storages. A MINLP formulation 
for each type of storage policy was developed by incorporating their respective 
completion time algorithm. Their formulation was tried in two example problems for 
which optimal solutions were obtained. But the robustness and efficiency of the models 
for a variety of problems were not discussed and reported.  
2.4 MILP Formulations 
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) is a mathematical programming technique 
and has been the most popular approach for solving the scheduling problems in the 
Chemical Engineering literature. One of the earliest attempts of using MILP approach to 
scheduling problems was done by Wagner (1959), thanks to the promising contributions 
of Dantzig (1958) and Gomory (1958) towards the solving of integer linear programs. In 
this work, an MILP model for the general job shop and the general flowshop with 
permutation schedule was developed to minimize the makespan under UIS/UW storage 
policy. A noteworthy caution on the computational expense and the need for future 
developments in integer linear programming to solve real-time problems was also 
provided in this work. The approach of Wagner was much akin to the classical 
assignment problem with the binary variable indicating the assignment of a product to a 
position in the sequence. Baker (1974) in his introductory textbook on sequencing and 
scheduling has presented this MILP formulation for a serial flowshop for the 
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minimization of makespan. In this formulation, two variables depicting the idle time of a 
machine before processing a product and the waiting time of a product after having got 
processed in a machine are used to equate two time slices in a Gantt chart. He used a 
single equality recurrence relation which considers two products adjacent in the sequence 
and their processing in a pair of adjacent units. 
Bowman (1959) immediately followed up Wagner with another MILP 
formulation with the binary variable indicating the assignment of a job to a machine in a 
particular time period. The difference between the Wagner’s binary variable and that of 
Bowman’s is that the former assigns the job to the sequence of processing in a  machine 
while the later assigns the job to time available for a particular machine.  
Manne (1960) used a binary variable that defines the predecessor-successor 
relationships for a pair of products in the sequence in a machine to solve the job shop 
problem. The effective exploitation of the definition of the binary variable renders 
Manne’s model to have nearly less than half of the binary variables as that of Wagner and 
Bowman’s formulation. The details of these formulations are provided by Pan (1997) 
which was the first effort towards the comparison of different integer programming 
formulations existing in the literature.  
The formulations of Wagner, Bowman and Manne which came out in close 
succession formed the basis for many of the integer programming formulations that later 
emerged in the scheduling literature. The binary variables of the above three works that 
were defined for job shop scheduling were adapted by many researchers for the 
permutation flowshop sequencing problems.  
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Srikar and Ghosh (SG) (1986) had developed an MILP formulation for a 
flowshop considering sequence-dependent setup times for the units. It was a sequence-
based model with its binary variable similar to that of Manne’s model depicting the 
precedence relation of two products. In their work, they considered the setup times to 
hold triangle inequality i.e. the sum of the setup times to setup a product i to product j and 
from product j to product k should always be greater than the setup time of product i to  
product k. The interesting feature of this model is that the binary variable was defined in 
such a way that it was defined only for the combinations and not for the permutation of 
products. The model was tried on problems with 6 products and 6 units. 
Ku et al. (1987) developed an MILP formulation for a flowshop with Unlimited 
Intermediate Storage (UIS) with Unlimited Wait (UW) for the products on the units. The 
binary variable that was employed was similar to that of Wagner’s binary variable and 
the recurrence relations were inequalities contrary to the equality recurrence relations of 
the Wagner’s model. They also discussed the limitations of the heuristic approach in 
terms of optimality, the dependency of BAB algorithm efficiency on lower-bound 
estimates and the limitations of MILP approach to solve larger problems. The effect of 
the differing storage policies on the makespan was also studied.  
Ku and Karimi (1988) provided an MILP formulation for a general serial 
flowshop for a set of stable intermediates that can be processed in the units with 
UIS/UW, LIS/UW and NIS/UW storages and extended it for unstable intermediates that 
warrant the use of NIS/ZW storage policy. The formulation includes the recurrence 
relations for the completion time determination for LIS storage which can accommodate 
its special variants UIS and NIS storages. An approximate heuristic strategy was 
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proposed by assigning products to specific neighbourhoods of a sequence which results in 
the reduction of binary variables and hence opens up the possibility of trying out 
problems of higher dimension. The proposed algorithm was performing better than RA 
heuristic and was giving solutions that were within 1% of the optima. Wilson (1989) also 
formulated a MILP model similar to that of Ku et al. (1987). 
Stafford (1988) extended the Wagner’s formulation for 3 machine permutation 
flowshop to J machine permutation flowshop and treated the product waiting time and 
machine waiting time as real variables in contrast to Wagner’s treatment as integer 
variables. They had studied the model performance for different objectives such as 
makespan, mean flow time, machine idle time and job waiting time. While publishing 
this work, an anonymous referee had suggested the use of Srikar and Ghosh model 
because it used less than half the number of binary variables as compared to this model. 
So, Stafford and Tseng (1990) studied the Srikar and Ghosh model and reported a few 
corrections to it in addition to stating that the triangular inequality that was assumed by 
Srikar and Ghosh was only a sufficient but not a necessary condition. They also provide a 
formulation for NIS/ZW flowshop with and without SDST. 
Liao-You(LY) (1992) modified the Manne’s formulation by replacing the two 
disjunctive constraints with alternative constraints but still had to use the big-M penalty 
term to model the sequencing. Rios-Mercado and Bard (RB) (1998) developed a MILP 
formulation for a SDST flowshop based on a new binary variable that governs the 
immediate precedence of a pair of products. They also developed a host of valid 
inequalities for both their model and that of SG model which they called as subsequence 
elimination constraints. They also concluded that the SG model with the valid 
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inequalities perform much better than their own model but the difficulty of solving 
problem instances with more than 10 products still remained. 
Tseng and Stafford (2001) developed two models for a SDST flowshop under  
UIS/UW storage policy using a binary variable that was used in Wagner’s model. The 
two models differ in the recurrence relations with model TS1 based on Wagner’s equality 
recurrence relation and model TS2 based on the inequality recurrence relations of Ku et 
al. (1987). They reported that model TS1 performed better than the TS2 model having 
tried only on smaller problem dimensions and based on the average of the computation 
times, which may not be a true reflection of the performance of a model. We try to clarify 
the discrepancy and make amends to their result in this work. 
Stafford and Tseng (2002) used the Wagner and Srikar-Ghosh models and 
adapted it for UIS/UW and NIS/ZW storage policies. They conclude that Wagner-
Stafford-Tseng model with higher number of binary variables perform much better than 
Srikar- Ghosh model with disjunctive constraints in the recurrence relations for problems 
having 9 or more products. 
Pan(1997) in their comparative study experienced  that Bowman’s model and one 
of its variants Morten and Pentico(1993) took comparatively longer time than the 
Wagner, Manne and Wilson’s model. The reason is obvious because the Bowman’s 
binary variable assigns the production of a product in a machine for a particular period of 
time. The number of periods will definitely be larger than the number of jobs and hence 
directly contributes to the increase in the number of binary variables and hence the 
computational complexity. However, Pan in the same work had concluded wrongly that 
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the Manne’s model is the best model for the permutation flowshops only based on the 
number of binary variables associated with each of the model.  
Recently, Tseng et al. (2004) pointed out this discrepancy and concluded that the 
Wagner model and Wilson models (classical assignment based models) perform better 
than the sequence-based LY model and Manne’s model. In their concluding remarks, 
they indicated the need for more MILP formulations, test problems of larger size, more 
problems per problem dimension and the verification of their findings using a different 
solver. They also call for a systematic model evaluation technique as the practice of 
analyzing the model performance based on the mean computation time of the test 
problems might create anomalies in the analysis as explained in their work. This work 
addresses some of their needs and acts as a sequel to the work of Tseng et al. (2004).  
The work presented in this thesis more or less meets their demands in terms of 
new MILP models, larger problems using the CPLEX solver and analyzing their 
performance with a new ranking strategy. 
A brief account on flowshop research has been provided by Allah Verdi et al. 
(1999) in their review work on the setup considerations in scheduling research. A review 
fully dedicated for the flowshop scheduling research with the consideration of setup times 
is provided in the work of Cheng et al. (2000). 
2.5 MILP modeling approaches 
The objective of short term scheduling whose period may span a day to months is to 
detail the start and finish of the operations and provide a time-table for carrying out the 
production activity. It also involves the sequencing of batches and the allocation of 
equipment and resources. With the production in a batch plant exhibiting discrete nature, 
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the completion time of a batch in a stage can be captured only when we know the 
information regarding the time at which this batch got its processing completed on its 
previous stage and when this unit was available for its production or whichever was later. 
As we are dealing with the decisions that emerges with time and more importantly 
dependent on time, representation of time plays a major role and has a direct bearing over 
the size of the model/formulation and hence the efficacy of the model in terms of 
providing optimal solutions at a faster rate. 
2.5.1 Time representation   
Time representation on a broader scale can be divided in to discrete and continuous-time 
representation. Kondili et al. (1993) and Shah et al. (1993) developed a discrete-time 
representation based on uniform discretization of time for the multipurpose batch plants.  
In this representation, the start and finish time of each operation must take place at the 
grid point and it also generates a large number of binary variables and hence the 
limitation to solve larger problems.  
Having realized that fine discretization was required to attain reasonable accuracy 
which would render the model computationally unsolvable, the focus shifted to 
continuous-time representation. Several works (Zhang and Sargent, 1994; Schilling and 
Pantelides, 1996; Mockus and Reklaitis, 1997) are based on the continuous-time 
representation. In the race for capturing the discreteness of process events in a 
continuum, three approaches viz. slot-, sequence- and event-based models are available in 
the continuous-time domain of the short-term scheduling literature. 
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2.5.2 Slot-based approach 
 The idea of segregating the availability of a resource for a particular operation involving 
different products led to the concept of slots. The origin of slot-based models can be 
attributed to Wagner (1959) who used a slot-based assignment binary variable to assign a 
product in a position for solving a job shop problem. As mentioned earlier, Ku et al. 
(1987) used the similar concept for solving the flowshop problem though it was later that 
the term “slot” was christened by Birewar and Grossmann (1989).  
Sahinidis and Grossman (1991a, b) were the first to consider a continuous-time 
grid for handling the cyclic multiproduct scheduling on continuous parallel production 
lines in their MINLP formulation. Whenever an intermediate material or a resource has to 
be shared between two units, the slots are synchronized in the two units so as to handle 
the material balance and resource usage. In the case of synchronous slots (Lamba and 
Karimi, 2002), the completion or the start of processing in any unit or processing line 
triggers the start of a slot across all the units. The units that continue their processing at 
this time will have their processing spillover to the new slot. The more general slot-based 
formulations involve the asynchronous slots (McDonald and Karimi; Karimi and 
McDonald, 1997; Lim and Karimi, 2003a, 2003b). 
2.5.3 Sequence-based approach 
The sequence-based approach that finds prominence in the literature dwells upon the 
predecessor-successor relations of two products in the production sequence. The works of 
Cerda et al. (1997), Mendez and Cerda (2000), Hui et al. (2000), Orcun et al. (2001), 
Gupta and Karimi (2003a, 2003b) are all based on this approach. All these approaches 
use a bi-indexed binary variable (predecessor-successor relationship) relating the 
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precedence of two products or a tri-index binary variable that defines predecessor-
successor-unit relationship. Most of these works are contributions towards the scheduling 
of multi-stage multiproduct batch plants with parallel units in each stage which are also 
called as network flowshops. Unlike slot-based binary variables which can handle the 
allocation of a product in a unit without adding much complication, sequence-based 
models with inherent disjunctions call for the utilization of a penalty term (big-M) in the 
timing constraints which has been a contentious model parameter, because the efficiency 
of the model depends on the value of big-M. 
2.5.4 Event-based approach 
Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998 a,b) and Ierapetritou et al. (1999) introduced event-based 
continuous-time formulations for short term scheduling of multipurpose batch process, 
continuous and semi-continuous processes. The philosophy of this approach lies in the 
decoupling of task events from the unit events.  A task event symbolizes the start of an 
activity and the unit event represents the utilization of a resource. The event points are the 
points that are continuous in time signifying the start of events. The demarcation of the 
same operation in two different units into two different task events along with the 
knowledge of the task-unit compatibility and the adaptation of State Task Network (STN) 
proposed by Kondili et al. (1993) enables them to fix certain binary variables, but does 
not reduce the binary variables. This fact has been clearly elucidated in the recent work of 
Sundaramoorthy and Karimi (2004). This modeling approach also requires an iterative 
procedure to determine the number of event points for a given formulation.  
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2.6 Motivation 
There are many ways to build a mathematical model and each one has its own advantages 
and disadvantages in terms of providing optimal solutions in a quick time. We explore 
several alternative MILP formulations by developing models differing in the definition of 
binary variables, coupling two contrasting binary variables from two different 
approaches, two types of recurrence relations and different cuts. We extend the scope of 
MILP formulations for a NIS/UW flowshop that has received very little attention in the 
literature and also seek to have a basic understanding as to which way of modeling a 
flowshop would enhance the solvability of larger problems. 
We also make the first effort to compare the different approaches viz. slot-, 
sequence- and event-based approach on a single platter for the flowshop sequencing 
problem which the literature is devoid of. The lack of proper model evaluation and a 
foolproof comparison to evaluate the performance of different formulations on a variety 
of problem dimensions and different test problems motivates us to propose a simple and 
an impartial ranking strategy. 
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In this chapter we focus on the description of the permutation flowshop sequencing 
problem. In a flowshop, there are i = 1, 2, … , I  products to be processed on  j = 1, 2, …, 
J units placed serially according to the recipe that is identical for all I products. A 
flowshop with I products and J units with only one unit in each stage is characterized as 
[I J] flowshop. The storage units if available are generally present in between 
successive processing units as represented in the form of circles in the schematic (Figure 



























Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a serial flowshop 
 
  
In this work, we consider a flowshop with NIS configuration in which a product up on 
completion can wait in a unit for an unlimited period of time (UW Storage policy) until 
the subsequent unit becomes free. This type of storage has not been dealt in detail in the 
literature that has many works pertaining to the UIS/UW and NIS/ZW storage policies.  
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For the first part of this work, we consider flowshop models without setup 
considerations and we call it as NIS flowshop. For the second part of our work, we 
consider a flowshop in which each unit has sequence-dependent setup times (SDST). We 
call it NIS-SDST flowshop. 
3.1 Assumptions and Constraints  
 
1. All the products are available initially. 
2. The processing time ( ) for each product in each of the units is known a priori. ijt
3. The setup time (Sjii’) on each unit for each pair of successive products in the 
sequence is known a priori. 
4. The schedule is permutation schedule i.e. all products are processed in the same 
sequence in all units. This assumption renders only (I !) schedules for a 
permutation flowshop as compared to the (I !)J  candidate schedules for a non-
permutative flowshop thereby reducing combinatorial complexity. 
5. A product can be processed in only one unit at a time and a unit can process only 
one product at a time. 
6. The operation is non-preemptive i.e. the processing of a product on a unit, once 
started may not be interrupted and resumed later on. 
7. The time to transfer a batch from one unit to another is negligible. 
8. The type of storage is No Intermediate Storage (NIS). 
9. The type of storage policy  is Unlimited Wait (UW). 
10. The last processing unit operates under the UIS policy i.e. the storage is always 
available for a finished product up on its completion in the last unit.  
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3.2 Problem Statement 
Given a serial multiproduct plant or a flowshop operating under NIS/UW storage policy 
with I product batches (  =1, 2,…, I ) having identical manufacturing recipe to be 
scheduled on J units (
i
j  = 1, 2,…, ) arranged in series, the objectives are:  J
1. To determine the optimal sequence to process the product batches to minimize 
the makespan, the time at which the last product in the sequence gets processed 
in the last unit.  
2. To determine the start and completion times of the production of each product in 







Having defined the problem at hand precisely in the previous chapter, we now formulate 
MILP models for the NIS and NIS-SDST flowshops. The models are developed for the 
NIS flowshop first and then for the NIS-SDST flowshop. In the formulations that follow, 
the constraints are written for all feasible combinations of the indices unless specifically 
mentioned.  
4.1 NIS flowshop 
4.1.1 Slot-based models                                                                                                                                 
Model M1 (KRK model) 
This model is based on the formulation of Ku et al. (1987) in which the binary variable 
assigns a product to a position or slot in the sequence. The binary variable similar to that 
of Wagner’s (1959) variable is defined as follows: 
     {1 if product  occupies slot  in the sequence0 otherwiseik i kY =
1ik
i
Y =∑  (4.1)                         
1ik
k
Y =∑  (4.2)                       
Eq. (4.1) ensures that a slot or a position in the sequence is occupied by only one product 
and eq. (4.2) ensures that a product occupies only one slot in the sequence. These are the 
well known classical assignment constraints available in the literature.                        
The exact start and end times of operations such as the product transitions in a unit and 
unit transitions for a product are captured in the form of recurrence relations. These 
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relations when written for different products and resources result in what is known as a 
detailed schedule that can be implemented in the production phase. 
( 1) 1kj k j ij ik
i
C C t Y j−≥ + ∀∑ =
J≠
 (4.3) 
( 1)kj k j ij ik
i
C C t Y−≥ +∑ (4.4)                        
    (4.5)                        ( 1)( 1)kj k jC C j− +≥ ∀
It should be noted that the completion time of a product in a unit does not indicate the 
actual time of completion of processing but the time at which the product actually leaves 
the unit. It is because a product can still wait in the unit even after its processing due to 
the non-availability of the next unit which may be engaged with the previous product in 
the sequence. Eq. (4.3) is written for the first unit wherein the completion time of a 
product is the time at which the previous product in the sequence leaves the unit added to 
the processing time of the product under consideration. Eq. (4.4) states that the 
completion time of a product in a unit should at least be greater than its completion time 
in the previous unit and its processing time in the current unit. Eq. (4.5) ensures that a 
product can leave a unit only after the previous product in the sequence leaves the next 
unit as there is no storage available between the units. Eq. (4.3) is written only for the 
first unit because the product transitions in the other units can be handled by eq. (4.5) in a 
NIS flowshop.             
The objective as discussed earlier is to minimize the makespan, the completion 
time of the product assigned to the last slot (Kth slot) in the sequence in the last unit J. 
KJMS C=   (4.6)             
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Model M2 (Wagner model) 
This model presented along the lines of the formulation of Wagner (1959) has two 
variables Vkj and Ukj indicating the waiting time of the kth product in the sequence after 
getting processed in unit j and the idle time of the unit j waiting to process the kth product 
in the sequence respectively. The key feature of this formulation is the Job Adjacency 
Machine Linkage (JAML) constraints as named by Tseng and Stafford (2001) wherein 
the two time slices of two successive products in the sequence in successive units are 
equated with the help of Vkj and Ukj. The product assigned to the first slot can get 
processed continuously on all the units without any wait as the next unit is always 
available for it and so we set V1j = 0. Since the first product in the sequence leaves the 
first unit immediately after processing, the first unit will never have to wait for the second 
product in the sequence as given by U21 = 0. The above two factors are very important in 
this formulation in the sense that they anchor the generation of Gantt chart. In addition to 
eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), this model has the following recurrence relations. 
( 1) ,k j kjU V k K j+ ≥ ∀ J≠ ≠
J≠
 (4.7)                        
  (4.8)                 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1) ,ij i k k j k j i j ik k j kj
i i
t Y U V t Y U V j J k K+ + + + + ++ + = + + ∀ ≠ ≠∑ ∑
( 1) 1,k j ij ik kj
i
U t Y U k j+ = + ∀ =∑  (4.9)                        
KJ iJ
i k
C t U= +∑ ∑ kJ  (4.10)  
Eq. (4.7) says that the unit is idling not only when it is waiting for the next product in the 
sequence but also when a product is waiting in it after processing. As mentioned before, 
two time slices of Gantt charts are equated in eq. (4.8), the proof of which is available in 
Tseng and Stafford (2001). Eq. (4.9) calculates the idling times of units waiting for the 
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first product in the sequence. Makespan is calculated as the sum of the processing times 
of all products in the last unit and the idling time of the last unit between the processing 
of two successive products in the sequence as given by eq. (4.10). We call these 
recurrence relations as equality recurrence relations as most of them are equalities except 
eq. (4.7) as against the inequality recurrence relations of model M1. 
4.1.1.1 New slot-based formulation 
A new type of formulation based on slots has been formulated in this work and the binary 
variable that governs this formulation is as follows: 
{1 if product  is assigned to a position at or after slot 0 otherwiseik i kZ =  
A product i if allotted to slot k′ (Yik’ =1) will have 1ikZ =  for  and k k′≥ 0ikZ =  for 
. The definition of binary variable and the constraints for this model can be best 
explained with our motivating example having 4 products and 4 units (Table 1.1). The Z
'k k<
ik 
binary matrix for the optimal sequence 3-1-4-2 is as shown in the following table. 
Table 4.1: ikZ matrix for the optimal sequence 3-1-4-2 in the motivating example 
 
Slot (k) Product 
(i) 1 2 3 4 
1 0 1 1 1 
2 0 0 0 1 
3 1 1 1 1 





The objective for this model is same as that of models M1 and M2 as given in eq. (4.6) 
and the set of constraints are as follows: 
( 1)ik i kZ Z k−≥ ∀ K≠  (4.11)                         
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ik
i
Z k=∑  (4.12)                         
The definition of the binary variable disallows the assignment value of a product to a slot 
(Zik) to be greater than that of its assignment value for the next slot as given by eq. (4.11).  
Similarly, it ensures that the summation of the assignment values over the products for a 
given slot will equal the slot index as in eq. (4.12). Since all binary variables for the last 
slot will take 1, irrespective of the positions of the products in the sequence, this allows 
us to fix I binary variables (ZiK = 1) resulting in only (I 2 – I ) binary variables. 
Model M3 
This model comprises of eqs. (4.6), (4.11) and (4.12) with the following set of recurrence 
relations. Note that the recurrence relations that accommodate the new binary variables 
are analogous to the ones present in M1. 
( 1) ( 1) 1kj k j ij ik ij i k
i i





 (4.13)                        
( 1) ( 1)kj k j ij ik ij i k
i i
C C t Z t Z− −≥ + −∑ ∑   (4.14)                        
( 1)( 1)kj k jC C j J− +≥ ∀  (4.5)                        
 
Model M4                                                                                                                     
We propose one more model with the following recurrence relations analogous to the 
ones in M2 in addition to the eqs. (4.6), (4.11) and (4.12). 
( 1) ,k j kjU V k K j+ ≥ ∀  (4.7)                        
( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1) ,
ij i k ij ik k j k j
i i
i j ik i j i k k j kj
i i
t Z t Z U V
t Z t Z U V j J k K
+ + +
+ + − + +
− + +
= − + + ∀ ≠ ∀
∑ ∑
∑ ∑  (4.15)                        
( 1) 1,k j ij ik kj
i
U t Z U k j+ = + ∀ =∑  (4.16) 
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  KJ iJ
i k
C t U= +∑ ∑ kJ  (4.10) 
                                                     
The JAML constraint (4.8) that was presented in model M2 is modified to accommodate 
the new binary variable ikZ  in eq. (4.15). The same is the case for eq. (4.16) which has its 
origin from eq. (4.9) of model M2. Eqs.(4.7) and (4.10) are presented in M2.  
4.1.2 Sequence-based models 
The models with binary variables relating the relative positions of two products in the 
sequence are dealt in the name of sequence-based models. The nature of flow shop with 
the permutation sequence offers two choices of sequence-based binary variables, one 
indicating the relative positions of two products(Manne’s binary variable) and the other 
linking their adjacency arbitrarily (RB’s binary variable). It should be noted that the latter 
is a special case of the former. The models obtained with the help of the former are 
discussed under Relative position (RP) models and the latter are discussed under 
Adjacency models in the following sections. The objective function for all sequence-
based models is to minimize the makespan, which is the maximum of the completion 
time of all products in the last unit and is given by 
iJMS C≥            (4.17)                        
4.1.2.1 Relative position models (RP models) 
In these models, the binary variable defined by Manne (1960) indicates the position of a 
product relative to another in the sequence and is defined as  
{1 if product  follows product in the sequence0 otherwiseii i iX i i′ ′ ′= ∀ >  
If we consider two different products i and i′ , product i′  can succeed i or can precede i 
but not both. So the condition 1ii i iX X′ ′+ =  for i i′≠  is always true for any product pair. 
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Since the precedence information can be sought by defining one of these variables, the 
need for defining the other is eliminated. Hence this allows us to define the binary 
variables only for the combinations and not the permutations resulting in only  
binary variables for a problem with I products as compared to 
2( ) /I I− 2
2I  variables of slot-based 
models. 
Model M5 (Manne model) 
( 1)ij i j ijC C t−≥ +     (4.18)                        
'( 1) (1 ) ,i j i j iiC C H X i i j J′ + ′≥ − − ∀ < ≠      (4.19) 
'( 1) . ,ij i j iiC C H X i i j J′ + ′≥ − ∀ < ≠            (4.20) 
 . (1 ) ,i j ij ii i j iiC C X t H X i i j′ ′ ′ ′ 1′≥ + − − ∀ < =                 (4.21) 
 (1 ) . , 1ij i j ii ij iiC C X t H X i i j′ ′ ′ ′≥ + − − ∀ < =       (4.22)                         
Eq. (4.18) ensures that the completion time of a product in a unit exceeds its completion 
time in the previous unit and its processing time in the unit under consideration. Eqs. 
(4.19) and (4.20) form a pair of disjunctive constraints which govern the NIS Storage 
policy. The disjunctive constraints behave in such a way that if one binds ensuring the 
precedence relation, the other relaxes with the help of a large penalty H. Eqs. (4.21) and 
(4.22) form another pair of disjunctive constraints which ensure the product transitions in 
the first unit. It is to be noted that it is written for only the first unit as the product 
transitions in all other units are handled by eqs. (4.19) and (4.20). The above eqs. (4.19)-
(4.22) along with the objective in eq. (4.17) comprise model M5.    
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Model M6 
The following valid inequalities or subsequence elimination constraints presented in 
Rios-Mercado and Bard (1998) are added to model M5 which results in a new model M6.  
1ii ii i iX X X i i′ ′′ ′′ ′ i′′+ ≥ + ∀ < < ′          (4.23)                         
ii ii i iX X X i i′ ′′ ′′ ′ i′′≤ + ∀ < < ′        (4.24)                        
If we have three products i , i′ and i′′ in a sequence such that i i  and if 
product i is followed by product i
i′′ ′< <
′′  ( iiX ′′ =1) and product i′′  is followed by product i′  
( i iX ′′ ′ =1), then we can conclude that product i′  follows product ( =1) in the 
sequence. Similarly if, i does not follow product i, (
i iiX ′
′′ iiX ′′ =0) and if product i  does not 
follow i ( =0), then product  can never follow product 
′
′′ i iX ′′ ′ i i′  i.e. iiX ′  is forced to take 
the value of zero. These valid inequalities also ensure that in a situation where 
precedence relation is true for a pair and violated for the other pair ( iiX ′′ =1; i iX ′′ ′ =0), 
the iiX ′  binary variable will be kept within its bounds of 0 and 1 but will not be forced to 
either 0 or 1. We call these valid inequalities (4.23) and (4.24) as inequality cuts. 
Rios-Mercado and Bard (1998) compared Manne’s model M5 plus the valid 
inequality with their formulation (presented later as model M11) but not with Manne’s 
model itself (M5). Hence we compare Manne’s formulation with the valid inequalities 
(M6) with Manne’s formulation (M5) hoping that a tighter formulation with the 
inequality cuts will be able to find an optimal solution with less computational effort than 
the one lacking the tightening constraints.  
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Model M7 
As it is worthwhile to explore ways and means to exploit the problem and the variables 
governing the problem so as to obtain an efficient formulation, we introduce a new single 
valid equality which along with the constraints in model M5 constitutes our new model 
M7. This model is similar to the previous model M6 with the two valid inequalities being 
replaced by a single valid equality or equality cut.  
ii ii i ii i iX d X X i i′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′′ ′ i′′+ = + ∀ < < ′   (4.25) 
With all the variables in the equation other than the dummy variable ( ) being binary, 
the dummy variable though continuous is forced to take binary values to satisfy the 
equality in the constraint. This single constraint performs the function of the two 
inequality cuts with the introduction of a dummy variable that is continuous between 0 
and 1. This is new constraint not presented in the literature before, effectively utilizes a 
tailor-made dummy variable to reduce the number of constraints without any other role in 
the formulation.  
ii id ′ ′′
Model M8 (LY model) 
Liao and You (1993) reformulated Manne’s formulation using a variable TSij that denotes 
the start of processing of a product i in unit j. As a result, the makespan is the maximum 
of the starting times of all the products added to their respective processing times in the 
last unit. It is given by the following constraint, 
iJ iJMS TS t≥ +   (4.26) 
The constraint that ensures the start of a product in a unit only when it has completed its 
processing in the previous unit and the disjunctive constraints that ensure the NIS 
condition are as given below: 
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( 1) ( 1)ij i j i jTS TS t− −≥ +     (4.27)                         
'( 1) ( 1) (1 ) ,i j i j i j i j iiTS t TS t H X i i j J′ ′ + + ′+ ≥ + − − ∀ < ≠    (4.28)                        
'( 1) ( 1) . ,ij ij i j i j iiTS t TS t H X i i j J′ ′+ + ′+ ≥ + − ∀ < ≠          (4.29)                        
The disjunctive constraints (4.21) and (4.22) in M5 that governs the product transitions in 
the first unit are replaced by the following constraints using a surplus variable.  
. ,ij i j ii i j ii jTS TS H X t a i i j′ ′ ′ ′ 1′− + − = ∀ < =     (4.30)                        
,ij i j ii j 1H t t a i i j′ ′ ′− − ≥ ∀ < =          (4.31) 
The above eqs.(4.26)-(4.31) constitute the Liao-You’s (LY) model. Note that the 
reformulated model still has the notorious big-M constraints which might not augur well 
for its performance.  
Models M9 and M10 
The addition of inequality cuts (4.23) and (4.24) and equality cut (4.25) to the LY model 
(M8) results in the new models M9 and M10 respectively. The details of the models and 
their equations are provided in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 
4.1.2.2 Adjacency models  
Model M11 (RB model) 
In this model, the adjacency of two products is modeled using a binary variable, iiQ ′ . 
{1 if product  immediately follows product in the sequence0 otherwiseii i iQ i′ ′ ′= ∀ i≠  
This model is adapted from the UIS flowshop model of Rios-Mercado and Bard (1998). 
As can be seen, the number of binary variables in this type of formulation is 2( )I I−  
variables with the objective being minimizing the makespan as given by Eq (4.17). The 
constraints associated with the model are as given below. 
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= −∑∑    (4.34) 
Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) ensure that there can be only one successor and one predecessor 
for a product in the sequence. The inequality accounts for the products at the first and the 
last position in the sequence which have no predecessor and successor respectively. Eq. 
(4.34) conveys that if there are I  products, then the number of concatenations should be 
as many as one less than the number of products itself. 
( 1)ij i j ijC C t−≥ +   (4.18)                        
( 1) (1 ) ,i j i j iiC C H Q i i j′ ′+ ′≥ − − ∀ ≠ ≠   (4.35)                        
. (1 )i j ij ii i j iiC C Q t H Q j′ ′ ′ ′≥ + − − ∀ =1  (4.36)                         
Eq. (4.18) is as explained before while eq. (4.35) governs the NIS Storage policy.  Eq. 
(4.36) accommodates the new binary variable and is analogous to eq. (4.21). 
Note that unlike the RP models with inherent disjunctions, this model does not 
require disjunctive constraints because all the possibilities such as adjacency of products 
in the sequence, non-adjacency with two possibilities viz. a product following the other 
but not immediately and the product not following the other product in the product pair at 
any cost are taken care of by (4.35) for NIS storage and (4.36) for product transitions in 
the first unit. 
4.1.3 Coupled models 
4.1.3.1 Relative position - slot coupled model (Manne-Wagner coupled model) 
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From the above discussed models we can clearly see that the slot-based models have 
more number of binary variables than the sequence-based models but have tighter 
recurrence relations than sequence-based models that have big-M constraints known for 
imposing poor LP Relaxation (Maravelias and Grossman, 2003).  Hence it seems logical 
and lucrative to explore the possibility of a new formulation by coupling the slot-based 
model and sequence-based model that will have the compelling features of both. The 
position of a product in a sequence gets fixed when the number of products before it in 
the sequence is known. This is precisely captured in the following constraint. 
(1 ) ( 1)i i ii ik
i i i i k
X X k′ ′
′ ′< >
+ − = −∑ ∑ ∑ Y   (4.37)                         
The left hand side of the above equation calculates the number of products that are 
present before a given product i in the sequence. And if it equals (k-1), then the product i 
is in the kth slot and Yik =1. Note that though the Yik variable is declared as continuous, it 
is forced to take binary values and is called as a 0-1 continuous variable. This way of 
forcing the continuous variables to take 0-1 values has been considered a good way of 
modeling in the context of MILP because in addition to capturing the discreteness it also 
obviates the exploration of additional nodes in the Branch and bound (B&B) process 
generated by the way of binary variables and hence a reduction in the computational 
expense. The above eq. (4.37) that couples the sequence-based binary variable iiX ′  and 
the slot-based binary variable Yik results in the sequence-slot coupled model, a 
combination of model M1/M2 with the binary variable iiX ′  in M5. 
But when the two models were run, it was surprising to note that  was not 
taking 0-1 binary values as expected and was taking real values between 0 and 1without 
helping our cause to couple the two approaches. A thorough investigation led to our 
ikY
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discovery that when enumerated, a few combinations of the binary variable iiX ′  were 
rendering meaningless sequences. The exploration of such nodes during the B & B 
process was hindering the integrality of  . ikY
Let us consider the simple case of three products (I = 3) with indices i = 1, 2 and 3. 
As there are 3 products, the number of possible sequences is ! 6I = , out of which one is 
optimal. Since these models are based on iiX ′  binary variables, the number of binaries 
that will get defined for this problem is equal to  = 3 and they are2( ) /I I− 2 12X , 13X  
and 23X . The number of possible combinations from 3 binary variables is 2
3 = 8 
combinations. Since there are 8 combinations of binary variables and 6 possible 
sequences for a 3 product problem, 6 of these combinations should conform to the 6 of 
those possible sequences and so there are two more combinations which should be 
meaningless. The details of the sequence for each combination and the meaningless 
combinations are provided in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: iiX ′  enumeration chart for a three product example 
 
12X  13X  23X  Sequence 
1 1 1 1 2 3 
1 1 0 1 3 2 
1 0 1 Meaningless
1 0 0 3 1 2 
0 1 1 2 1 3 
0 1 0 Meaningless
0 0 1 2 3 1 
0 0 0 3 2 1 
 
If we consider a 4-product problem, the number of feasible sequences is 24 and 
the number of binary variables will be 6, and so  = 64 combinations of binary variables. 62
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Out of these 64 combinations, only 24 correspond to the feasible sequences while the rest 
40 combinations are meaningless. Similarly for a 5 product problem the number of 
meaningless combinations is 904 indicating an exponential explosion of meaningless 
combinations for increasing product sizes. It is because of these meaningless 
combinations that the integrality of the Yik variable is challenged. 
In order to guide the search method in the B & B tree, we have to enforce 
constraints so that the chances of exploring these meaningless combinations are totally 
eliminated. We found that the equality cut (4.25) and the inequality cuts (4.23) and (4.24) 
eliminates these meaningless combinations of binary variables.  
Let us analyze one meaningless binary combination, 12 131, 0X X= =  and 23 1X = . 
This when substituted in the eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) violates the valid inequality and the 
equality cut (4.25). The presence of the inequality cuts or the equality cut ensures that the 
meaningless sequences are not visited during the B & B procedure and hence guarantee 
the integrality of   variable. The reason why the binary variable was not taking 
binary values is now obvious.  
ikY ikY
With two types of cuts and two types of recurrence relations in M1 and M2 we 
end up with four new MILP models viz. M12, M13, M14 and M15 for this novel way of 
coupling the slot-based and the sequence-based approach. The details of these four 
models with their classification and characteristics along with their equations are 
provided in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
4.1.3.2 Adjacency - Slot coupled models (RB -Wagner coupled model) 
Similar to the coupling of RP-Slot coupled models (M12-M15), the Adjacency model 
(M11) can also be coupled with the slot-based models (M1/M2). This results in a model 
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with only 2( )I I−  binary variables as compared to the 2I  binary variables of the slot-
based models. In these models, iiQ ′  is defined as the binary variable and Yik variable 
declared as 0-1 continuous is forced to take binary values. The fact that if  i.e. two 
different products are adjacent in the sequence then they must be occupying adjacent 
slots ( for k<K) is the basis behind the coupling of these two binary 
variables. 
1iiQ ′ =
( 1) 1ik i kY Y ′ += =
K
i iQ
We are now left with a difficult proposition to force two continuous variables to 
take 0-1 values with the help of a single binary variable.  From the modeling point of 
view, this is quite interesting because it has always been a general practice to use two 
binary variables to force a continuous variable to take 0-1(binary) values. But we 
successfully meet this requirement by the effective usage of a dummy variable that is 
continuous within bounds 0 and 1. The coupling equation that ascertains the sequence 
adjacency-slot relationship is as follows 
( 1)i k ii k ik iiY d Y Q k′ ′ ′+ + ≥ + ∀ ≠   (4.38) 
This constraint is very weak still and as such does not guarantee the slot assignment 












= −∑    (4.40) 
Eq. (4.39) written for the first slot says that product can be in the first slot if it has no 
predecessors in the sequence. Eq. (4.40) written for the last slot says that a product is in 
the last slot if it has no successor in the sequence. The coupling equation (4.38) which is 
a very loose constraint derives its strength from two other coupling equations (4.39) and 
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(4.40). They provide concrete information regarding the assignment of products in the 
first and last slots and are responsible for the successful coupling of the RB and Wagner’s 
binary variable and the effectiveness of  eq. (4.38).  
Eq. (4.38) written for a pair of products assigned to adjacent slots deserves 
attention and a systematic probing on its effectiveness in handling all possible scenarios 
is discussed below.  
Case (i): Adjacency of products holding true ( 1iiQ ′ = ) in the slots under consideration 
( ) ( 1) 1ik i kY Y ′ += =
Case (ii): Adjacency of products holding true ( 1iiQ ′ = ) but not in the slots under 
consideration ( ) ( 1) 0ik i kY Y ′ += =
Case (iii): Adjacency of products not holding true ( 0iiQ ′ = ) and also in the pair of slots 
under consideration ( ) ( 1) 0ik i kY Y ′ += =
Case (iv): Adjacency of products not holding true ( 0iiQ ′ = ) but only one of the pair of 
products is in one of the slots while the other is in some slot other than the second slot in 
the pair of slots ( ) ( 1) ( 1)1; 0 or 0; 1ik i k ik i kY Y Y Y′ ′+ += = = =
 In the first two cases, ii kd ′  takes the value of 1 to satisfy the inequality. For the 
third case, by the virtue of ii kd ′  being positive the inequality is satisfied at any cost. In the 
last case, for the first possibility i.e. ( 1)1; 0ik i kY Y ′ += = , the dummy variable assumes the 
value of 1 and for the other possibility of ( 1)0; 1ik i kY Y ′ += = , the value of  is immaterial 
to satisfy the inequality as discussed before.  
ii kd ′
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Model M16 
This model comprises eqs. (4.1)-(4.6) of model M1, eqs. (4.32)-(4.34) of model M11 
along with the above discussed coupling eqs. (4.38)-(4.40). 
Model M17 
This model comprises eqs.(4.1),(4.2),(4.7)-(4.10), (4.32)-(4.34) and the coupling eqs. 
(4.38)-(4.40) with the objective function given by eq. (4.6). 
4.1.3.3 RP -Adjacency (Manne-RB) coupled models  
Model M18 
With the RP models having exactly half the number of binary variables as compared to 
the adjacency models, the coupling of the two sequence-based models enables us to 
explore the benefits of reduction in the binary variables. In this model iiX ′  is declared as 
a binary variable and  is forced to be 0-1 continuous variable by the following 
constraint.   
iiQ ′
    (4.41)                         1 (1 ) (1 ) . 2( 2)ii i i ii i i i i ii
i i i i i i i i
Q X X X X I X I i i′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′
′′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′< > > <
′′ ′+ ≥ + − + + − + − − ∀ ≠ ≠∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ i
Considering two products  and i i′ , the term (1 ) (1 )i i ii i i i i
i i i i i i i i
X X X X′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′
′′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′< > > <
+ − + + −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  
in the constraint mentioned above calculates the number of products before product  and 
the number of products after the product i
i
′  and is the basis for this formulation. The 
following are the three scenarios with the expected value of variable  indicated in the 
brackets. 
iiQ ′
1. Product i  follows product i immediately in the sequence. ( = 1) ′ iiQ ′
2. Product i follows product i in the sequence but not immediately. ( = 0) ′ iiQ ′
3. Product i  does not follow product i in the sequence. (′ iiQ ′ = 0 ) 
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For the first scenario, with product i′  following product i ( iiX ′ = 1), and if they are 
adjacent then we can be sure that (1 ) (1 ) ( 2)i i ii i i i i
i i i i i i i i
X X X X I′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′
′′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′< > > <
+ − + + − = −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ , 
forcing  = 1. For the second scenario, with product iiiQ ′ ′  following product i ( iiX ′ =1), 
and if the products are not adjacent, then (1 ) (1 )i i ii i i i i
i i i i i i i i
X X X X′′ ′′ ′ ′′
′′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′< > > <
+ − + + − ′′ ′∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  will 
always be less than (I -2), which will result in the relaxation of the above constraint. The 
direction of optimization being the minimization will always favor   = 0 and hence the 




iiX ′ =0), the term  (1 ) (1 )i i ii i i i i
i i i i i i i i
X X X X′′ ′′ ′ ′′
′′ ′′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′< > > <
+ − + + − ′′ ′∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  can at most take 
the value 2(I -2), the situation where in product i′  is the first in the sequence and product 
i, the last in the sequence. This model has eq. (4.41) in addition to all the constraints in 
model M11 with the objective of minimizing the makespan as given in eq. (4.17). 
For the sake of clarity, the details of all the models with their characteristics such 
as their origin, binary variable governing them and their statistics such as number of 
binaries/constraints are provided in Table 4.3. The model equations for all the models are 
furnished in Table 4.4 at the end of this chapter. 
4.1.4 Event-Based models 
Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998 a,b) introduced the event-based continuous-time 
formulations for short term scheduling of multipurpose batch process, continuous and 
semi continuous processes. This methodology relies on the decoupling of task events 
from the unit events. Note that there exists no event-based formulation in the literature 
for the flowshop and so we develop the event-based model for an NIS flowshop in order 
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to complete the MILP flowshop modeling on all the three approaches viz. slot-, 
sequence- and event-based approaches. 
As the processing of a product in different units is considered as different task (ii) 
in the event-based formulation, an  I product and J unit flow shop will have IJ tasks. Each 
unit j has a set of task events (IIj) that can be carried out in them and the production of 
each product i in each unit is combined into a set of tasks (IIi). Since a unit will process 
all the products, there will at least be I  event points. The nature of a multiproduct plant 
or flowshop allows us to come to a conclusion that each unit in a flow shop will have I  
event points rather than finding the number of event points iteratively. The binary 
variables that define the start of a task event or a unit event are defined as follows: 
{1 if task event  occurs at event point ( , ) 0 otherwise ii nwv ii n =  
{1 if unit event  occurs at event point ( , ) 0 otherwise j nyv j n =  
In a serial multiproduct batch plant, each unit has to perform a task corresponding to a 
product at each event point and so it is evident that  =1 and hence the total 
elimination of a binary variable.  
( , )yv j n
The objective that is considered in this study is the makespan, which is the latest 
of the tasks that gets finished at the last event point in the last unit, as given by                        
( , , )MS TF ii J N≥                                                                                       (E1)                        
As each unit has events, at any event point, only one task can be processed in it. 
( , ) 1
jii II
wv ii n j
∈
=∑ ∀  (E2) 
As the differentiation of tasks based on the unit compatibility avoids the repetition of 
tasks, a task can occur only once and it has to occur at only one event point, so we have,                      
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  (E3)     ( , ) 1
n
wv ii n =∑
A task in a unit can be carried out at an event point only when the task corresponding to 
the same product has been carried out in the previous unit in the previous event point. 
Thus, the serial nature of the flow shop is given by, 




  (E4) 
 The start and finish time of a task with its processing time in the unit and at the event 
point under consideration are related as follows 
( )( , , ) ( , , ) . ( , )ii jTF ii j n TS ii j n t wv ii n≥ +   (E5)               
To ensure that a task corresponding to a product can be processed in a unit only if the 
previous task corresponding to the same product has finished in the previous unit at the 
previous event point, we write, 
1( , , ) ( , 1, 1) , , ,j jTS ii j n TF ii j n ii II ii II ii ii II−′ ′≥ − − ∀ ∈ ∈ ∈   (E6) 
To handle the transition of two different tasks, in the first unit, we write the following 
equation which is a Big-M constraint. 
1( ,1, 1) ( ,1, ) [2 ( , 1) ( , )] ; ,TS ii n TF ii n H wv ii n wv ii n ii ii ii ii II′ ′+ ≥ − − + − ∀ ≠ ∈  (E7)    
A task in a unit can finish at an event point only if the previous product in the sequence 
has finished its processing in the next unit in the same event point or else it has to wait in   
till the next unit is free. This NIS storage condition is captured as follows  
1( , , 1) ( , 1, ) [2 ( , ) ( , )] ; ;j jTF ii j n TF ii j n H wv ii n wv ii n ii II ii II j J+′ ′+ ≥ + − − − ∀ ∈ ∈ ≠  (E8)       
It is clearly evident that this event-based model with 2I J  binary variables and timing 
constraints in the form of big-M constraints exhibits the characteristics of an ill-posed 
formulation with respect to solving a problem in a reasonable time frame. Note that this 
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event-based formulation is based on the work of Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998 a, b). We 
now show that a modification in the binary variables of event-based formulation would 
make it similar to that of the slot-based binary variable Yik.  
In the event-based formulation, the production of a product in different units is 
categorized as different tasks. Generally, in many cases of batch process scheduling, the 
product-unit compatibility is known a priori and the demarcation of the tasks enables us 
to fix binary variables (to zero) that correspond to the assignment of tasks to the non-
compatible units. In the case of flowshop, a product has to be processed in all the units 
and hence the purpose of creating tasks does not serve to fix any of the binary variables 
based on product-unit compatibility. 
Moreover, in a permutation flowshop the position of a product in the production 
sequence remains the same.  According to the event-based model, production a product in 
a flowshop will occur at the same event point in all the units. The fixing of binary 
variables based on the assignment of task to event point is possible only when we know 
the sequence of production. Since in a flowshop, the primary objective is to determine 
that optimal sequence, fixing of binary variables is further ruled out. Hence, it is clearly 
evident that there are no real benefits that arise due to the creation of task events but for 
the increase in binary variables and timing constraints in the form of big-M constraints. 
Eventually in a flowshop, with the number of events occurring in a unit being 
equal to the number of product batches, events are nothing but slots in disguise. This 
allows us to a logical conclusion that an event-based formulation can be trimmed down to 
a slot based formulation. However, we keep the original event-based model having eqs. 
(E1) to (E8) for further evaluation. 
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For the sake of clarity, all models (other than the event based model) with the 
category under which they fall, the type of binary variables governing them and the 
equations that characterize them are provided in the following table. 
 
Table 4.3:  Model characteristics and statistics for the NIS and NIS-SDST flowshops 
 





Binaries   
(BVIm) 
Number of Equations     
( EQdm)  
M1/S1b Slot /KRK 2IJ + 2I + 1  
M2/S2b Slot /Wagner 
Yik  I 2
2IJ - J + 2 
M3/S3b I 2+2IJ +1 
M4/S4b
Slot/This work Zik  I 2 - I I 2+2IJ - 2I - J + 2 
M5/S5 Sequence/Manne          I 2J + I  
M6/S6 Sequence/RB I 2J + I + 2IC3
M7/S7 Sequence/This work I 2J + I+ IC3
M8/S8 Sequence/LY I 2J + I 
M9/S9 Sequence/This work I 2J + I+ 2IC3
M10/S10 Sequence/This work 
Xij (I 2 - I)/2 
I 2J + I+ IC3
M11/S11 Sequence/RB        Qij I 2 - I I 2J + 3I + 1 
M12/S12b 2IJ +3I + 1 + 2IC3
M13/S13b 2IJ + I - J +3 + 2IC3
M14/S14b 2IJ +3I + 1 + IC3
M15/S15b
Manne-KRK-Wagner 
Coupled /This work     Xij(Yik) (I 
2 - I)/2 
2IJ + I - J +3 + IC3
M16/S16b I 3 - 2I 2+ 2IJ + 7I+ 2 
M17/S17b
RB-KRK-Wagner 
Coupled /This work     Qij(Yik) I 
2 - I 
I 3 - 2I 2+ 2IJ + 5I - J+ 4 
M18/S18 Manne-RB Coupled /This work                    Xij(Qij) (I 
2 - I)/2 I 2J + I 2+ 2I + 1 
 
         a  The variable in the brackets are 0-1 continuous variables 
       b  (2I 2 - I ) equations  to be added to ( EQdm)  for the NIS-SDST models 
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4.2 NIS-SDST flowshop 
In the batch process industry, a transition from one product to another product not only 
leads to the formation of unwanted products or slops but also incurs some cost depending 
on the type of setup operation and deprives profit by contributing to the under utilization 
of resources. Hence, minimization of the setup costs has been an important objective in 
the industry and is dealt in detail in the reviews of Allahverdi et al. (1999) and Cheng et 
al. (2000). In our work, we consider the sequence-dependent setup time (SDST) in which 
the setup time is determined by the sequence of processing. 
In our study, we assume that the plant has been setup for the first product in the 
sequence before the start of production and that the setup times are asymmetric. The first 
assumption is a fairly valid assumption because we have schedules well before the 
production and there is ample time to setup the units for the first product in the sequence. 
The setup time considered in this work is asymmetric in the sense that the setup time 
from product A to B is different from the setup time from product B to A.  
4.2.1 Slot-based models  
As the question of which product should follow which other product is an operational 
decision, we use a sequencing variable,  
{1 if product  in slot  is followed by product in the sequence0 otherwiseiki i k iW ′ ′=  
Though at first hand the above variable seems to have a binary nature, it is treated as 0-1 





=∑  (4.42)                         
( 1) 1i k i ik
i
W Y k′ −
′
=∑ ∀ >  (4.43) 
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Eq. (4.42) ensures that if a product is in slot k, then it can have only one product 
succeeding in the next slot. Similarly, a product in a slot can be preceded by only one 
product in the previous slot as given by eq. (4.43). 
Having captured the assignment of adjacent product pair in the sequence by 
means of the sequencing variable ikiW ′ , we now modify the two types of recurrence 
relations that are present in models M1 and M2 to account for , the setup time for unit 
j for a product transition from 
'ji iS
i′  to i in the sequence. 
Model S1 
The recurrence relations of M1 are modified for setup considerations as follows. In the 
first unit, the completion time of a product in a unit should always be greater than the 
completion time of the previous product in the sequence in the same unit added to the 
time taken to setup that unit from the previous product to the product under consideration 
and the processing time of the product. So we have, 
( 1) '( 1) '
'
.kj k j ij ik i k i ji i
i i i
C C t Y W S j− −≥ + + ∀∑ ∑∑ 1=
≠
 (4.3a) 
A product can leave a unit only when the previous product in the sequence has left the 
next unit (NIS/UW) and the next unit has been setup for this product. 
( 1)( 1) ( 1) ( 1).kj k j i k i j i i
i i
C C W S j J′ ′− + − +
′
≥ + ∀∑∑  (4.5a) 
Eqs. (4.6), (4.1), (4.2), (4.3a), (4.4), (4.5a), (4.42) and (4.43) constitute model S1 with 
setup considerations. The essence of these modifications is that product transition can be 
effected only when the unit is setup for it depending on the product that it was processing 
earlier. 
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Model S2 
This model is the SDST counterpart of M2 and retains eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (4.7), (4.9) of M2 
and eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) are modified for setups as follows. In the JAML constraint, the 
setup times are included while equating the two time slices of the Gantt chart. 
( 1) ' ' ( 1) ( 1)
( 1) '( 1) ( 1) ' ( 1)( 1)
.
. ;
ij i k i ki ji i k j k j
i i i
i j ik i k i j i i k j kj
i i i
t Y W S U V
t Y W S U V k k j J
+ + +
′
+ − + + +
′
+ + +
= + + + ∀ ≠
∑ ∑∑
∑ ∑∑ ≠  (4.8a)                      
The equation for makespan is modified by adding the setup times on the last unit. 
.KJ iJ kJ iki Jii
i k k K i i
C t U W S′ ′
′<
= + +∑ ∑ ∑∑∑   (4.10a) 
This model comprises of eqs. (4.6), (4.1), (4.2), (4.7), (4.8a), (4.9), (4.10a), (4.42) and 
(4.43). 
Model S3 
For the new slot-based models (M3 and M4) involving setup considerations, constraints 
analogous to the eqs. (4.42) and (4.43) in models S1 and S2 are written to account for 
product sequencing.  
( 1)iki ik i k
i
W Z Z′ −
′
= −∑  (4.44) 
( 1) ( 1) 1i k i ik i k
i
W Z Z k′ − −
′
= − ∀ >∑  (4.45)        
Eq. (4.13) of model M3 is modified to incorporate the sequence-dependent setup times as 
follows, 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) .kj k j ij ik ij i k i k i ji i
i i i i
C C t Z t Z W S′ ′− −
′
≥ + − +∑ ∑ ∑∑ −  (4.13a) 
This model consists of eqs. (4.6), (4.11), (4.12), (4.13a), (4.14), (4.5a), (4.44) and (4.45). 
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Model S4 
The only modification from its NIS counterpart (M4) comes in the form of the modified 
JAML constraint. 
   (4.15a)                        
( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1)
.
. ,
ij i k ij ik i ki ji i k j k j
i i k
i j ik i j i k i k i j i i k j kj
i i k
t Z t Z W S U V
t Z t Z W S U V k k j
′ ′+ + +
′ ′+ + − − + + +
− + + +
= − + + + ∀ ≠
∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ J≠
This model comprises of Eqs. (4.6), (4.11), (4.12), (4.7), (4.15a), (4.16), (4.10a), (4.44) 
and (4.45).                                                     
4.2.2 Sequence-based model 
4.2.2.1 Relative position models 
Models S5, S6, S7 
For the sequence-based models, since we are not dealing with the assignment of products 
to the slots and are dealing with the product indices themselves, there is no need for the 
sequencing variable. Hence the setup times, ji iS ′ , is just added to the recurrence relations 
(4.19)-(4.22) as follows: 
( 1) ( 1) (1 ) ,i j i j j ii iiC C S H X i i j′ ′ ′+ + J′≥ + − − ∀ < ≠  (4.19a)  
( 1) ( 1) .ij i j j i i iiC C S H X i i j J′ ′ ′+ + ,′≥ + − ∀ < ≠  (4.20a) 
. (1 ) ,i j ij jii ii i j iiC C S X t H X i i j′ ′ ′ ′ ′ 1′≥ + + − − ∀ < = (4.21a)                        
(1 ) , 1ij i j ji i ii ij iiC C S X t HX i i j′ ′ ′ ′ ′≥ + + − − ∀ < =     (4.22a) 
 model S5 comprises of eqs. (4.17) (4.18), (4.19a)-(4.22a) and the objective given in eq. 
(4.17). Models S6 and S7 have in addition to all the equations of model S5 the inequality 
and equality cuts respectively.  
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Models S8, S9, S10 
In a similar fashion to that of Manne’s model, the LY model and its variants are modified 
to account for the setup times in the following equations 
'( 1) ( 1) ( 1) (1 ) ,i j i j i j i j j ii iiTS t TS t S H X i i j J′ ′ ′+ + + ′+ ≥ + + = − − ∀ < ≠    (4.28a) 
'( 1) ( 1) ( 1) .ij ij i j i j j i i iiTS t TS t S H X i i j J′ ′ ′+ + + ,′+ ≥ + + − ∀ < ≠                  (4.29a) 
. ,ij i j ji i ii i j ii jTS TS S H X t a i i j′ ′ ′ ′ ′ 1′− + + − = ∀ < =  (4.30a) 
4.2.2.2 Adjacency models 
 Model S11  
The eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) are modified with the setup times being added similar to that 
the relative position models as discussed before. 
( 1) ( 1) (1 ) ;i j i j j ii iiC C S H Q i i j′ ′ ′+ + J′≥ + − − ∀ ≠ ≠  (4.35a) 
. (1 )i j ij jii ii i j iiC C S Q t H Q j′ ′ ′ ′ ′≥ + + − − ∀ =1 (4.36a) 
This model comprises of eqs. (4.17), (4.18), (4.32)-(4.34), (4.35a) and (4.36a). 
4.2.3 Coupled models 
Models S12-S18 
As we are aware that the SDST coupled models get their basis structure from their NIS 
flowshop counterparts, modification is necessary only in the recurrence relations to 
account for the setup times. The inequality recurrence relations of S1 applies to the SDST 
coupled models S12 , S14 and S16 and the equality recurrence relations of S2 apply to 
the SDST coupled models S13, S15 and S17. The assignment constraints and the 
coupling equations for the NIS-SDST flowshop remain the same as that of the NIS 
flowshop. Similarly, the sequence-based coupled SDST model S18 has the same 
equations of S11 along with the coupling eq. (4.41) of M18. 
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The details of the all model equations for NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop with the 
common and distinguishing constraints are provided in the Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4:  Model equations for NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop 
Distinguishing Constraints  
M
/S   
Common constraints  
NIS NIS-SDST                
1 (4.6),(4.1),(4.2)(4.4) (4.3),(4.5) (4.3a), (4.5a),(4.42),(4.43) 
2 (4.6),(4.1),(4.2),(4.7),(4.9) (4.8),(4.10) (4.8a),(4.10a), (4.42),(4.43) 
3 (4.6), (4.11),(4.12),(4.14) (4.5),(4.13) (4.5a),(4.13a),(4.44),(4.45) 
4 (4.6),(4.7),(4.11),(4.12),(4.16) (4.10),(4.15) (4.10a),(4.15a),(4.44),(4.45) 
5 (4.17),(4.18) (4.19)-(4.22) (4.19a)-(4.22a) 
6 (4.17),(4.18),(4.23),(4.24) (4.19)-(4.22) (4.19a)-(4.22a) 
7 (4.17),(4.18),(4.25) (4.19)-(4.22) (4.19a)-(4.22a) 
8 (4.26),(4.27),(4.31) (4.28)-(4.30) (4.28a)-(4.30a) 
9 (4.26),(4.27),(4.31),(4.23),(4.24) (4.28)-(4.30) (4.28a)-(4.30a) 
10 (4.26),(4.27),(4.31),(4.25) (4.28)-(4.30) (4.28a)-(4.30a) 
11 (4.17),(4.18),(4.32)-(4.34) (4.35),(4.36) (4.35a),(4.36a) 
12 (4.6),(4.1),(4.2),(4.4), 
(4.23),(4.24),(4.37) 










(4.3),(4.5) (4.3a),(4.5a), (4.42),(4.43) 
17 (4.6),(4.1),(4.2),(4.7),(4.9), 
(4.32)-(4.34),(4.38)-(4.40) 
(4.8),(4.10)  (4.8a),(4.10a),(4.42),(4.43) 
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MODEL EVALUATION 
5.1 Effect of big-M value  
The sequence-based models with the nature of their binary variables invariably require 
the big-M constraints. These constraints have a big penalty (H in our case) tagged to the 
binary variable as one of its terms. As any binary variable provides at least two 
alternatives, the penalty is nullified to bind the constraint for one alternative and is 
enforced for the other thereby relaxing the constraint. The notoriety of these constraints 
and the unpredictability of the value of H has been covered in the literature (Gupta and 
Karimi, 2002a; Lim and Karimi 2003a). These constraints are very erratic in the sense 
that the performance of the model varies with the value of H.  
In our quest for an ideal value of H for a particular model, we tried 8 different 
increasing values of H ranging from 2000 to 40000 in 4 problem sizes for a 5-unit 
flowshop. We used the sequence-based model M5. The CPU times in seconds for 
different values of H are tabulated below. 
Table 5.1: Effect of Big-M Value on CPU time across problem dimensions 
H  Value d 
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 15000 20000 40000 
7  5 × 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.35 0.27 0.27 0.31
8  5 × 1.10 0.84 0.75 0.80 0.95 1.11 1.15 1.00
9  5 × 13.79 14.84 15.54 15.74 12.18 25.91 13.40 7.44
10  5 × 52.10 82.66 85.88 45.64 35.86 116.39 45.64 140.26
 
From the CPU time values in the table, we can infer that the best value of H for a given 
problem dimension may not be the best for another problem dimension. For example, 
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among the values of H   that we have chosen, H =6000 gives the best performance for d = 
[8 5] whereas H = 40000 and H =10000 are the best values for the problem dimensions 
of [9 5] and [10× 5] respectively.  
×
×
We also wanted to investigate the effect of H value on the performance of a 
model for different data-sets of a particular problem dimension. We chose to perform this 
study on five processing time data sets of d = [9× 5] using the same model M5. The 
results are given in the table below 
Table 5.2: Effect of big-M value on CPU time for [9 5 ] Flowshop ×
H Value p 
2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 15000 20000 40000 
1 13.79 14.84 15.54 15.74 12.18 25.91 13.40 7.44
2 8.61 22.60 8.33 8.91 11.98 11.48 12.41 7.63
3 5.79 10.12 6.35 11.95 11.52 11.83 11.85 10.37
4 25.87 11.04 18.83 21.27 18.05 27.97 9.12 31.23
5 33.42 42.17 34.93 33.98 34.18 24.59 31.73 41.14
 
There is clearly no consensus on the best value of H even among different problems of 
the same problem dimension. From these studies, we infer that the best value of H is 
independent of the problem parameters such as the number of products or the number of 
units and is highly dependent on the numerical data. Since the ideal value of H may differ 
from problem to problem and is very much data-dependent, we decided to use an 
approximate estimate of H =5000 for all problems as practiced in the literature. 
5.2 Computational experience  
As the motivation for this work stemmed from the fact that there was no effective model 
to solve the problems of higher dimension, our objective was to try out these 
formulations and investigate their effectiveness for the larger problems. In the flowshop 
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literature that uses MILP methodology, the highest problem dimension that was solved 
was a [9 9] flowshop. So we decided to try our models on 5-, 7- and 9-unit flowshops 
with the number of products I = 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12. Also in the earlier studies, only 5 
processing time matrices (referred as problem (p)) were tried for each problem dimension 
(d). Hence our analysis covers 10 different problems per problem dimension and two 
higher problem dimensions than that was considered in the literature thereby widening 
the scope of our evaluation of the MILP models.  
×
The processing times and the set-up times were randomly generated from a 
uniform distribution of [24, 240] and [0, 24] respectively using FORTRAN program 
provided in Appendix A for reference. The generation of 10 different problems for each 
problem dimension was necessitated by the fact that the testing of different models on a 
single problem data may introduce bias because the data in that problem may be 
favorable for a particular model. By doing this exercise, we would not only eliminate this 
bias but also check the robustness of models for data variations and thereby ensure a 
comprehensive analysis guaranteeing a reliable inference.  
 We based our initial study for [ ]7 5,8 5,9 5,10 5,12 5d ∈ × × × × ×  to enable us to 
have a feel for the performance of the models for a simple flowshop such as a 5-unit 
flowshop and a preliminary assessment of all the models before trying it on higher 
problem dimensions such as 7- and 9-unit flowshops. With 18 different models, 5 
problem dimensions and 10 problems for each problem dimension, we end up with 900 
test problems each for NIS and NIS-SDST flowshops. For all of the 1800 test problems, 
GAMS 20.7/CPLEX 7.5 software was used on a PC with Pentium IV microprocessor at 
2.4 GHz. For a given problem all models were checked for the same objective value. The 
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CPU times (CPUtpm) of all 50 problems for the 18 different models were observed. The 
maximum limit on the resource usage was set to 5000 seconds. The relative gap was set 
to 0.2 %. It was observed that though there were changes in the optimal sequence for 
different models for a given problem, the objective or the makespan value remained the 
same and was checked for consistency. The performance of event-based model is dealt 
later in chapter and is not considered for the ranking due to its poor performance. 
The CPU times of the models for the 1800 problems are provided in the following 
tables.  
Table 5.3:  CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [7× 5] NIS flowshop 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 0.38 0.15 0.61 0.42 0.21 0.46 0.18 0.46 0.33 0.14
M2 0.35 0.32 0.50 0.48 0.36 0.41 0.26 0.39 0.39 0.17
M3 0.33 0.51 0.62 0.58 0.32 0.58 0.20 0.39 0.39 0.13
M4 0.42 0.48 0.72 0.65 0.26 0.56 0.32 0.51 0.39 0.19
M5 0.38 0.38 0.51 0.31 0.57 0.57 0.32 0.32 0.38 0.20
M6 0.46 0.61 0.47 0.50 0.57 0.87 0.35 0.58 0.52 0.33
M7 0.49 0.67 0.47 0.54 0.46 0.46 0.35 0.54 0.55 0.16
M8 0.42 0.75 0.60 0.42 0.83 0.69 0.42 0.70 0.57 0.21
M9 0.54 0.70 0.56 0.43 0.87 0.74 0.52 0.66 0.62 0.31
M10 0.50 52.00 0.53 0.37 0.58 0.66 0.55 0.66 0.62 0.22
M11 4.87 6.00 5.18 5.97 5.40 5.60 4.39 5.39 5.20 3.31
M12 1.26 1.76 1.57 1.26 0.61 1.10 0.76 1.72 1.21 0.53
M13 1.14 1.35 1.38 1.64 0.84 0.86 0.65 1.37 1.49 0.48
M14 1.30 1.92 1.28 1.42 0.99 2.28 0.89 1.85 1.12 0.47
M15 1.37 1.72 1.42 1.89 1.23 1.37 1.09 1.35 1.21 0.40
M16 2.14 6.07 4.36 4.33 3.67 2.24 0.92 8.16 3.15 0.73
M17 2.65 7.50 4.64 4.23 1.73 3.88 2.11 7.88 3.24 0.44
M18 6.87 6.60 5.90 6.24 5.82 6.09 5.97 6.29 6.30 4.90
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Table 5.4:  CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [8× 5] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 0.38 0.73 0.63 0.55 0.50 0.68 3.59 0.20 0.56 0.71
M2 0.55 0.77 0.97 1.69 0.58 0.82 0.87 0.16 0.54 0.69
M3 0.67 1.04 1.57 1.79 0.57 0.70 1.83 0.21 0.97 0.73
M4 0.47 0.81 1.30 2.23 0.61 1.09 1.69 0.20 0.68 0.95
M5 0.63 2.08 2.01 2.08 1.26 1.48 1.96 1.38 0.85 1.21
M6 1.10 2.28 2.38 3.03 1.70 1.99 2.35 2.22 1.24 2.94
M7 1.73 1.76 2.16 4.06 2.03 1.24 3.71 2.04 1.53 3.30
M8 0.42 0.75 0.60 0.42 0.83 0.69 0.42 0.70 0.57 0.21
M9 0.54 0.70 0.56 0.43 0.87 0.74 0.52 0.66 0.62 0.31
M10 0.50 52.00 0.53 0.37 0.58 0.66 0.55 0.66 0.62 0.22
M11 53.59 52.02 58.49 64.81 51.46 58.29 63.30 49.06 47.54 53.04
M12 3.67 5.20 9.78 7.01 4.59 7.01 8.12 0.53 4.57 4.23
M13 4.42 4.54 8.22 7.37 2.99 6.81 7.73 0.65 4.65 3.71
M14 19.81 5.82 8.99 8.78 6.93 5.42 20.04 0.46 12.33 4.38
M15 10.63 4.53 6.40 10.87 7.01 5.35 31.18 0.64 13.75 5.03
M16 6.89 21.83 91.14 106.40 26.00 53.06 116.25 1.23 30.02 16.91
M17 21.08 19.40 65.95 115.93 37.05 52.17 157.34 1.38 22.47 13.07
M18 58.20 63.28 69.96 71.92 63.11 67.52 74.81 63.53 67.68 73.01
Model
( m )
Problem ( p )
 
 
Table 5.5:  CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for d = [9× 5] NIS flowshop 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 1.9 1.0 1.1 3.9 0.9 1.5 1.8 6.4 1.0 4.
M2 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.7 2.5 6.3 1.4 6.
M3 2.5 2.3 1.3 2.9 2.1 5.4 3.4 9.4 1.7 5.
M4 3.1 1.5 1.6 0.6 2.4 6.9 2.6 10.7 3.5 8.1
M5 18.5 10.2 9.5 11.8 37.6 5.4 45.7 39.1 18.8 32.3
M6 27.5 28.3 24.4 37.0 48.0 15.9 33.3 95.6 27.6 46.1
M7 17.9 19.7 12.7 15.1 24.3 10.8 20.8 37.2 35.6 35.1
M8 16.1 8.1 5.7 21.6 42.3 14.3 13.8 22.9 14.7 34.3
M9 18.2 9.8 10.0 25.7 36.0 6.9 33.3 53.7 32.9 31.2
M10 13.8 15.7 8.1 14.4 35.9 6.1 22.5 44.7 32.6 37.2
M11 747.1 789.7 652.9 781.0 826.6 721.4 801.2 820.4 864.9 854.8
M12 33.4 9.5 9.2 2.6 24.9 45.0 30.0 30.0 28.0 48.0
M13 28.9 16.8 16.0 31.1 21.4 76.3 39.8 39.8 26.1 56.4
M14 73.7 28.4 61.6 33.2 66.3 84.6 39.4 39.4 151.5 115.1
M15 69.9 29.5 62.1 109.2 51.7 58.4 34.1 34.1 91.2 89.6
M16 322.7 786.2 89.6 400.5 69.7 1016.1 477.9 2018.1 242.6 1080.8
M17 106.0 972.1 68.2 213.4 77.5 674.4 414.1 1411.5 487.9 935.1
M18 1058.0 1098.8 908.0 1102.3 1144.1 1049.8 1041.9 1084.9 1015.3 1196.2
Model
( m )
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Table 5.6:  CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [10× 5] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 4.3 5.7 5.6 12.3 11.7 6.5 2.7 10.5 5.6 9.2
M2 4.2 4.2 9.6 6.1 7.1 6.1 4.0 7.8 4.1 6.
M3 13.3 11.2 13.0 5.9 14.7 8.3 17.9 21.5 8.5 9.1
M4 12.8 13.3 6.6 13.9 20.9 15.5 27.3 19.6 11.4 12.3
M5 54.6 125.4 82.9 49.6 70.3 139.7 174.5 94.3 127.0 808.0
M6 186.0 298.1 490.0 89.4 215.5 131.3 246.7 70.4 252.3 1139.0
M7 120.8 305.5 81.6 48.2 101.4 55.2 138.8 95.6 69.8 380.9
M8 29.5 80.8 146.5 40.5 72.3 99.5 281.1 24.6 38.3 525.8
M9 59.3 189.4 123.5 65.9 77.8 59.2 187.2 131.7 96.0 557.2
M10 42.7 112.7 162.3 26.1 31.7 55.9 298.1 49.6 113.3 661.3
M11 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M12 283.2 167.7 224.0 130.3 336.7 282.2 323.4 420.4 106.3 299.7
M13 335.2 168.9 282.3 47.1 287.0 281.1 266.8 307.8 476.9 290.6
M14 577.2 344.8 490.7 648.3 1137.0 1302.0 471.7 609.6 949.2 1614.0
M15 462.3 774.6 522.8 789.5 952.4 1308.7 260.2 356.3 1628.2 2552.0
M16 5000.0 952.9 3444.9 4784.8 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M17 5000.0 4251.5 3471.6 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M18 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
Model
( m )




Table 5.7:  CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [12× 5] NIS flowshop 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M 1 10.9 292.0 144.3 131.0 73.6 108.0 66.4 70.5 477.0 154.5
M 2 20.1 155.7 91.9 179.5 33.2 167.5 71.5 67.9 308.1 252.5
M 3 39.5 588.6 269.8 241.5 49.6 440.2 367.2 200.5 810.1 481.0
M 4 128.7 1458.0 427.6 971.8 144.4 688.8 447.5 335.4 1196.9 655.8
M 5 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 6 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 7 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 8 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 9 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 10 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 11 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 12 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 13 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 14 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 15 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 16 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 17 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
M 18 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
Model 
(m )
Problem ( p )
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Table 5.8: CPU time (CPUtpm ) in seconds for [7× 5] NIS-SDST flowshop  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 1.33 1.15 1.87 1.90 1.56 0.60 1.05 0.94 1.48 0.74
S2 1.25 1.21 2.04 1.80 1.38 0.80 0.97 1.14 1.37 0.65
S3 0.89 1.17 1.68 1.86 1.29 0.70 1.01 1.60 1.51 0.74
S4 0.98 1.69 1.82 1.69 1.11 0.72 1.05 1.27 1.25 0.56
S5 0.37 0.44 0.59 0.35 0.60 0.73 0.48 0.49 0.54 0.20
S6 0.54 0.62 0.66 0.57 0.74 0.67 0.38 0.69 0.50 0.26
S7 0.79 0.69 0.07 0.59 0.55 0.73 0.45 0.57 0.51 0.21
S8 0.37 0.65 0.58 0.71 0.69 0.95 0.57 0.68 0.59 0.20
S9 0.65 0.78 0.66 0.57 0.83 0.80 0.69 0.70 0.84 0.26
S10 0.50 0.71 0.89 0.56 0.96 0.86 0.63 0.79 0.78 0.25
S11 4.89 5.66 4.94 5.89 5.40 5.49 4.99 5.48 5.02 2.96
S12 4.32 6.61 6.38 7.75 5.50 4.20 3.65 4.51 6.77 2.13
S13 3.03 6.82 5.61 6.24 5.47 3.07 3.44 5.60 4.60 1.90
S14 4.24 6.76 7.53 7.74 4.43 3.92 3.73 8.31 5.17 2.93
S15 3.66 6.10 5.31 7.09 5.45 2.93 4.01 5.19 5.93 2.35
S16 4.88 15.54 12.27 14.51 8.09 9.44 7.96 21.81 9.61 2.01
S17 4.76 11.76 10.08 9.28 8.84 10.25 6.98 18.79 11.54 1.99
S18 6.48 6.55 6.01 6.43 5.78 6.81 6.10 6.28 6.66 5.08
Model 
( m )
Problem ( p )
 
 
Table 5.9: CPU time (CPUtpm ) in seconds for [8× 5] NIS- SDST flowshop  
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 2.26 5.28 3.85 8.27 2.41 4.34 1.44 0.81 2.36 3.76
S2 2.36 3.75 4.21 9.07 3.55 2.99 3.33 0.74 2.24 4.16
S3 2.17 7.30 4.78 9.52 3.71 3.72 4.48 1.04 3.01 4.04
S4 1.76 5.70 4.58 14.78 2.32 4.82 8.59 0.85 2.07 4.27
S5 1.06 1.97 1.93 3.52 1.35 1.46 3.43 2.38 1.25 1.88
S6 1.46 3.23 2.26 3.50 1.68 3.15 2.71 2.48 1.22 3.53
S7 3.27 3.03 1.67 2.32 0.88 2.16 4.10 2.24 1.33 2.46
S8 1.35 1.75 1.51 1.99 2.40 2.87 4.03 1.53 1.61 1.82
S9 1.32 3.97 3.90 6.40 2.04 3.51 3.68 2.97 1.98 1.47
S10 1.27 2.78 2.23 4.19 1.93 3.23 4.19 1.40 1.52 2.05
S11 52.78 54.94 56.01 65.88 54.98 61.37 65.15 54.63 47.91 54.54
S12 13.08 30.80 52.97 57.94 24.31 35.92 33.06 4.36 15.68 33.35
S13 24.56 44.31 50.95 33.21 23.67 29.27 29.05 3.13 14.84 34.19
S14 29.07 60.55 69.90 68.17 23.96 43.67 40.85 3.39 24.37 18.64
S15 30.71 48.27 55.07 86.07 28.39 25.31 38.46 4.77 27.50 34.75
S16 19.68 120.97 200.15 354.68 59.15 141.53 168.00 4.96 35.08 74.46
S17 33.07 70.92 340.80 380.17 47.71 127.48 169.37 2.09 52.97 57.65
S18 65.30 70.66 67.80 79.43 65.47 68.87 205.64 65.36 62.77 68.50
Model 
( m )
Problem ( p )
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Table 5.10: CPU time (CPUtpm ) in seconds for [9× 5] NIS- SDST flowshop  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 14.0 6.9 6.5 7.3 11.5 20.6 12.0 33.3 10.7 62.9
S2 9.7 10.1 8.3 8.6 14.0 24.2 14.2 64.1 7.1 52.3
S3 15.7 9.6 11.7 8.5 13.9 26.2 26.1 82.7 15.9 66.0
S4 17.4 5.7 12.9 8.5 11.6 28.1 12.5 56.0 14.4 51.3
S5 19.7 25.8 12.5 16.7 33.6 9.4 35.6 32.5 36.1 29.8
S6 43.7 58.1 14.9 53.4 64.8 27.1 43.9 58.2 42.3 40.9
S7 14.9 27.0 16.8 31.3 46.0 36.3 9.5 31.5 35.1 30.7
S8 12.0 16.8 11.0 31.2 49.0 9.8 11.0 40.8 22.4 44.0
S9 48.0 22.2 19.3 34.1 49.3 9.1 40.5 40.2 28.7 46.2
S10 23.6 25.5 8.0 42.6 29.8 8.1 26.5 29.4 32.7 43.4
S11 807.4 868.6 713.3 829.5 807.2 842.3 740.2 905.9 845.9 858.2
S12 290.5 351.0 117.7 87.7 153.9 432.5 252.6 565.3 148.5 350.1
S13 192.2 170.5 106.4 50.4 170.5 340.5 232.8 546.8 195.2 346.1
S14 219.7 336.1 178.9 110.6 264.6 506.7 256.8 556.8 279.3 440.9
S15 244.5 284.0 165.5 145.6 295.1 585.0 174.9 608.2 272.1 397.8
S16 1007.1 2786.1 394.3 392.2 212.6 4009.4 765.4 4446.1 682.2 2112.9
S17 1281.9 2038.9 295.7 455.2 277.0 4944.5 985.2 5000.0 966.0 2075.9
S18 1062.5 1050.5 1012.1 1136.5 1051.0 1049.3 1010.7 1078.9 1118.5 1117.5
Model 
( m )
Problem ( p )
 
 
Table 5.11: CPU time (CPUtpm ) in seconds for [10× 5] NIS- SDST flowshop  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 55.1 39.4 58.9 14.2 78.8 61.6 24.5 134.8 19.6 108.4
S2 47.6 49.4 61.1 16.0 65.4 43.7 15.9 131.5 37.6 106.8
S3 60.3 57.1 34.8 66.8 190.7 144.2 28.5 113.0 98.6 189.2
S4 84.3 106.9 57.3 34.5 183.1 208.1 68.8 117.1 99.4 228.4
S5 105.6 307.4 177.5 102.3 110.5 121.7 166.4 134.7 151.9 651.9
S6 419.1 253.8 255.1 107.0 194.6 71.4 328.8 94.4 329.8 1550.9
S7 182.9 179.2 318.9 46.4 101.2 86.0 86.1 100.4 444.4 639.5
S8 159.9 213.4 271.8 48.8 61.5 33.6 93.8 60.2 157.3 503.2
S9 161.5 336.0 162.1 133.7 84.4 81.1 111.4 100.7 335.6 461.1
S10 77.4 170.3 215.7 72.1 80.0 113.3 124.7 79.1 164.6 446.4
S11 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S12 2637.3 1409.2 2646.5 864.6 3350.3 2331.2 1888.6 3097.8 1897.9 3050.0
S13 2845.3 1263.8 1326.6 1278.1 3314.1 1862.1 1519.8 2459.0 2184.3 2730.4
S14 2482.6 2667.9 1613.9 1529.4 5000.0 2435.3 986.8 3132.9 5000.0 4000.0
S15 1711.1 2429.9 2470.9 2105.0 2921.4 3047.3 2604.0 2424.0 5000.0 4059.1
S16 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S17 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S18 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
Model 
( m )
Problem ( p )
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Table 5.12: CPU time (CPUtpm ) in seconds for [12× 5] NIS- SDST flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 229.1 4453.8 1682.6 4152.7 1186.2 1979.7 913.3 2393.5 1165.1 573.9
S2 243.9 4973.3 1210.6 3040.3 1482.3 1261.4 1021.0 2193.3 1793.0 595.1
S3 395.3 3800.9 5000.0 5000.0 2381.1 3245.9 2283.9 3150.6 5000.0 889.5
S4 673.1 4258.1 4072.7 3701.8 2677.7 4232.2 4003.6 4526.4 4240.8 1276.2
S5 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S6 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S7 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S8 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S9 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S10 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S11 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S12 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S13 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S14 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S15 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S16 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S17 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
S18 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
Model 
( m )
Problem ( p )
 
 
Our computational experience made us realize that none of the sequence-based models 
and the coupled models were able to solve all the 10 problems for the problem 
dimension, d=[12 5] to completion within 5000 seconds for both NIS and SDST 
flowshops. Models M11, M16-M18 and their SDST counterparts failed to solve even a 
[10 5] flowshop problem reiterating the difficulty of MILP models to solve higher 
dimensional problems. In order to make a thorough analysis and to create a level playing 
field for all the models that were able to solve the problems in a reasonable time frame 
we consider only d= × 5],[8
×
×
[7 × 5],[9 × 5] and [10 × 5] for further analysis and 
evaluation by ignoring the results of [12× 5]. For problems  d=[10× 5] that were not 
able to converge within the resource limit of 5000 CPU seconds, the resource limit of 
5000 seconds was itself considered as the time required for the model. 
in
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5.3 Need for a systematic analysis 
As we are comparing the performances of different models, a fool proof method of 
comparison would be to nullify the effects of external factors that arise due to the 
resource that was used for computation, the version of the solver, the options with in the 
solver etc. It is also ethical to maintain uniform testing conditions for model comparison 
so that the outcome of the analysis is purely based on the performance only and not 
affected by other external factors. Our past experience with the performance of the 
models on different computers (Karimi et al., 2004) and using different versions of a 
solver (Sundaramoorthy and Karimi, 2004) drives us to provide an impartial and an 
unbiased comparison. Though we used 1800 different problems to solve, we restricted 
our model testing to the same computer resource, same solver version and the same 
solver options in order to be fair and ethical in our comparison. 
It has been a general practice in the flowshop sequencing research to generate a 
set of random processing time matrices and to solve these data sets with the models that 
are available. Tseng and Stafford (2001) in their work on flowshop sequencing solved 
five different data sets for a given problem dimension and reported the mean (average) 
values of the CPU times. The mean values of CPU times for different models were 
compared. To our knowledge, a comparison of models based on simple mean of the CPU 
times will not provide a true reflection of the model performance. A problem data may be 
favorable for a particular model and it would have taken less computational effort to 
solve that data set compared to the other models. This advantage could offset the 
inefficient performance of that model for another data set thereby gaining an undue credit 
over the genuinely consistently performing models. So, the calculation of mean values of 
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all the computation time results in unreliable and inconsistent analysis.  This anomaly 
caused by the analysis of MILP models based on the mean values of the CPU times is 
discussed in Tseng et al. (2004) who call for a more systematic analysis of models.  
To mitigate this effect, and to give due credit to model that took the least 
computational effort to solve a particular problem we define a new term called as Model 
Relative CPU time (MRCPUtpm). It is defined as the ratio of the CPU time of solving a 
particular problem (p) by a model (m) to that of the minimum of the CPU times required 








= ∀⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
For example, we calculate the MRCPUpm for the CPU time data of [7 5] NIS flowshop  ×
 
Table 5.13:  (MRCPUtpm ) and (MMRCPUtdm ) for  [7× 5] NIS flowshop 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 1.15 1.00 1.30 1.35 1.00 1.12 1.00 1.44 1.00 1.08 1.14
M2 1.06 2.13 1.06 1.55 1.71 1.00 1.44 1.22 1.18 1.31 1.37
M3 1.00 3.40 1.32 1.87 1.52 1.41 1.11 1.22 1.18 1.00 1.50
M4 1.27 3.20 1.53 2.10 1.24 1.37 1.78 1.59 1.18 1.46 1.67
M5 1.15 2.53 1.09 1.00 2.71 1.39 1.78 1.00 1.15 1.54 1.53
M6 1.39 4.07 1.00 1.61 2.71 2.12 1.94 1.81 1.58 2.54 2.08
M7 1.48 4.47 1.00 1.74 2.19 1.12 1.94 1.69 1.67 1.23 1.85
M8 1.27 5.01 1.28 1.35 3.96 1.68 2.33 2.19 1.73 1.62 2.24
M9 1.64 4.67 1.19 1.39 4.15 1.81 2.89 2.06 1.88 2.38 2.41
M10 1.52 346.67 1.13 1.19 2.76 1.61 3.06 2.06 1.88 1.69 36.36
M11 14.75 39.99 11.01 19.25 25.70 13.65 24.37 16.83 15.75 25.49 20.68
M12 3.82 11.75 3.34 4.07 2.90 2.69 4.23 5.38 3.67 4.08 4.59
M13 3.46 9.01 2.94 5.30 4.00 2.10 3.61 4.29 4.52 3.69 4.29
M14 3.94 12.81 2.73 4.58 4.72 5.57 4.95 5.79 3.40 3.62 5.21
M15 4.15 11.48 3.02 6.10 5.86 3.34 6.06 4.22 3.67 3.08 5.10
M16 6.49 40.45 9.27 13.95 17.45 5.47 5.12 25.50 9.56 5.62 13.89
M17 8.04 50.00 9.86 13.63 8.25 9.45 11.73 24.63 9.83 3.38 14.88
M18 20.82 43.99 12.55 20.12 27.70 14.85 33.16 19.65 19.09 37.67 24.96
MMRCPU dmModel  
(m )
MRCPU pm
Problem ( p )
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5.4 Ranking Strategy 
By defining MRCPUtpm, we have ensured that for a given problem, the best performing 
model is rewarded and the worst performing model is penalized. From a problem 
perspective, the best performing model can be identified as the model with the 
MRCPUtpm value of 1 among all the models for that particular problem. Contrarily, the 
worst performing model is the one having the highest value of MRCPUtpm. It is 
understandable that the best model for a problem may not be the best model for another 
problem. But our interest lies not on a specific problem but on the performance of the 
models for a variety of problems. So we adopted a ranking strategy to derive reliable 
meaning out of the results of the 1800 test problems to identify the candidate models to 
test on higher problem dimensions. 
5.4.1 Strategy 1  
According to the first ranking strategy, for each model the mean of the MRCPUtpm across 













The denominator in the above expression takes the value of 40 as we have done the 
evaluation for 4 problem dimensions each having 10 different problems. This way of 
taking the mean of the Model relative CPU times is a better measure than taking a mere 
mean of all the problems which can bring in some inconsistency due to the variance in 
the data and can introduce bias due to the suitability of data in a specific problem to a 
particular model. The rank index and final standings of all the models by this strategy for 
both NIS and NIS-SDST flowshops are given in Table 5.15 and Table 5.16 respectively. 
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5.4.2 Estimation of Mean Model Relative CPU time  
It should be noted that the first strategy does not take into consideration the differing 
problem dimensions because the average of the MRCPUtpm is taken for all the problems 
cutting across the problem dimensions. In the process of refining our ranking strategy we 
incorporate the effect of problem dimensions by defining a new term called Mean Model 
Relative CPU time (MMRCPUtdm) which is the mean of MRCPUtpm for that problem 
dimension (provided in the last column of Table 5.13). The expression for dmMMRCPUt  












Table 5.14:  Mean Model Relative CPU time (MMRCPUt dm )  for 5-unit flowshop 
 
NIS Flowshop  NIS/SDST Flowshop 
Problem dimension (d)  Problem dimension (d) Model  
(m) 7× 5 8× 5 9× 5 10× 5  Model  (m) 7× 5 8× 5 9× 5 10× 5 
M1 1.1 2.1 1.7 1.3 S1 5.5 2.4 1.4 1.4
M2 1.4 1.9 1.3 1.1 S2 5.7 2.6 1.6 1.4
M3 1.5 2.4 2.3 2.5 S3 5.2 3.1 2.1 2.6
M4 1.7 2.5 2.2 3.2 S4 5.3 3.3 1.7 3.1
M5 1.5 3.9 15.7 32.9 S5 1.9 1.6 2.6 5.4
M6 2.1 6.1 27.5 60.4 S6 2.2 1.9 4.7 8.9
M7 1.9 6.8 16.8 28.6 S7 1.3 1.8 3.0 6.1
M8 2.2 1.5 15.4 28.1 S8 2.1 1.6 2.3 4.2
M9 2.4 1.5 19.1 30.7 S9 2.4 2.3 3.3 6.0
M10 36.4 8.7 16.4 32.8 S10 2.7 1.8 2.7 4.4
M11 20.7 149.0 645.4 1010.2 S11 18.6 45.1 88.8 165.8
M12 4.6 12.5 16.7 50.8 S12 20.5 21.0 26.7 64.8
M13 4.3 11.9 25.3 56.2 S13 18.1 20.5 21.2 60.3
M14 5.2 21.7 54.4 151.8 S14 22.9 26.5 31.0 83.5
M15 5.1 22.6 57.4 179.4 S15 18.4 26.5 30.9 95.3
M16 13.9 106.2 367.8 882.4 S16 40.1 76.4 161.8 165.8
M17 14.9 116.1 320.4 965.1 S17 34.2 83.2 171.0 165.8
M18 25.0 184.7 880.5 1010.2 S18 23.1 63.7 116.2 165.8
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With the performance of the 18 models on the 1800 problems condensed in the form of 
MMRCPUtdm a good ranking strategy may be to take the weighted average of 
MMRCPUtdm using the weights that are the characteristics of the model as well as the 
problem dimension.  
5.4.3 Strategy 2 
In this ranking strategy, we use the number of binary variables ( ImBV ) which is 
considered a good measure of the problem size as well as the model characteristics as the 
weights and the rank index is as given below. The binary weights that were employed for 













We use the term MMRCPUtIm instead of MMRCPUtdm because for this initial study of 
models for the 5-unit flowshop the parameter J  is constant(J=5) for all I in d= [I× J]. 
5.4.4 Strategy 3 
In this strategy, the weighted average of MMRCPUtdm is calculated using the number of 
equations as the weights instead of the binary variables that was used in strategy 2.  The 
equation weights  are provided in Table 4.3 in the previous chapter. The ranking 














It is to be noted that while the number of binary weights remains the same for NIS 
and NIS-SDST flowshops, the equation weights for NIS-SDST flowshop for the slot-
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based models and the slot-sequence coupled models is 2(2 )I I−  more than that of NIS 
flowshop due to the sequencing constraints. However, for the sequence-based models, the 
equation weights for NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop remain the same. The details of the 
ranking indices by all of the three ranking strategies are given below. 
Table 5.15:  Rank indices (Rsm ) of models for 5-unit NIS/ NIS-SDST flowshop 
 
NIS Flowshop   NIS-SDST Flowshop 
Ranking Strategy (s)  Ranking Strategy Model 
(m) 1 2 3  
Model 
(m) 1 2 3 
M1 1.6 1.6 1.6 S1 2.7 2.3 2.4 
M2 1.4 1.4 1.4 S2 2.8 2.4 2.5 
M3 2.2 2.3 2.3 S3 3.2 3.0 3.0 
M4 2.4 2.5 2.5 S4 3.4 3.1 3.2 
M5 13.5 16.8 16.6 S5 2.9 3.2 3.2 
M6 24.0 30.2 30.8 S6 4.4 5.2 5.2 
M7 13.5 16.3 16.4 S7 3.0 3.5 3.5 
M8 11.8 14.7 14.5 S8 2.6 2.8 2.8 
M9 13.4 16.6 17.0 S9 3.5 3.9 3.9 
M10 23.6 23.6 23.7 S10 2.9 3.1 3.1 
M11 456.3 563.8 553.8 S11 79.6 94.7 93.3 
M12 21.2 25.7 26.1 S12 33.3 37.7 37.9 
M13 24.4 29.7 30.6 S13 30.0 34.1 34.5 
M14 58.3 73.1 71.9 S14 41.0 46.9 46.5 
M15 66.1 83.7 83.3 S15 42.8 50.2 50.0 
M16 342.6 432.4 458.4 S16 111.0 125.1 128.1 
M17 354.1 450.2 481.3 S17 113.5 128.2 131.5 
M18 525.1 637.3 628.4  S18 92.2 107.0 105.8 
 
5.5 Results and discussion 
We adopted three different ranking strategies to check the consistency of model 
performances. Based on the rank indices for each ranking strategy, the models are ranked 
from 1 to 18 by increasing order of the rank index. The final standing of the models for 
NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop is provided in the Table 5.16.  
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Table 5.16: Model rankings and final standings for 5-unit NIS/NIS-SDST flowshop  
 
NIS Flowshop   NIS-SDST Flowshop 
Ranking Strategy  Ranking Strategy Rank 
1 2 3 
Final 
Standing  1 2 3 
Final 
Standing 
1 M2 M2 M2 M2  S8 S1 S1 S1 
2 M1 M1 M1 M1  S1 S2 S2 S2 
3 M3 M3 M3 M3  S2 S8 S8 S8 
4 M4 M4 M4 M4  S5 S3 S3 S3 
5 M8 M8 M8 M8  S10 S10 S10 S10 
6 M9 M7 M7 M7  S7 S4 S4 S4 
7 M5 M9 M5 M5  S3 S5 S5 S5 
8 M7 M5 M9 M9  S4 S7 S7 S7 
9 M12 M10 M10 M10  S9 S9 S9 S9 
10 M10 M12 M12 M12  S6 S6 S6 S6 
11 M6 M13 M13 M13  S13 S13 S13 S13 
12 M13 M6 M6 M6  S12 S12 S12 S12 
13 M14 M14 M14 M14  S14 S14 S14 S14 
14 M15 M15 M15 M15  S15 S15 S15 S15 
15 M16 M16 M16 M16  S11 S11 S11 S11 
16 M17 M17 M17 M17  S18 S18 S18 S18 
17 M11 M11 M11 M11  S16 S16 S16 S16 
18 M18 M18 M18 M18  S17 S17 S17 S17 
 
We can see from the above table that the ranks are very similar for all the models 
by the second and the third ranking strategy. The ranking according to the first strategy 
differs from the identical rankings provided by the second and third strategies in a few 
instances. But it can be observed that the deviations are not much but are confined to a 
maximum of two ranks to the model standings according to the second and third 
strategies. We decide on the final standing on the model going by the consistency of the 
model ranking in at least two strategies.  
Based on these standings, we selected the top 10 models to study their 
performance and made a comprehensive analysis by extending the study from a 5 unit 
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flowshop to 7- and 9-unit flowshop. The selected models include the four slot-based 
models and all of the sequence-based models except Model M11 developed by Rios-
Mercado and Bard (1998) which performed badly even for the 5-unit flowshop problem.  
Although the study of flowshop models for higher number of products was very 
much desired, we found that there was no point in studying the model performance for     
d = [12× 7], [12× 9] when we very well knew that 6 of these top 10 models were not 
even able to solve a much smaller flowshop problem of dimension [12× 5]. Hence we 
ignore the 12-product flowshop in the evaluation for the want of an analysis that would 
have considered models that are able to converge to an optimum for all the problem 
dimensions within 5000 CPU seconds. Our analysis was confined to flowshops with I = 
7, 8, 9, 10 products and J = 5, 7, 9 units resulting in 12 problem dimensions and a test bed 
of 1200 problems each for both NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop. Having captured the 
model performances for 5-unit flowshop, we test the models for a 7- and 9-unit flowshop 
using the same software and the same computer resource. The CPU times of 7-unit and 9-
unit flowshop for NIS and NIS-SDST are provided below. 
Table 5.17: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [7× 7] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 0.20 0.51 1.01 0.50 0.47 0.24 0.43 0.35 0.43 0.67
M2 0.38 0.67 0.33 0.80 0.71 0.27 0.41 0.44 0.49 0.62
M3 0.34 0.80 0.52 0.71 0.57 0.32 0.37 0.39 0.44 0.64
M4 0.36 0.75 0.49 0.54 0.89 0.43 0.47 0.40 0.59 0.73
M5 0.60 0.42 0.60 0.45 0.55 1.01 0.57 0.55 0.93 0.52
M6 0.62 0.54 0.46 0.54 0.57 1.09 0.78 0.58 1.14 0.60
M7 0.97 0.51 0.34 0.46 0.73 0.98 0.91 0.56 0.56 0.73
M8 0.55 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.67 0.99 0.58 0.56 0.69 0.54
M9 0.79 0.46 0.45 0.63 0.60 0.98 0.44 0.80 0.70 0.47
M10 0.58 0.39 0.53 0.53 0.48 1.11 0.36 0.59 0.89 0.58
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
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Table 5.18: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [8× 7] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 1.39 1.38 1.10 1.47 0.89 1.44 0.58 0.44 0.80 0.86
M2 0.95 1.37 1.53 1.14 1.07 1.92 0.69 0.43 0.97 0.94
M3 1.46 1.67 1.57 1.73 1.08 2.37 0.87 0.44 2.59 1.38
M4 1.18 1.44 2.07 1.82 0.98 2.70 0.71 0.71 1.67 1.88
M5 2.87 2.65 1.77 3.68 4.72 6.73 3.66 1.63 3.35 2.21
M6 4.96 3.26 2.06 6.50 5.80 9.41 4.90 2.32 2.66 3.14
M7 3.43 4.15 2.38 3.90 5.25 3.03 3.63 1.95 3.68 2.04
M8 3.65 1.90 1.18 3.35 2.45 3.27 3.26 1.02 2.77 1.77
M9 2.47 3.12 2.03 7.36 2.85 6.98 3.82 2.13 4.56 4.68
M10 1.77 2.77 2.34 2.47 3.81 7.62 4.60 1.08 3.46 2.07
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
 
Table 5.19: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [9× 7] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 1.8 0.9 2.3 3.4 3.2 1.6 2.1 21.3 2.7 2.2
M2 7.3 1.0 2.5 3.8 3.4 2.2 3.4 3.2 3.1 2.2
M3 12.7 0.6 3.6 2.6 11.5 3.3 5.1 8.2 3.2 4.9
M4 19.2 1.1 4.2 7.0 19.8 2.6 5.4 6.9 3.7 3.5
M5 26.5 29.1 9.2 22.2 74.9 79.7 27.7 134.2 38.4 9.2
M6 33.0 32.6 22.3 10.9 59.2 95.4 44.2 136.2 42.4 16.4
M7 41.9 11.8 6.8 7.5 31.5 22.0 18.7 80.0 8.7 8.7
M8 22.7 11.2 10.7 6.2 36.5 44.6 19.1 67.7 29.5 5.0
M9 14.8 12.4 14.5 18.8 25.0 55.2 15.2 105.7 22.1 11.2
M10 33.8 19.9 11.3 8.3 37.5 63.7 11.3 36.3 21.4 8.6
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
 
Table 5.20: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [10× 7] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 3.1 2.2 5.7 8.9 14.2 7.2 1.8 4.9 1.6 6.7
M2 4.2 2.8 14.5 9.1 13.0 7.3 1.7 6.7 2.9 9.8
M3 7.2 4.3 9.9 16.5 31.4 10.4 3.6 9.7 6.8 23.1
M4 8.8 8.7 20.6 25.4 19.6 21.1 3.9 10.7 7.4 24.7
M5 525.2 41.8 106.5 355.4 511.2 1173.8 106.3 188.8 49.0 523.2
M6 643.9 81.5 159.6 596.2 728.2 994.3 179.9 390.0 90.7 551.2
M7 491.4 57.9 66.5 355.9 312.2 869.7 41.7 176.5 31.2 351.3
M8 395.9 22.5 53.6 203.8 223.6 691.0 56.9 143.4 55.7 263.4
M9 528.3 55.2 70.2 431.4 440.7 862.6 81.2 355.8 41.1 665.9
M10 341.5 134.9 161.1 291.3 737.7 528.9 60.1 202.5 45.8 563.9
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
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Table 5.21: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [7× 7] IS-SDST flowsho N p 
07 1.46 0.73 2.10
S2 0.65 2.78 1.74 1.51 2.05 1.04 49 1.21 1.40 2.18
S3 0.67 2.67 1.22 2.11 1.77 1.53 92 1.75 1.15 1.96
S4 0.65 2.60 1.86 1.75 1.96 1.20 26 1.31 0.92 1.78
S5 0.70 0.46 0.58 0.67 0.60 0.72 48 0.92 1.07 0.82
S6 0.91 0.49 0.58 0.42 0.74 1.39 84 0.73 1.11 0.96
S7 0.73 0.69 0.53 2.03 0.77 1.05 60 0.79 0.95 0.83
S8 0.65 0.76 0.62 0.47 0.56 1.38 58 0.96 0.91 0.55
S9 0.67 0.79 0.49 0.54 0.89 1.86 36 0.99 0.85 0.71
S10 0.77 0.52 0.62 0.52 0.69 1.79 3 0.90 0.91 0.68
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10










Table 5.22: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [8× 7] NIS-SDST flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 5.56 9.16 7.60 5.23 8.10 9.54 3.86 2.46 11.58 5.59
S2 4.20 12.58 5.48 4.75 8.00 12.97 3.82 3.11 10.49 3.97
S3 7.54 11.31 12.01 6.16 8.34 12.99 4.42 3.79 7.42 5.50
S4 9.10 12.08 10.17 6.72 6.78 14.30 4.80 4.32 14.78 5.48
S5 3.10 7.91 2.58 6.80 9.53 2.55 2.84 1.25 4.85 3.64
S6 3.28 6.16 4.63 7.64 9.31 10.96 7.64 2.00 5.26 3.64
S7 2.57 2.38 1.72 3.73 3.61 8.59 5.44 1.50 2.52 2.27
S8 1.55 5.14 2.41 2.94 2.71 5.31 6.37 1.15 2.93 1.91
S9 2.61 4.49 4.03 3.50 8.31 8.72 4.34 1.53 3.40 4.97
S10 3.22 5.70 2.93 3.79 5.45 7.55 4.51 2.45 5.95 3.42
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
 
×Table 5.23: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [9 7] NIS-SDST flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 27.5 6.3 25.9 11.8 71.9 9.6 20.4 22.2 28.0 16.6
S2 24.4 6.6 25.4 14.7 35.4 16.3 24.4 25.4 22.2 20.9
S3 48.7 7.7 41.4 35.6 122.5 14.4 20.6 20.6 21.4 16.5
S4 54.1 11.8 32.0 31.4 85.3 16.8 24.5 25.4 26.5 22.1
S5 24.4 49.4 19.0 16.5 110.4 79.9 12.4 242.8 31.7 18.1
S6 53.5 31.4 20.9 45.2 56.4 130.2 19.5 211.2 117.5 22.4
S7 24.8 26.9 17.4 11.3 46.6 27.6 9.0 50.6 15.5 6.0
S8 24.4 18.3 17.3 16.1 41.4 83.5 13.0 90.5 27.4 8.2
S9 26.1 23.8 16.1 31.3 78.2 43.4 20.4 118.9 38.9 9.0
S10 46.7 14.1 16.1 23.5 37.9 73.2 24.8 100.3 43.9 5.3
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
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Problem ( p )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 40.7 60.1 105.2 171.3 80.7 32.4 21.3 45.2 19.4 113.4
S2 59.9 56.6 161.6 228.3 144.5 59.2 22.9 40.6 26.7 110.2
S3 91.7 93.4 166.4 236.1 184.0 28.2 19.8 96.3 62.7 114.3
S4 125.2 75.3 123.7 207.8 191.6 48.6 30.6 82.1 44.2 167.2
S5 727.0 115.0 199.6 1221.4 984.1 1097.7 228.6 618.8 150.2 435.1
S6 1165.0 185.3 291.4 825.7 608.7 3040.9 179.4 685.5 195.7 797.6
S7 539.9 74.0 114.5 421.9 695.3 805.3 187.1 306.2 48.5 307.7
S8 514.8 40.7 183.5 1033.4 647.5 278.4 86.4 214.3 50.0 521.3
S9 431.7 210.7 175.2 339.4 480.1 588.0 42.0 418.6 40.7 367.3
S10 435.0 141.6 169.2 287.8 557.0 282.8 115.8 324.6 82.9 176  




Problem ( p )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 0.46 0.71 0.52 0.71 0.49 0.60 0.45 1.13 1.51 0.58
M2 0.41 0.84 0.67 0.94 0.46 0.59 0.65 0.93 1.63 0.78
M3 0.63 0.87 0.46 0.73 0.44 0.65 0.62 0.71 0.77 0.79
M4 0.52 1.03 0.55 0.64 0.54 0.62 0.57 1.07 0.81 1.02
M5 0.62 1.89 0.49 1.30 6.00 0.45 0.54 1.14 1.15 0.48
M6 0.63 2.38 0.72 1.22 0.98 0.65 0.68 1.21 1.03 0.44
M7 0.68 1.81 0.90 1.13 0.58 0.65 0.56 0.83 0.71 0.56
M8 0.51 2.25 0.38 1.45 1.19 0.46 0.65 0.65 1.12 0.46
M9 0.68 2.40 0.45 1.16 1.26 0.39 0.79 0.81 0.94 0.40
M10 0.72 1.67 0.39 1.34 0.93 0.52 0 2 1.05 0.96 0.3  
Table 5.26: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [8× 9] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 1.35 0.91 1.35 2.90 0.93 1.42 1.24 2.72 0.65 1.63
M2 2.22 1.94 1.46 2.85 1.02 1.36 1.88 3.46 1.57 2.34
M3 1.11 1.43 2.61 2.18 0.85 1.59 1.86 2.72 0.71 3.10
M4 2.60 2.29 1.87 2.26 1.82 1.91 2.54 5.02 1.15 3.10
M5 13.58 7.49 3.84 5.80 11.82 2.52 6.54 6.54 16.11 11.38
M6 20.57 7.50 9.40 7.03 14.27 3.63 10.89 8.45 16.79 20.24
M7 4.48 3.57 3.11 5.24 5.00 1.32 2.15 3.49 9.73 6.76
M8 10.32 3.92 4.02 3.15 3.63 1.88 2.30 5.21 13.52 7.13
M9 9.73 4.57 4.65 6.28 6.42 1.84 3.64 5.70 15.37 14.02
M10 10.45 3.65 6.03 6.23 5.59 2.15 3.52 8.23 16.52 11.16
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
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×Table 5.27: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [9 9] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 16.8 2.0 18.1 1.6 5.3 7.0 6.8 4.2 3.8 3.7
M2 17.2 2.6 21.3 2.4 11.8 6.7 9.9 5.8 5.3 6.6
M3 19.6 6.4 23.5 3.9 18.7 9.0 8.3 8.0 10.1 5.2
M4 31.2 5.5 26.2 2.4 45.3 12.7 13.7 13.2 16.0 3.2
M5 156.1 61.6 77.4 97.6 177.6 90.8 27.1 62.0 60.3 28.9
M6 315.1 132.4 147.9 82.0 170.4 112.6 45.6 46.7 96.3 53.5
M7 108.4 33.7 74.5 65.5 59.8 42.8 16.6 23.8 58.3 15.4
M8 310.5 45.6 81.6 25.5 145.4 76.0 22.6 31.5 27.9 16.4
M9 388.8 71.2 45.8 20.1 148.5 70.4 24.9 60.7 34.3 12.7
M10 333.4 66.1 89.4 23.2 132.4 103.0 34.3 53.8 54.9 9.3
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
 
×Table 5.28: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [10 9] NIS flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M1 38.5 20.6 41.0 8.6 27.0 15.4 48.8 21.0 3.7 22.1
M2 48.5 47.1 47.1 8.8 17.4 19.2 48.9 15.1 7.4 56.9
M3 73.8 43.8 95.1 28.8 26.9 14.1 99.2 45.5 10.2 38.3
M4 72.9 224.0 108.4 37.9 70.6 63.7 159.1 65.2 10.1 62.3
M5 492.1 406.7 209.5 147.4 230.3 651.8 944.1 556.2 979.2 419.9
M6 940.8 541.2 308.3 250.1 104.4 918.3 1362.5 578.6 1004.0 218.0
M7 604.3 196.0 167.3 185.0 64.0 614.6 297.0 151.8 363.7 291.5
M8 201.8 275.2 278.1 143.7 81.6 345.8 788.2 123.7 296.8 146.0
M9 668.0 326.7 179.6 195.8 192.4 1341.0 622.3 457.1 400.8 358.0
M10 188.0 777.8 507.2 320.4 27.1 634.6 795.0 163.3 535.5 128.3
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
 
Table 5.29: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [7× 9] NIS-SDST flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 1.75 3.11 2.45 2.67 1.33 2.15 2.43 2.30 3.23 1.52
S2 1.79 3.30 2.04 2.69 1.42 2.13 2.41 2.51 3.28 1.44
S3 2.65 2.90 2.20 3.21 1.65 2.19 2.68 2.34 3.02 2.09
S4 4.34 2.42 1.96 2.57 1.63 1.96 2.66 2.30 2.93 2.21
S5 0.68 2.21 0.56 1.25 0.57 0.61 0.52 1.27 1.21 0.62
S6 0.87 3.15 0.81 1.83 0.90 0.94 0.79 1.64 1.17 0.83
S7 0.70 2.05 0.45 1.35 0.72 0.52 0.69 0.87 0.98 0.43
S8 1.02 1.77 0.47 0.96 0.90 0.69 1.10 0.80 1.55 0.56
S9 0.89 2.57 0.61 1.10 1.00 0.65 0.87 1.20 1.69 0.68
S10 0.52 2.12 0.80 1.15 0.87 0.61 0.66 1.10 1.55 0.48
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
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Table 5.30: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [8× 9] NIS-SDST flowshop 
12.92 4.83 9.41
S2 9.26 7.04 6.56 12.90 5.53 5.58 15.92 4.71 26.97
S3 10.32 10.64 8.90 18.65 7.44 5.70 15.88 4.35 14.19
S4 9.54 8.09 11.07 23.32 5.46 4.87 16.12 5.01 15.79
S5 15.36 5.71 9.39 6.08 10.37 4.01 11.36 13.53 10.63
S6 25.06 7.96 11.88 4.23 13.35 5.21 21.56 21.87 20.29
S7 6.18 3.28 3.89 3.12 5.80 1.59 7.53 6.41 13.32
S8 9.97 5.87 7.25 5.47 7.08 2.10 5.92 8.22 7.18
S9 19.86 8.01 6.35 7.40 5.65 2.32 9.52 17.77 21.85
S10 7.03 7.37 3.86 7.03 7.18 1.34 9.62 11.01 12.85
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10










Table 5.31: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [9× 9] NIS-SDST flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10










58.5 38.9 50.0 28.9
S2 86.8 23.7 100.5 33.6 135.9 31. 55.7 40.1 63.9 28.7
S3 104.4 26.6 275.8 29.9 60.1 59. 54.7 46.6 65.4 30.4
S4 84.7 27.8 233.5 49.6 186.9 54. 56.9 48.1 47.3 46.2
S5 89.5 81.0 153.6 31.7 140.4 195. 34.1 48.6 81.4 27.3
S6 320.2 134.5 150.3 129.3 121.8 197. 54.0 69.5 98.5 49.9
S7 225.6 42.8 68.4 38.0 121.9 135. 15.2 26.7 23.9 14.4
S8 117.4 67.7 66.9 39.9 83.8 38. 17.5 34.5 44.8 38.7
S9 384.2 105.7 108.4 37.1 210.8 75. 53.6 101.1 29.5 17.9
S10 373.8 105.4 159.1 37.8 161.7 40. 49.2 39.3 65.4 27.2
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
 
Table 5.32: CPU time (CPUtpm) in seconds for [10× 9] NIS-SDST flowshop 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
S1 282.5 378.5 218.5 99.8 144.3 183.7 267.2 83.5 55.8 203.5
S2 328.6 295.5 314.0 150.1 115.0 107.3 189.0 73.1 127.6 322.4
S3 513.8 334.5 519.1 200.6 163.2 315.9 352.9 335.5 139.7 215.2
S4 420.1 188.7 270.5 321.4 156.4 299.4 251.5 265.4 85.9 268.2
S5 1265.8 356.3 342.2 993.1 146.1 1003.6 1143.8 1406.8 1169.0 1169.0
S6 723.0 501.8 526.6 676.8 159.0 986.8 1219.5 419.3 855.2 855.2
S7 434.7 252.7 177.1 196.8 99.7 859.6 344.2 343.1 418.2 418.2
S8 210.0 379.2 267.6 169.4 40.0 467.8 297.7 289.5 346.1 665.3
S9 722.3 639.0 323.2 350.7 111.3 1130.0 382.1 617.9 357.7 635.1
S10 238.5 1166.7 311.1 247.6 78.3 975.8 871.3 335.8 1121.9 174.6
Model
(m )
Problem ( p )
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We m 
dimensions for both NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop. The details of the MMRCPUdm for 
NIS and NIS-SDST are provided in the tables Table 5.33 and Table 5.34 respectively. 
 




M7 1.9 2.1 1.6 6.8 3.8 4.2 16.8 11.3 11.6 28.6 51.5 22.5
M8 2.2 1.8 1.7 1.5 2.8 5.3 15.4 12.0 12.4 28.1 42.1 18.2
M9 2.4 1.9 1.7 1.5 4.4 6.6 19.1 13.7 14.4 30.7 65.6 33.4
M10 2.0 1.8 1.6 8.7 3.5 6.7 16.4 13.9 14.9 32.8 55.3 31.6
I  =10Model 
(m)
I  =7 I  =8 I  =9
 calculate MMRCPUdm as before for the elite 10 models across all proble
J=5 J=7 J=9 J=5 J=7 J=9 J=5 J=7 J=9 J=5 J=7 J=9
M1 1.1 1.3 1.4 2.1 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.6 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.1
M2 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.4 1.5
M3 1.5 1.4 1.3 2.4 1.6 1.3 2.3 2.4 2.0 2.5 2.3 2.2
M4 1.7 1.6 1.5 2.5 1.6 1.8 2.2 3.2 2.9 3.2 3.0 4.1
M5 1.5 1.9 2.8 3.9 3.7 8.1 15.7 22.1 19.8 32.9 66.0




Table 5.34. MMRCPUtdm  values for NIS-SDST flowshop 
 
S3 2.95 2.98 3.81 3.06 3.75 2.92 2.07 2.17 2.10 2.63 1.84 2.6
S4 2.25
S5 1.07 1.25 1.25 1.56 1.96 2.22 2.58 4.17 2.67 5.43 11.93 8.58
S6 1.28 1.45 1.73 1.92 2.61 3.06 4.72 5.20 3.99 8.90 19.94 6.14
S7 1.32 1.70 1.16 1.82 1.50 1.19 2.96 1.72 1.78 6.08 7.81 3.33
S8 1.34 1.31 1.39 1.64 1.40 1.57 2.28 2.55 1.71 4.17 5.63 2.71
S9 1.54 1.40 1.52 2.32 2.04 2.37 3.31 2.76 2.91 5.99 6.41 4.60
S10 1.54 1.35 1.32 1.82 2.03 1.69 2.74 2.74 2.74 4.36 5.41 5.29
Model 
(m)
I  =7 I  =8 I  =9 I  =10
J=5 J =7 J=9 J =5 J=7 J=9 J =5 J =7 J=9 J =5 J =7 J=9
S1 3.01 2.91 3.42 2.41 3.14 2.50 1.42 1.61 1.79 1.38 1.08 1.56
S2 2.95 3.10 3.37 2.58 3.11 2.63 1.58 1.70 1.81 1.36 1.41 1.64
4
2.84 2.96 3.95 3.30 4.14 2.97 1.73 2.29 2.33 3.12 1.88
 
 
Earlier while dealing with the 5-unit flowshop, we were trading with the difference in the 
number of products (I ). So the analysis was simple, with a weighted average being taken 
over the MMRCPUdm which was good enough to be called as MMRCPUIm. The purpose 
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of that 
are 
dealing with differing J which forces us to think about a new way of ranking the models 
for flowshops with varying I and J values. In order to get the model performance index 
across the parameter J, we have to use a weight that encompasses in itself the information 
regarding J. Clearly, the weight that suits this requirement is the number of equations for 
a particular model which is dependent on not only the number of products but also the 
number of units in the flowshop. Hence, as used before, we use the appropriate EQdm 
values for each model to obtain Unit Free Performance Index (UFPIIm) for a model for I 
= 7, 8, 9, 10. The expression for the determination of (UFPIIm) and its value for NIS and 
NIS-SDST flowshops are as given below. 
study was to identify the best performing models and the models that would be 
able to give the optimal value within 5000 seconds so that the analysis could be an 







= ∀ =∑  
 




NIS Flowshop NIS-SDST Flowshop
 UFPI Nm      
PI m Rank
UFPI Nm       
PI m RankI =7 I =8 I =9 I =10 I =7 I =8 I =9 I =10
1 1.29 1.33 1.39 1.13 1.27 1 3.13 2.69 1.62 1.35 2.01 1
2 1.44 1.49 1.44 1.36 1.42 2 3.16 2.78 1.71 1.48 2.11 2
3 1.40 1.71 2.25 2.33 2.03 3 3.28 3.24 2.11 2.37 2.63 4
4 1.55 1.93 2.80 3.53 2.66 4 3.29 3.46 2.14 2.39 2.70 5
5 2.19 5.63 19.59 49.22 24.03 9 1.21 1.98 3.15 8.94 4.59 9
6 1.98 7.56 25.84 64.87 31.56 10 1.52 2.61 4.58 11.47 6.05 10
7 1.84 4.71 12.79 33.72 16.53 6 1.38 1.45 2.06 5.52 3.01 6
8 1.85 3.52 13.00 28.54 14.54 5 1.35 1.53 2.13 4.03 2.53 3
9 1.97 4.57 15.40 43.39 20.59 8 1.48 2.25 2.97 5.57 3.47 8
10 1.80 6.14 4.92 39.79 19.52 7 1.38 1.84 2.74 5.1 3.14 7  
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Now, the UFPIIm values carry the information regarding the performance of a 
model in solving an I product flowshop independent (free) of the number of units (J). 
Hence a weighted average of UFPIIm with a factor that is dependent on parameter I would 
give us a final performance index of the model. The factor that carries the information on 
the number of products and is often considered a measure of the problem size is the 
number of binary variables (BVIm). Hence we use the binary weights BVIm to arrive at 
Performance Index (PIm) that would give an estimate of the holistic performance of a 












3400 problems spanning different problem
The Performance Index (PIm) for a model, the end result of testing the models on nearly 
 dimensions for NIS and NIS-SDST is 
provided in Table 5.35. The model with the lowest PIm earns the first rank and hence the 
best of all the 18 flowshop models. The order of the superiority of the models in terms of 
performance is as per the ascending order of the PIm values. The rank obtained by each 
model on the basis of its performance is also provided in Table 5.35. 
By this way of analyzing the flowshop models with differing dimensions, we are 
able to condense the information from the numerous test runs for each of the NIS and 
NIS-SDST flowshops into an index with entries as many as the models are and each one 
of it being appropriate reflectors of model performances. In this ranking, the model 
characteristics themselves are used as weights to evaluate the efficiency of the models. 
This is relatively an easy way of ranking the models and does not bring in any anomalies 
due to the variance in the problem data.  
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5.5.1 N
 followed by LY 
model with equality cut (M10) and inequality cut in the 7th and 8th position respectively. 
Manne’s model (M5) comes next in the ranking with the Manne’s model with the 
inequality cut (M6) finishing as the last of the 10 models considered for the extensive 
In the case of SDST flowshop, the classic assignment based models S1 and S2 secure the 
These two models are followed by the best sequence-based model in the literature S8 
which is the Liao-You’s m
follow suit with 4th and 5th positions respectively. For ranks 6 to 10, the same order as 
that was observed for the NIS flowshop was obtained by their respective SDST 
It is interesting to note that the slot-based models (Wagner and KRK model) with 
IS flowshop model standings 
For an NIS flowshop without setup considerations, the slot-based models (M1-M4) put 
up a superior performance over the sequence-based models. Among the slot-based 
models, KRK model (M1) turns out to be the best model from our empirical analysis 
closely followed by Wagner’s model (M2).  These two are followed by the new slot-
based models M3 and M4 with 3rd and 4th ranks respectively. The LY model (M8) is the 
best sequence-based model garnering the 5th rank for the NIS flowshop followed by 
Manne’s model with equality cut (M7) in the 6th position. It is then
analysis. 
5.5.2 SDST flowshop model standings 
first and second ranks respectively repeating their performance in the NIS flowshop. 
odel with SDST. The new slot-based formulations (S3 and S4) 
counterparts. 
2I  binary variables perform better than the models (M5/S5-M10/S10) with only 
2( ) / 2I I−  binary variables and models M3 and M4 and their SDST counterparts with 
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2( )I I−  binary variables. This defies the conventional logic that prompted Pan (1997) to 
o
 But they fail to hold the same status by giving way to a sequence-based model, 
 
 change for the flowshops with I =9, 10 with the slot-based models having 
variable w
wrongly conclude that Manne’s model with less than half of the binary variables of 
Wagner/KRK model is the best model for the permutation flowshop sequencing problem. 
We can clearly see that there are at least 8 formulations that perform much better than 
Manne’s model which secured only 9th position among the 10 models. The observation in 
our work affirms the correction of Tseng et al. (2004) that Manne’s model is not the best 
model for the NIS flowshop. But we beg to differ from their another observation that 
Wagner’s formulation with equality recurrence relation is the best model for the flowshop 
as it turns out in our analysis that the KRK model is the best m del for both NIS and 
NIS-SDST flowshop. The new slot-based models based on Zik binary variable are the 
next best models ahead of all the sequence-based and coupled models for the NIS 
flowshop.
LY model in the case of SDST flowshop.
The inferior performance of the sequence-based models in spite of fewer binary 
variables can be related to the presence of the notorious big-M constraints, well-known 
for their weak LP relaxations. But an interesting trend worth noting is that all the 
sequence-based models for SDST flowshops are putting up a better performance than 
their counterparts for the NIS flowshop. It can be seen from the UFPIIm values in Table 
5.35 in which the sequence-based models have relatively low values for   I = 7, 8. But the 
trend seems to
lesser values of URPINm values.  
This can be attributed to the fact that the sequence-based models have a binary 
hich by itself governs the sequence contrary to the slot-based models for which 
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sequencing calls for the use of  2 ( 1)I I −  additional 0-1 continuous variables in the form 
of Wiki’ variable. From the modeling point of view, it can be clearly seen that for 
sequence-based models for SDST consideration, there is not much change in the 
constraints except that the set-up term Sji’i  is just added to the constraints. In contrast to 
that, the slot-based models have additional 2(2 )I I−  equations in the form of sequencing 
constraints (4.42) and (4.43) to capture the sequencing in the 0-1 continuous sequencing 
variable Wiki’.  The advantage of sequence-based models gained by the virtue of fewer 
binary variables and the definition of binary variables which avoids additional 
sequencing variables and constraints seem to overpower the ill-effects of big-M 
constraints for smaller dimensional problems and hence offer better performance over 
slot-based models. But for higher problem dimensions, the increase in problem size and 
the notorious big-M constraints seem to suppress these advantages and hence an inferior 
performance in comparison to the slot-based models.  
y variable coupling. The only solace from the coupling 
models
The coupled models with the characteristics of a perfect model with the best 
attributes of both the sequence and slot-based approaches in terms of reduced binaries 
and recurrence relations devoid of big-M constraints rank only after the slot and the 
sequence-based models. This is contrary to the expectation that the coupled models might 
be superior to the slot and sequence-based models, the motivating factor that resulted in 
the coupling of two approaches. One categorical conclusion from the 5-unit flowshop 
study for the coupled models is that the slot-sequence binary variable coupling is better 
than the sequence-sequence binar
 which are a modeler’s delight is that RP-slot coupled models (M12-M14) are able 
to better the performance of a formulation M11/S11 existing in the literature. 
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5.5.3 Cuts 
The new equality cut (4.25) introduced in this work and tried on Manne’s model and LY 
model performs better than the models with inequality cuts ((4.23) and (4.24)) introduced 
by Rios-Mercardo and Bard (1998). While the LY model without any cut is the best 
performing sequence-based model, the Man l with the equality cut (M7/S7) is the 
second best sequence-based model. It is surprising that this model M7/S7 which secures 
the 6  rank comfortably outperforms its parent model, the Manne’s model by 3 ranks. 
The LY model with the equality cut (M10/S10) in the 7  position betters its inequality 
cut counterpart (M9/S9) in the 8  position for both NIS and NIS-SDST flowshops. The 
Manne’s model with inequality cut (M6/S6) is the worst performing model finishing in 
the last position for both the NIS/NIS-SDST flowshops. 
The cuts which do not seem to be effective except for M7/S7 model are the key 





 discussed, without these cuts the 
coupling of
e relations 
 sequence and slot-based models is rendered impossible. In the coupled 
models based on the 5-unit flowshop study, the models based on the inequality cuts 
performed much better than the models based on the equality cut for both regular and the 
SDST flowshop. It is interesting to know this dual role of the cuts. They do not contribute 
much to the performance of the sequence-based models (M5-M10) but are the necessary 
and defining constraints for the existence of the coupled models (M12-M15). 
5.5.4 Recurrence Relations 
We understand that the two types of the slot-based models based on the same definition 
of binary variables differ in the type of recurrence relations that are used to capture the 
starts and the ends of operations. The first type is the inequality recurrenc
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developed by Ku et al. (1987) as can be seen in models M1, M3, M12, M14, and M16 
odels, we have 6 more instances 
in the 
ation again 
isdom that a model with fewer constraints should perform 
and their SDST counterparts. The second type is the equality recurrence relations of 
Wagner (1959) in models M2, M4, M13, M15 and M17. We could clearly see from our 
rankings that the KRK models M1/S1 secure the first rank ahead of the Wagner’s models 
M2/S2 in spite of possessing more equations and hence a larger weight in the ranking 
strategy. Even in the new slot-based models, M3/S3 based on inequality recurrence 
relations perform better than the models M4/S4 based on Wagner’s equality recurrence 
relations. This clearly indicates the edge of inequality recurrence relations over the 
equality recurrence relations and challenges the conclusion of Tseng et al. (2004) about 
the best model for the permutation flowshop sequencing problem. 
Apart from these four instances among the 10 m
5-unit flowshop study where the inequality recurrence relations head on directly 
with the equality recurrence relations. To substantiate our conclusion, inequality 
recurrence relations seem to overpower the equality recurrence relations in 5 out of those 
6 instances. Therefore, KRK models inequality recurrence relations outwit Wagner’s 
equality recurrence relations in 9 out of the 10 instances and clearly establish their 
superiority over the equality recurrence relations. It is interesting to note that the best 
model M1/S1 with inequality constraints end up with more equations than the second 
best model based on Wagner’s equality constraints M1/S1. This observ
questions the conventional w
better than the one with more constraints. 
Though both the recurrence relations perform to the same extent on a quantitative 
basis in terms of giving the same objective value for all of the problems, there seems to 
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be a qualitative difference in the emergence of the schedule which can be illustrated with 
the help our motivating example. The motivating example is solved by model M1 and 











                   Storage policy using Wagner’s model (Model M2) 
It can be seen that product 1 which is the second product in the sequence finishes 
at 738 h as per M1 (Figure 1.2) whereas it finishes only at 750 h according to M2 (Figure 
5.1). Product 1 in the 2
Figure 5.1:  Optimal schedule for the motivating example for a flowshop with NIS/UW  
 
 with respect to the finishing time of a product 
in com
nd unit is forced to wait in the unit because unit 3 is busy 
processing the first product in the sequence that is product 3. Though unit 3 is free to 
process product 1 at 334 h, it waits for 12 more hours in unit 2 and starts processing in 
unit 3 only at 346 h resulting in the shift of 12 hours for its finishing in the last unit. So 
clearly, M1 is giving a 12 hour advantage
parison with the schedule of M2. Model M2 suffers because the recurrence 
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Such an advantage can play a crucial role in present day business practice because 
a time frame of 12 hours in terms of product delivery can make or break a relationship 
with a customer. This assumes significance and stresses the need for creating robust and 
efficient models that would offer all the plausible advantages not only in terms of 
quantitative grand objectives but can also dig out intricate qualitative information that 
would certainly give an edge over other formulations. 
5.5.5 Performance of the event-based model 
As regards to the event-based formulation that was developed in the previous chapter, it 
was shown that the event-based formulation with logical explanation can be reduced to 
the slo ased formulation. To illustrate the performance of event-based model (eqs. E1 
to E8), five problems of the smallest problem dimension [7
t-b
× 5] are solved and compared 
with m del M18 that takes maximum time to solve a problem among 18 models. The 
PU times and the RMILP values for the test problems for both event-based model and 
o
C
model M18 are tabulated in Table 5.36. 
 
Table 5.36:  Performance of the event-based formulation 









1 883.50 6.87 98.83 981.00 
2 950.05 6.60 89.48 978.00 
3 721.60 5.90 83.13 760.00 
4 890.85 6.24 79.44 846.00 
5 722.82 5.82 99.78 922.00 
 
It can be clearly seen that the event-based formulation requires more 
computational effort than the computationally most expensive model M18 even for 
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solving
lysis.   
ed and coupled models.  
3. The performance of the sequence-based models in spite of having fewer binary 
variables is ints.  
4. The new equality cut (eq rms b nequality cuts when 
tried on Mann and L el. Y wit ny cuts is the best 
sequence-based model followed by the Mann de uality cut. 
5. The novel approach of coupling the slot- and sequence-based approach is not as 
effective as expected. T eq  cou pp rforms better than 
sequence-sequence coupling approach. 
 a small problem. The low RMILP values obtained by the event-based formulation 
in comparison to M18 indicate that it provides very weak LP relaxations. The RMILP 
value of M18 is nearly 100 times that of the event-based model which is in line with the 
well known fact that for a minimization problem the higher the RMILP value, the better 
is the model. Based on these grounds, the event-based formulation was discarded and was 
not taken into consideration for the comprehensive ana
5.6 Conclusions 
The conclusions of a detailed and systematic analysis of the results of the performance 18 
MILP models for the NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop is presented as follows: 
1. The MILP formulation of Ku et al. (1987) is the best MILP model for 
permutation flowshop sequencing problem and not the classic Wagner’s model as 
concluded by Tseng et al. (2004). 
2. Two new slot-based formulations (M3/S3 and M4/S4) perform consistently better 
than of most of the sequence-bas
inferior due to the presence of the notorious big-M constra
.(4.25)) perfo etter than the i
e’s Y mod  The L model hout a
e’s mo l with eq
he slot-s uence pling a roach pe
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6. These two cuts that are not as effective for the RP models are the defining 
constraints for the existence of the coupled models. The dual role of the two cuts 
is studied extensively. 
7. The event-based model of a flowshop results in a very poor model with more 
binaries and big-M timing constraints.  
8. The inequality recurrence relations of Ku et al. (1987) outperform the Wagner’s 
urrence relations defying the conventional logic that a model with 
ance analysis 
10. lenges the conventional wisdom that a model 
perceived.  
equality rec
fewer constraints should perform better than the one with more constraints.  
9. A simple and reliable ranking strategy is proposed for the perform
of nearly 3400 problems spanning nearly fourteen problem dimensions for NIS 
and NIS-SDST flowshop  
 The culmination of this work chal
with lesser number of binary variables/constraints should perform better than the 
ones with higher number of binaries/constraints as widely 
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Chapter 6 
HEURISTICS FOR THE FLOWSHOP  
In the previous two chapters we formulated and analyzed the flowshop problem using 
three approaches viz. slot-, sequence- and event-based approaches and a novel coupled 
approach in the domain of continuous-time representation. We realized that even the best 
of the MILP models (Models M1 & M2) were not able to solve a flowshop problem with 
15 products or more in reasonable time. This inability, even with the superior 
computational power existing today questions the feasibility of mathematical 
programming approach in solving real-time problems. Hence it is not surprising that the 
operations research literature is replete with heuristics for the flowshop and the industry 
following suit in pursuit of efficient heuristics that may not solve the problem to 
optimality but can give a near-optimal solution in reasonable time. The underlying 
principle behind the heuristic algorithms is to determine the solution by exploiting the 
problem structure. When resorting to heuristics it is the closeness of the solution to the 
optimality that gains the primary focus rather than the computation time as was in the 
case of MILP approach. 
 In this part of our work, we develop some Linear Programming (LP) based 
heuristics and LP-MILP combination heuristics using the MILP models developed in the 
previous section. The fact that solving a LP problem is much easier than solving a MILP 
combined with the need to find efficient heuristics for problems of higher dimensions 
were the motivation for this work. An MILP model can be solved as a LP problem simply 
by changing the CPLEX solver options in GAMS (Brooke et al, 1998) and a lower bound 
on the makespan value can be obtained. As the integrality is relaxed, this LP problem is 
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also called the Relaxed MILP (RMILP) problem. The RMILP matrix of the binary 
variables that govern the problem is closely observed and heuristics are employed such 
that the RMILP value is increased in each iteration till it approaches the optimum value. 
While developing new heuristics for a flowshop, it is a general practice to obtain a 
starting sequence using a standard heuristic that is available in the literature. From that 
initial sequence, heuristics are applied in such a way that the sequence is improved until 
the best possible sequence is obtained which is near the optimum. Instead of resorting to 
any heuristics to get a starting sequence, we rely on the LP solution itself for getting an 
initial sequence and develop a few LP-based heuristics using the slot based model (M1). 
The key idea of this exercise is to investigate if the RMILP values of a particular 
problem show any trends that would guide in our quest for an optimal or a near-optimal 
solution. If the binary matrix that comes out of the RMILP solution possesses some 
trends, then these trends can be effectively traced and manipulated to come up with better 
heuristics for larger problems. This is very significant because of the limitation of the 
MILP models to solve problems of higher dimensions. 
6.1. Procedure for Initial sequence  
The given problem is solved as a LP Problem. Due to the relaxation of the integrality, 
some Yik values will have real values ranging from 0 to 1 which otherwise should be 
binary when solved as MILP.  The position of a product in the sequence is calculated 
according to the equation  
.i
k
ikpos k Y=∑  (6.1) 
All products are ranked in the increasing order of their posi values to form a position 
array that has real values. With this position array being an initial estimate of the 
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sequence of products according to the LP, we impose certain rules till the Yik matrix 
becomes a binary matrix which signals an integer solution. The effectiveness of the 
heuristic should be such that the integer solution should be near-optimal or optimal, a 
measure of the performance of the heuristic. 
6.2 LP-based heuristics 
Heuristic H1  
The given problem is solved as an LP and the position array is formed according to the 
procedure mentioned above. The product occupying the first slot in the position array is 
the one which is showing the tendency to garner the first position in the sequence among 
all the products according to the LP solution. So to give due credit to this product i, we 
set its assignment variable Yik = 1(k =1). The rest of the products are made to fight it out 
for the second slot in the next LP iteration. The position array is obtained as before and 
the product occupying the second position is fixed to the second slot. The procedure is 
repeated progressively for the increasing order of positions and slots till all the products 
are fixed and finally we get the heuristic makespan value.  
Heuristic H2 
The heuristics to follow a do not require an initial sequence as was the case for the 
previous heuristic. In this heuristic, the problem is solved as an LP problem and the Yik 
matrix is closely observed. The entry with the maximum value in the Yik real matrix 
obtained in the first LP iteration carries the information that the product shows a higher 
tendency to be assigned to the slot under consideration.  As a result of this that Yik 
variable is fixed to a value of 1 for the next iteration.  This procedure is terminated till we 
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get a binary Yik matrix indicating that all the products have been assigned to one of the 
available slots. 
Heuristic H3 
This heuristic has the features of H2 with the minimum value of all the entries in the Yik 
matrix fixed to zero in addition to the simultaneous fixing of the maximum value of the 
entry to 1. The procedure is repeated until the real Yik matrix turns in to a binary matrix. 
Heuristic H4 
According to this heuristic the entries having a value greater 0.5 in the Yik real matrix 
obtained by first LP iteration are fixed to 1. For a product if one of the slots the Yik value 
is greater than 0.5 then the entries in the other slots will be less than 0.5 for sure. This is 
taken care by the assignment constraints. However, for higher ordered problems after a 
few iterations the execution of the above mentioned step may not give integer solution. 
The reason is because as the number of products increases, the number of slots also 
increases and the values of Yik may spread in such a way that all of those values may be 
less than 0.5. In that case we invoke H3 after performing the initial step to get an integer 
solution of makespan. 
6.2.1 Heuristics based on the coupled models 
The above strategy of manipulating the real values of the Yik  variable might lose favor for 
higher problem dimensions with large numbers of slots because the real values of the Yik 
variables can distributed in such a way that all the entries for a product across all the slots 
might be less than 0.5. Because of this factor, the fixing of maximum value among all the 
real values less than 0.5 to 1 also does not seem to be a judicious strategy.  The reason for 
this is the tight assignment constraints of the formulation M1. The rigidity of the 
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assignment constraints restricts the exploration of a product to very few slots. Hence we 
decided to incorporate some of the above strategies to the coupled models whose iiX ′  
matrix is more flexible with each entry notifying the precedence of a product pair. In 
these models, an entry in the iiX ′  matrix close to 1 indicates the strong precedence of i 
over i  in the sequence. However this coupled model allows more liberty to manipulate 
the 
′
iiX ′  values unlike the case of slot based models that pose a rigid structure difficult to 
exploit.  
Heuristic H5 & H6 
When the slot-sequence coupled models are solved as an LP problem, we end up with the 
real values in the Xii’ and Yik matrices. The real values of the Xii’ matrix is rounded to 
either 0 or 1 and the position of a product in the sequence is determined using the 
following equation. 
(1 )i i i
i i i i
iipos X X′
′ ′< >
′ = + −∑ ∑ ′                                                                                             (6.2)                         
The position array as explained before is generated using Yik matrix and the ranks that are 
real are rounded to their nearest integers. A check is made if posi and 'ipos  match with 
each other. If it matches, then the position of the product is consistent in both the matrices 
and hence we presume that the product is a strong candidate to be assigned to that slot in 
the sequence. If more than two products match this criteria, the tie is resolved based on 
which product has got the maximum value in the Yik matrix. This procedure is repeated 
until it allows the fixation of a few products to some slots. After this, the invocation of 
the procedure of H3 and H4 completes the new heuristics. The heuristic H5 gets its 
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framework from model M12 while the other heuristic H6 obtains its structure from model 
M14. 
Heuristic H7 
We could infer the position of the products in the sequence from the information of Yik 
binary variables according to the eq. (6.1). It is to be noted that the Yik variables are 2I  in 
number. The idea of exploring the reverse concept of deciphering Yik binary variables 
from I integers seems to be very attractive and lucrative because the model will require 
only I integer variables instead of 2I  binary variables of Models M1 and M2.  The 
Integer Programming (IP) formulation (with only integer variables and not binary 
variables) along with eq. (6.1) to the equations of M1 was tried with posi declared as an 
integer variable. But the Yik variables were not forced to assume the 0-1 binary values. It 
was also observed that this additional equation had brought with itself some changes in 
the Yik binary matrix though the LP values for both the models remains the same. The 
values that are greater than 0.5 in the Yik as fixed to 1 as in the case of Heuristic H4.  As 
we cannot guarantee that the Yik matrix will have 0-1 values as it may have even real 
values, the procedure adopted in Heuristic H2 is invoked until we end up with binary 
values in the Yik matrix.  
6.3 LP-MILP Combination heuristic 
Heuristic H8 
The intuition behind this heuristic is that if the LP position is a direct indicator of the 
final positions of the products in the optimal sequence, then these products may vary to 
the maximum extent of only one slot on the either side of its current position in the 
position array.  
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The inspiration was drawn from Ku and Karimi (1988) from their approximate 
MILP Heuristic that derives its starting sequence from the Dannenbring heuristic and 
allows the products to vary within a few slots from their positions in the initial sequence 
and check if there is any improvement in the makespan. In our heuristic, we do not rely 
on any other heuristic to generate an initial sequence but on the procedure mentioned in 
Section 6.1 which uses the LP solution to obtain the initial sequence using eq. 6.1. This 
means that the variable Yik is fixed to 0 for all slots (k > pos (i) +1 and k < pos (i)-1) and 
then is solved as an MILP. As most of the binary variables are fixed which results in the 
reduction of binary variables, this MILP will be able to solve the larger problems faster 
because a product is allowed to take only 3 positions in the sequence based on the initial 
sequence information. 
Heuristic H9 & H10 
These two heuristics H9 and H10 are similar to the previous heuristic H2 with the 
products competing for two and three slots respectively on either sides of its position in 
the position array obtained in the LP iteration. The heuristics H9 and H10 will allow a 
product to explore a maximum of 5 and 7 slots respectively of its position in the initial 
sequence and therefore provide a bit more freedom for the products in terms of exploring 
more slots as compared to only 3  slots of H8.  
To compare our heuristics, we consider two celebrated Algorithms for solving the 
flowshop, the NEH Algorithm (Nawaz et al, 1983) and modified-NEH algorithm (Geiger 
et al, 1998). The detailed steps of the two algorithms are as follows. 
6.4 NEH Algorithm 
Step 1:  Calculate the sum of the processing times of each product in all the units. 
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Step 2:  Arrange all the products in to an array A according to the descending order    
       of the estimate obtained in Step (1).  
Step 3:  Create another partial array B with the first product in the array A. 
Step 4:  Insert the second product in the array A into all the possible positions of array B                  
             and calculate the makespan for each partial sequence. 
Step 5:  Update the array B with the partial sequence that has the minimum makespan.  
Step 6:  For the following iterations, repeat steps (4) and (5) for the third product onwards                  
             in the array A progressively until all the products in the array A are transferred       
             to array B and array B has a complete sequence with the makespan value. 
6.5 Modified NEH (m-NEH) Algorithm  
The modified NEH Algorithm has the same steps as that of NEH algorithm except that of 
Step (4). In each iteration of this algorithm, all products in the array A are tried out in all 
positions of array B unlike the NEH algorithm wherein only the first product of array A is 
inserted in all the possible positions of array B to determine the makespan.  
The heuristics H1 and H10 were implemented using GAMS and the NEH and m-
NEH codes in FORTRAN 90 are provided in the Appendices C and D respectively. 
6.6 Evaluation of Heuristics 
The 10 new heuristics (H1-H10) along with the NEH and m-NEH algorithms are tested 
on flowshops with I = 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25 and 30 and the number of units J = 5 as 
before. Five different problems for each I = 15, 20, 25 and 30 are generated using a 
FORTRAN program as mentioned before. For I = 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 only the first 5 
problems used in the previous chapters were considered. The sequence-dependent setup 
times on the units were not considered for evaluating the heuristic algorithms.  
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The effectiveness of the resulting heuristics can be appreciated only when their 
performance is evaluated in terms of giving a near-optimal solution. We have the 
knowledge about the optimal solutions for problems of smaller dimensions because the 
slot based MILP models are able to estimate the optimal value of the makespan. But for 
the higher problem dimensions, we do not know the optimal solutions as the MILP 
models fail to solve them, the motivating factor for the development of these heuristics. 
Hence for the heuristic evaluation, all the 10 new heuristics are pooled along with two of 
the well known heuristic algorithms in the flowshop literature namely NEH and m-NEH 
algorithms to compare their performance on the basis of their makespan values. As we 
did for the computation times, the makespan values from the heuristics were divided by 
the minimum value among them for a given problem to get a Heuristic Relative 
Makespan Value (HRMVph ) as given in Table 6.1.  
 
Table 6.1:   Heuristic Relative Makespan Value (HRMVph ) for test problems. 
 
Heuristics(h) I/p 
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 NEH mNEH
7/1 1.06 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.03 
7/2 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.06 1.01 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
7/3 1.12 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 
7/4 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.04 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.02 1.01 
7/5 1.02 1.03 1.10 1.03 1.03 1.07 1.03 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 
8/1 1.09 1.14 1.10 1.11 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.03 1.00 1.03 1.03 
8/2 1.15 1.15 1.19 1.09 1.04 1.13 1.09 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.01 
8/3 1.05 1.03 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.00 
8/4 1.03 1.08 1.08 1.06 1.09 1.09 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Heuristics(h) 
I/p 
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 NEH
m 
NEH
9/1 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.06 1.02 1.07 1.08 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.03 1.00 
9/2 1.08 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01 
9/3 1.05 1.11 1.07 1.10 1.05 1.06 1.09 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.04 1.00 
9/4 1.09 1.11 1.09 1.13 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.02 
9/5 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.00 1.05 1.08 1.11 1.09 1.03 1.00 1.04 1.01 
10/1 1.10 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 
10/2 1.09 1.09 1.05 1.07 1.07 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.03 1.00 1.00 
10/3 1.10 1.05 1.07 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.03 
10/4 1.19 1.07 1.10 1.14 1.06 1.14 1.08 1.11 1.06 1.04 1.00 1.02 
10/5 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.02 1.04 
12/1 1.06 1.04 1.11 1.11 1.07 1.07 1.11 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.01 
12/2 1.10 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.08 1.00 1.04 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 
12/3 1.04 1.02 1.06 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 
12/4 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.05 1.04 1.01 1.06 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01 
12/5 1.06 1.05 1.07 1.14 1.05 1.13 1.07 1.13 1.07 1.02 1.00 1.02 
15/1 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.08 1.07 1.04 1.06 1.07 1.03 1.00 1.01 1.03 
15/2 1.05 1.02 1.03 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.04 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.00 
15/3 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.01 
15/4 1.06 1.07 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.04 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.00 
15/5 1.02 1.04 1.04 1.06 1.09 1.02 1.07 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.00 
20/1 1.06 1.01 1.04 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.01 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.04 
20/2 1.01 1.04 1.05 1.12 1.01 1.04 1.04 1.09 1.03 1.00 1.01 1.01 
20/3 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.07 1.02 1.00 1.02 1.00 
20/4 1.11 1.06 1.09 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.00 
20/5 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.06 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.01 
25/1 1.12 1.00 1.02 1.06 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.02 1.02 
25/2 1.06 1.01 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.07 1.04 1.05 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 
25/3 1.05 1.08 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.05 1.10 1.08 1.04 1.04 1.00 1.01 
25/4 1.03 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.01 
25/5 1.03 1.02 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.06 1.03 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.01 
30/1 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.04 1.06 1.04 1.03 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.00 
30/2 1.17 1.06 1.08 1.05 1.04 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.06 1.02 1.00 1.01 
30/3 1.07 1.03 1.03 1.09 1.11 1.03 1.07 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.03 1.02 
30/4 1.08 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.05 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.02 1.01 
30/5 1.12 1.06 1.02 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.06 1.13 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.01 
Mean 
HRMV 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 
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The Mean Heuristic Relative Makespan Value (MHRMVh) which is the mean of 
the HRMVph values for each of the heuristic for all the problems is calculated and is  
provided in Table 6.1. The ranking of the heuristics is based on the increasing values of 
MHRMVh as given below: 
Table 6.2: Heuristic Rank Table 
 
Rank Heuristic MHRMVh
1 H10 1.0101 
2 NEH 1.0110 
3 m-NEH 1.0121 
4 H9 1.0236 
5 H6 1.0453 
6 H5 1.0468 
7 H2 1.0489 
8 H8 1.0509 
9 H3 1.0534 
10 H7 1.0545 
11 H4 1.0571 
12 H1 1.0667 
 
 
6.7 Results and Discussion 
 
It was observed that for many of the problems of smaller dimensions, the heuristics were 
giving optimal solutions. And for the larger dimensional problems, some heuristics for a 
few problems gave better makespan values than the well-known NEH and m-NEH 
algorithms. 
From the Mean Heuristic Relative Makespan Values (MHRMVh) in Table 6.2, we 
observe that Heuristic H10 secures the first rank performing marginally superior to NEH 
and m-NEH algorithms ending with ranks 2 and 3 respectively. It is to be noted H10 
takes considerable time in solving the higher dimensional problems because after getting 
the initial sequence from the LP solution, it is then solved as a MILP restricting the 
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products in the initial sequence to the three slots on both sides of its position in the initial 
sequence. The fourth best heuristic is H9 which is similar to H10 with the only difference 
coming by the way of restricting the products to two slots instead of 3 slots as in H10. 
For the LP-MILP-based heuristics (H8-H10), for the larger problems, the makespan value 
at the end of 3600 seconds was observed.  
The heuristics H6, H5, H2, H8, H3 and H7 acquire the ranks from 5 to 10 with 
their ranks as per the order mentioned above. They perform more or less to the same 
extent with only very minute differences in their MHRMVh values. The heuristic based on 
coupled models (H6 and H5) with ranks 5 and 6 respectively perform better than the 
heuristics based on slot based models (H2, H8 and H3) followed by the IP-based heuristic 
H7.  Heuristic H4 follows them closely in the penultimate position and heuristic H1 that 
progressively fixes a product in a slot in each LP iteration turns out to be the worst 
among the 13 heuristics by securing the last rank. 
The reason for the poor performance of LP-MILP heuristic H8 can be understood 
because a product was allowed to take only one slot on both sides of its position in the 
initial sequence thereby not allowing the freedom to explore more slots and hence lesser 
candidate solutions. This resulted in the inferior performance of H8 as compared to H9 
and H10. 
6.8 Conclusion 
One heuristic developed in this work (H10) performs better than the NEH and m-NEH 
heuristics available in the literature. The LP-MILP heuristics (H9, H10) perform better 
than the LP-based heuristics (H1-H7). An interesting observation in one of the [7×5] 
problems was that a product that occupied the first slot in the initial sequence by solving 
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as an LP was assigned to the last slot in the optimal sequence. This clearly poses a big 
hurdle to our quest to identify and exploit certain trends that emerge in the LP solution. 
With a product switching from one position in the initial LP sequence and extremely 
opposite position in the optimal sequence clearly indicates that if one goes by the LP-
based heuristic, the possibility of landing up near the optimality looks like a distant 
dream.  
 We also saw that the slot based formulation with the assignment constraints pose 
a rigid structure as far as the development of heuristics is concerned. The sequence-slot 
coupled models are not so rigid than the purely slot based formulations for they are the 
best performing heuristics among the LP-based heuristics. This experience makes us 
conclude that an LP-MILP heuristic is a viable option to the standard heuristic like the 
NEH heuristic. Another important finding from this heuristics study is that the subtle 
information or the traits hidden in the first LP solution with regard to the final optimal 
sequence are difficult to even trace at first place and hence the next logical step of 






In this part, we discuss a resource-constrained flowshop, the resource constraints in the 
form of a complex mixed storage policy and the availability of a single external resource 
for all the units to effect the transfer operations from one unit to another. The system 
under consideration is an Automated Wet-etch Station (AWS), an important processing 
stage in wafer fabrication. The availability of a single robot to transfer the wafer lots from 
one bath to another bath makes the scheduling of an AWS a challenging task. 
7.1 Background 
The day-to-day advancement in the field of electronics to meet the needs of industries 
oriented towards automation and changing human lifestyle for more sophistication makes 
the semiconductor industry an important industry that drives the world economy. The 
manufacture of silicon wafers is the primary objective of the semiconductor industry 
which forms the base for electronic gadgets, communication devices, computers etc. that 
we handle on a daily basis. The process operations in the production of the silicon wafers 
are very complex with reentrant flows posing one of the greatest challenges for 
scheduling in chemical industries. The process characteristics are diverse involving 
multiproduct/multipurpose batch/serial processing, sequence dependent/independent set-
up times and varying lot sizes. The presence of equipment with very high maintenance 
levels and frequent failures only compounds the complexity. 
Semiconductor manufacturing involves a series of extremely complex chemical 
processing steps. In the first step, the silicon ingots are sliced using a diamond sawblade 
to form thin and round wafers. A thin film of Silicon oxide (SiO2) is formed on the 
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surface of the wafer in a process called oxidation. The entire (usually oxide-covered) 
surface of a wafer is covered with a thin film of photoresist, a light-sensitive polymer that 
changes its solubility in a developing solution when exposed to UV light. During the next 
step in the photolithography machine, the wafer is exposed to a light source through a 
photo mask. The exposed surface then reacts and an ‘image’ of the circuit is formed on 
the wafer. The unexposed areas of the photoresist are etched way to expose the silicon 
surface. Two types of etching are popular- wet etching where a series of chemical and de-
ionizing baths are used or dry etching where gas plasma is used. Doping, either by 
diffusion or ion implantation, is carried out on the etched wafers to impart the conducting 
properties to the wafer. Some of the other processes that follow are chemical vapor 
deposition to ensure the interconnection of devices and the processed wafer is then 
subjected to probing and testing before it is ready for the market. 
 In the wet-etch process as mentioned earlier, the unexposed layers of photoresist 
in the wafer are etched in a series of chemical and water baths. The serial arrangement of 
a chemical bath to etch the wafer alternating with a water bath to wash away the 
chemicals exhibits the staged configuration of flowshop with each stage having either a 
chemical or water bath. The process of wet-etching is usually carried out in a highly 
automated plant called Automated Wet-etch Station (AWS). The automation comes from 
the employment of a programmable robot that carries the wafer lots from one bath to 
another. An interesting feature of the AWS is that each chemical bath is operated on ZW 
policy while each water bath is operated on UW policy while there is no intermediate 
storage (NIS). So the robot has to be programmed in such a way that it reaches a 
chemical bath whenever the process in a chemical bath nears the completion so as to 
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transfer the wafer lots immediately to the water bath, failing which the wafers may be 
etched to a greater extent than desired leading to the rejection of the entire lot of wafers 
and a considerable production loss. The constraint of having a single robot for the entire 
facility opens up a possibility of a chemical bath requiring the robot while it is busy 
transferring the wafer lots from another bath. The presence of one single robot with the 
likelihood of robot clashes for the bath coupled with the mixed storage policies of 
chemical and water bath makes the scheduling of an AWS a daunting task. 
The AWS scheduling problem is very similar to the well-known Hoist Scheduling 
Problem (HSP) in printed circuit boards (PCB) manufacturing. Lots here are loaded onto 
carriers, each carrier containing a fixed number of lots of the same product type. These 
carriers are then transferred from one bath to another to process the lots. In HSP, the goal 
is to minimize the cycle length, the time between successive departures of carriers from a 
fixed station (normally, the load/unload station). Unlike HSP, the aim in AWS scheduling 
is to minimize the makespan of the wafers in the AWS. 
Bhushan and Karimi (BK) (2003) had formulated the scheduling of an AWS as an 
MILP formulation. They assumed that the AWS was constrained by the presence of only 
one robot that could handle the transfer operations. Though they modeled the sequence 
using a slot-based formulation with the classic assignment constraints and inequality 
recurrence relations, they avoided the robot conflicts with a binary variable that is similar 
to that in sequence-based models. As a result they ended up with big-M constraints. This 
binary variable locates the start time of a job in the kth slot in the sequence in a bath j 
relative to the start time of a job in the slot (k k k)′ ′ <  that is ahead of it in the sequence in 
any two baths  and ( +1) such that j′ j′ j′  > j. This binary variable is effectively used in 
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ensuring that those two start times differ at least by the transfer time of the wafer lots 
from bath j.  They mentioned in their work that the use of slots either on the robot or on 
both baths and the robot to avoid conflicts of robot usage were viable options to solve the 
AWS scheduling problem.  
Later, Bhushan and Karimi (2003b) developed heuristic algorithms for AWS as 
their MILP formulation was not able to handle larger problems that are common in real-
time operations. They concluded that their scheduling algorithm combined with the Tabu 
search (TS) implementation of Geiger et al. (1997) performed much better than the 
Geiger’s algorithm. Recently, Karimi et al. (2004) reformulated the MILP presented in 
the work of Bhushan and Karimi (2003a) by slightly modifying the binary variable that 
governs the robot conflicts. The reformulation resulted in a reduction of binary variables 
as compared to the earlier formulation of Bhushan and Karimi (2003)  
In this work, we test one of the alternatives suggested by Bhushan and Karimi 
(2003a) to apply slots on the robot. The advantage of this method is straight forward, 
because each transfer operation is allotted to separate slot which inherently resolves the 
robot conflicts. The objective of this work is to explore if this approach would be able to 
handle larger size problems as it was evident from the work of Bhushan and Karimi 
(2003a) that their MILP model was not able to handle the larger problems which we 
suspect might be due to the big-M constraints. However, we venture in this effort with 
their worthy caution that the formulation using slots on the robot may result in more 
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7.2 Problem Description 
The AWS (Fig. 7.1) employs a series of M single baths (j = 1- M) of two alternating types 
- chemical and water. The first bath is always chemical and every immersion of wafers in 
a chemical bath is followed by an immersion in a water bath. The last bath M is followed 
by an outlet buffer (M+1) of infinite capacity. 
 
Movement of the robotic arm 
  1 j   M   j-1 M-1 2 
Inlet Chemical Water Outlet
Buffer Bath Bath Buffer
Fig 7.1 Schematic diagram of the Automated Wet-etch Station 
 
The different chemicals in chemical baths etch away the exposed photo-resist 
from the wafer layers, and water in the following de-ionizing or water baths terminate the 
etching action by washing the chemicals away. Overexposure to the chemicals may 
damage a wafer, so the contact time of a wafer with the chemicals must be controlled 
strictly. As soon as the required contact time is attained, the wafer must be removed from 
the chemical bath and dipped into the succeeding water bath. On the contrary, 
overexposure to water does not damage a wafer, so a wafer may stay in a water bath 
beyond its required processing time. Hence an AWS exhibits a complex interplay of ZW 
and UW storage policies for the alternating chemical and water baths respectively.  
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Wafers are not processed singly in AWS but in lots of a standard number of 
wafers of the same type. These lots may enter the inlet buffer at various times from the 
upstream process or they may have already arrived. Each lot has its own recipe, i.e. the 
sequence of baths that it must follow. Lots with identical recipe are loaded onto carriers 
with a maximum capacity of two lots. These carriers are then processed in the AWS. To 
move the carriers from bath to bath, the AWS uses one, single material-handling robot. 
The wafer lots after getting processed in the last unit are taken to the outlet buffer which 
is assumed to have infinite capacity. The schematic diagram of the AWS has been shown 
in Fig 7.1. In this work, the term “job” has been used to describe each carrier. 
The next section discusses the assumptions and constraints regarding the AWS. 
7.3 Assumptions and constraints 
1. The schedule under consideration is a permutation schedule. 
2. A bath can process only one job at a time.  
3. The processing/transfer of jobs is non-preemptive. 
4. The robot can move only one job at a time and cannot “hold” a job temporarily. 
5. The robot and baths are failure-free. 
6. Since bath-to-bath transfer times are much smaller than the processing times, the 
transfer times depend on the origin and destination only. 
7. No set-ups are required for the baths and robot. 
7.4 Problem statement 
Given N jobs (i = 1- N ) to be processed in a series of alternating chemical and water 
baths ( j=1-M ) with NIS Storage and chemical baths operating on ZW and water baths on 
UW storage policy, the objective is to determine  
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      1.  The optimal permutation sequence that would provide the minimum makespan, the  
           completion time of the last job in the sequence in the last water bath which is           
           nothing but the completion of the processing of all the jobs.  
      2.  The start and finish times of jobs on each bath.  
      3.  A detailed schedule of the pickups and deliveries by the robot after ensuring that  
the conflicting robot requirement for the chemical baths are taken care of. 
7.5 Model Formulation 
 
We employ slots on the robot so that each operation is carried out in a unique slot thereby 
eliminating the robot clashes for the baths. So it is understandable that the number of 
slots will be equal to the total number of jobs multiplied by the total number of baths as 
the robot has to transfer all the jobs in all of the baths.  
The objective is to minimize the makespan, i.e. the time at which the transfer of 
the last job in the sequence is completed in the outlet buffer which will naturally be 
assigned to the last slot. 
 ( , +1, )MS T P M K=  (7.1)                         
In order to handle the permutation sequence, we define a binary variable as follows: 
{1 if product  occupies position  in the permutation sequence0 otherwiseip i pY =  
In a permutation sequence, a job can be in only one position and a position in the 




Y =∑  (7.2) 
1ip
i
Y =∑  (7.3)             
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 Handling of permutation sequence apart, we need a decision variable on the robot as to 
which job it is handling or to which unit it is serving at any point in time. So we define a 
binary variable that indicates the unit to which the robot is serving during a particular 
time-slot as given below 
{1 if a job is transferred to unit  by robot in slot 0 otherwisejk j kZ =  
We also define the following 0-1 continuous variables to help us to have a better 
coordination of the decisions.  
{ th1 if  job in the sequence is transferred by robot in slot 0 otherwisepk p kX =  
It is clearly evident that a robot can serve only one job and only one bath in a slot as 
given by  
1pk
p
X =∑  (7.4)                         
1jk
j
Z =∑    (7.5)  




X M= +∑                                (7.6)                         
Similarly, each unit has to process all jobs and hence we have 
jk
k
Z N=∑     (7.7)      
To precisely capture the job-bath information in a particular slot, we define a 0-1 
continuous variable for the same as follows: 
{ th1 if  job in the sequence is transferred by robot to unit  in slot 0 otherwisepjk p j kW =  
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If the robot is carrying a lot, then it can transfer it to only one unit. 
pjk pk
j
W X=∑           (7.8)  




W Z=∑                                                                                                          (7.9) 
Since, there is no reentrancy of jobs, the transfer of a job to a bath can be done only once 
and is done in only one slot  
1pjk
k
W =∑                                                                                                                   (7.10) 
A robot cannot serve the same bath in two successive slots because a job upon its 
completion has to be transferred to another bath, thereby the need to transfer a different 
bath in the successive slot. This is captured as follows: 
( 1) 1jk j kZ Z −+ ≤                                                                                                     (7.11) 
Similarly, the same job cannot be treated in two successive slots except the first two slots 
wherein the first job in the sequence is transferred and the last two slots where in the last 
job in the sequence is transferred. 
( 1) 1pk p kX X −+ ≤  2 k K∀ < <  (7.12) 
A job if treated in a particular unit in a particular slot can be treated in its next unit in the 
later slots  




≥∑                                                                      (7.13) 
In order to respect the NIS policy, a job in a unit can be treated only when its immediate 
predecessor has finished processing in the successive bath, as follows: 
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( 1)( 1)pjk p j k
k k
W W′ − +
′>
≥∑   1j M∀ ≠ +  (7.14) 
In addition to governing the NIS storage, the above equation also ensures that if the 
transfer of a job to a bath is allotted in a particular slot, then it will treat all the successive 
jobs in the sequence in the later slots. 
Given a job being transferred in a slot, the unit in which it is being transferred can 
be deciphered by inferring the number of times the robot has transferred the same lot in 





=∑ ∑  (7.15)     
It is to be noted that the above relation is true only when Xpk =1 i.e. the pth job in the 
sequence is being handled by the robot in the slot k. This results in the following non-
linear relationship given below. 
( . ).pk jk pk
k k j







To linearize the above relation, we have the following two constraints, 
. *(1pk jk pk
k k j
X j Z H X′
′≤
− ≤ −∑ ∑  (7.16a)       
. *(pk jk pk
k k j
X j Z H X′
′≤
− ≥∑ ∑  (7.16b) 
Similarly, with the bath-slot information known, the job which is being transferred can be 
obtained. This is done in a similar way as shown above. 
. *(1jk pk jk
k k p
Z p X H Z′
′≤
− ≤ −∑ ∑  (7.17a) 
. *(jk pk jk
k k p
Z p X H Z′
′≤
− ≥∑ ∑ 1)−  (7.17b) 
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But these constraints have a big-M value in the form of H, which is a large number. As 
discussed earlier, a good formulation may be devoid of the big-M penalty. We try to 
remove the big-M value in the constraints (7.16a) to (7.17b) in the following manner. We 
know from eq. (7.6) that  
1pk pk
k k k k
X X M′ ′′
′ ′′≤ >




Using the above eq. (7.6a), the eq. (7.15) can be modified as follows. 
(( 1) . ). 0pk jk pk
k k j
M X j Z X′′
′′>
+ − − =∑ ∑  (7.18) 
We can clearly see that the above equation is non-linear. We try to see the all possible 
scenarios and make an effort to linearize eq. (7.18). 
Firstly, if   Xpk =1, then we have from eq. (7.18) 
. (pk jk
k k j
X j Z M′′
′′>
+ =∑ ∑  (7.18a) 
On the contrary, if  Xpk =0, we understand that the summation of the two terms on the left 
hand side of eq. (7.18a) can take a minimum of 0 and a maximum value of 2(M+1). We 
try to capitalize on this fact and linearize eq. (7.18) as follows. 
. ( 1)[2pk jk pk
k k j
X j Z M X′′
′′>
+ ≤ + −∑ ∑  (7.19a)                         
. ( 1).pk jk pk
k k j
X j Z M X′′
′′>
+ ≥ +∑ ∑  (7.19b) 
Eqs. (7.19a) and (7.19b) effectively employ the parameters of the system such as the 
number of baths as the bounds than the eqs. (7.16a) and (7.16b) which use the big-M 
penalty to linearlize eq. (7.15a). It is always better to use known estimates such as the 
bounds for the constraints rather than using an arbitrarily large penalty value H.  The 
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same principle can be applied to eqs. (7.17a) and (7.17b) to obtain the linearized 
equations. 
. (2jk pk jk
k k p
)Z p X N Z′′
′′>
+ ≤ −∑ ∑   (7.20a) 
. .jk pk jk
k k p
Z p X N Z′′
′′>
+ ≥∑ ∑   (7.20b) 
Timing Constraints 
In order to ensure that the completion time of the transfer of a job in a particular position 
in the sequence to a particular unit in a given slot exists only when there is an assignment 
to transfer it to that unit in the slot under consideration, we have, 
.pjk pjkT H W≤  (7.21) 
The completion time of the transfer of a job to a unit in a slot is the sum of the 
completion time of its transfer in the previous units (which should necessarily be in the 
previous slots) and the processing time of that job in the previous bath added to its 
transfer time to this unit. Since the transfer to water baths is immediately effected after 
the completion of the processing in chemical bath, we have the following equality 
constraint. 
( 1) ( 1)pjk p j k ip i j j
k k i
T T Y t π− −= +∑ ∑ ∑ + 1 ,wj J j M∀ ∈ ∈ +  (7.22)             
For the case of transfer to chemical baths, the jobs can safely wait in the water baths 
beyond the stipulated time as has been captured in the following inequality recurrence 
relations 
( 1) ( 1)pjk p j k ip i j j
k k i
T T Y t π− −≥ +∑ ∑ ∑ +   cj J∀ ∈  (7.23) 
The job transition in a bath is handled by the following constraint. 
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( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1) 1. .pjk p jk i p ij p j k j pjk j
k k i k k
T T Y t W Wπ π− − − + +≥ + + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ .
Z
  (7.24) 
It says that the transfer of a job to a unit will complete only when the previous job in the 
sequence has finished processing and is transferred to the subsequent unit and governs 
the NIS condition of the AWS. 
The time difference between the completions of the transfers in the two 
successive slots for the robot should at least be greater than the time required to transfer 
to the bath that was allotted to be served in that slot.  
( 1) .pjk pj k j jk
p j p j j
T T π−≥ +∑∑ ∑∑ ∑  (7.25) 
Therefore, the MILP model with slots on the robot to transfer the jobs from one bath to 
another bath comprises of eqs. (7.1) to (7.14) and (7.19a) to (7.25). 
 
7.6 Results and Discussion 
 
This new model is compared with the model M3 presented by Bhushan and Karimi 
(2003). Their model has slots assigned for the sequencing of the jobs and a binary 
variable that helps in avoiding the robot clashes. The new model is tested on a simple 
problem involving 4 jobs and 4 baths. The processing time data for the jobs in the baths 
are the same as that of the motivating example considered in Chapter 1 and provided in 
Table 1.1. The time required to transfer a job from a bath (j-1) to a bath j by the robot are 
given in the following table. 
 
Table 7.1: Job transfer times for the robot to transfer a lot from bath ( j-1) to j 
j 1 2 3 4 5 
πj 20 15 10 15 20 
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The motivating example was solved using GAMS 20.7/CPLEX 7.5 in a DELL PC with 
Pentium IV processor at 2.79 GHz. The model statistics and solution details for both 
models for the motivating example are as given below. 
 
Table 7.2: Model Statistics and Solution details for the motivating example 
 
  Model 
Model Statistic BK Ours 
Binary variables 55 116
Continuous variables 96 997
Constraints 144 2029
Non zeros 448 19297





It can be seen from the above table that the factors such as the number of 
variables (both binary and continuous), number of constraints, non-zeros, iterations 
required and the nodes explored are heavily stacked against the new model in comparison 
to the BK model with regard to model performance. The new model requires 3.75 CPU s 
as against 0.06 s for the BK model which can be attributed to the increase in the number 
of binary variables and hence more iterations and additional node explorations in the B & 
B search. The number of binary variables and the number of equations for the new model 
are also higher because the number of slots on the robot is N times M in addition to the 
additional slots for the sequence which is common for both models. As a result, the new 
model requires additional (Z2NM jk) binary variables and also constraints to that tune 
while a number of binary variables in the BK model that caters to avoid the robot clashes 
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can be eliminated by considering the binary variable only for the combinations of the jobs 
and not the permutations (similar to Xii’ variable in the Relative position based flowshop 
models in Chapter 4).  
The number of non-zeros is nearly 50 times higher because of the nature of the 
timing constraints in the new formulation. These constraints eqs. (7.21) to eqs. (7.25) 
have a lot of summations that are directly responsible for the rise in the non-zero 
elements whose presence in large numbers indicates the weakness of the model. The 
summations are required to identify the slot in which a robot transfers the same job in 
successive baths and to locate the slots in which two successive jobs were treated in a 
bath. A robot might serve different lots in different baths in between the transfer of a job 
from one bath to another and hence there is a discontinuity in the information of slot 
occurrences for the transfer of a job in two consecutive baths and the slot occurrences for 
a bath handling two successive jobs in the sequence. Because of these inherent 
discontinuities and randomness of the slot occurrences for the jobs and baths, the usage 
of these summations is essential. The lower RMILP value for the new model is also a 
strong evidence of the supremacy of the BK model. 
7.7 Conclusion 
The new MILP model for AWS with the concept of allotting slots on a robot with each 
job transfer handled in a unique slot that inherently avoids the robot requirement for two 
different chemical baths at the same point in time loses ground to the MILP models 
available in the literature owing to its enormity in terms of binary variables and 
constraints and the increase in non-zeros due to the nature of timing constraints. The 
work of Bhushan and Karimi (2003) which uses a binary variable that mimics sequence-
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based variables to avoid robot clashes performs better than the new model in spite of 
having the notorious big-M constraints. In this new formulation, we have succeeded in 
eliminating the big-M constraints in eqs. (7.16a,b) and (7.17a,b) and replacing them with 
eqs. (7.19a,b) and (7.20a,b). But we have failed to remove the big-M constraint (7.21) 
which is unavoidable and is required for the way in which the timing constraints are 
constructed. A big-M free MILP formulation for an AWS can be realized only when the 
existing poor timing constraints are replaced by equations that can capture with ease the 













We addressed the scheduling of a serial multiproduct batch plant or a flowshop with 
NIS/UW taking into consideration no setups (NIS flowshop) and sequence dependent set-
up times (NIS-SDST flowshop). We had contributed 17 new MILP formulations to the 
one already available in the literature based on the three approaches in the continuous 
time representation domain namely the slot-, sequence- and event-based approaches. A 
new dimension to the continuous-time approach was introduced by coupling the slot and 
sequence-based approaches and two different sequence-based models. We developed two 
new slot-based models which perform better than most of the sequence-based models by 
changing the definition of the binary variable. An equality cut that performs better than 
the inequality cut on sequence-based models have also been developed. The inferior 
performance of the event-based models is discussed in detail. We also proposed a ranking 
strategy, a reliable strategy which uses the model characteristics such as the number of 
binaries and the number of constraints to analyze the performance of the models on a test 
bed of nearly 3400 problems.   
For both NIS and NIS-SDST flowshop, the classical assignment type slot-based 
models (Ku et al (1987) and Wagner (1959)), with the highest number of binary variables 
among the 18 models clearly outperform the rest of the models with fewer binary 
variables. It also emphasizes that the Slot-based modeling approach is the best way of 
modeling a flowshop over the sequence- and event-based approach.  
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 Among the two top performing slot-based models, the model of Ku et al (1987) 
with more number of equations has a performance edge over the second best model of 
Wagner (1959) with fewer constraints. The emergence of a model as the best model with 
the more binaries than most of the models and more constraints than the second best 
model disproves the common impression and challenges the conventional wisdom that a 
model with fewer binary variables and constraints should perform better than one with 
more binaries and constraints. Though this general perception on binary variables and 
constraints may be true for most of the problems in the sphere of integer programming, 
we can see that it is being clearly violated for the case of flowshop.  
In spite of having 18 different models for the flowshop, we are yet to realize a 
MILP formulation that would solve a flowshop problem with 15 products or higher.  Our 
efforts to solve larger problems resulted in the form of a few LP-MILP combination 
heuristics and a few purely LP-based heuristics adapted from the frame work of the MILP 
models developed in the earlier part. In this work, we generate the initial sequence using 
the LP problem and apply heuristics on the real values of the governing variable (which 
is expected to take binaries) to identify trends that could be effectively exploited to obtain 
the optimal sequence. We could realize from our experience that it is not that easy to 
capture the trends as intended. The heuristics were compared to the standard NEH and m-
NEH algorithm as a part of the performance evaluation of the heuristics. One of the LP-
MILP heuristic performed even better than the standard NEH and m-NEH algorithms that 
are available in the literature. The LP-MILP heuristic gives better objective values than 
the LP-based heuristics but at the cost of increased computation time. 
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In the case of resource constrained flowshop, the optimization of an AWS limited 
by the availability of single robot to carry out the transfer operations of the wafers from 
one bath to another was studied. To avoid the robot requirement clashes in the chemical 
baths operating under ZW policy, the new approach of allotting the transfer operation to a 
slot on the robot as against the employment of a separate binary variable as in BK model 
is not yielding expected results. This may be due to the enormity of the problem size 
which requires NM slots on the robot in addition to the N slots on the units. Though the 
assignment constraints are well in place, there is difficulty in the sequencing constraints 
with the ZW/UW policies adding to the complication. We are still not able to eliminate 
the big-M constraint in the timing constraints. 
8.2 Recommendations 
As the ideal MILP model that would solve a problem of larger dimension is still eluding, 
the need to develop that much awaited formulation is indispensable. This can still be 
achieved by tailoring the binary variables of varying nature that would exploit the 
problem structure and by adding the appropriate constraints so as to make it an effective 
formulation. In an effort towards that direction, we had tried to reduce the flowshop 
model from an MILP to a pure Integer Programming (IP) model by considering I integer 
variables that define the position of the products in the sequence which has been 
discussed as Heuristic H10 in Chapter 6. Unfortunately, we are not able to realize the 
integrality of that integer variable. The successful implementation of that IP model which 
requires only I integer variables will be an ideal model and would be a giant leap in the 
scheduling and sequencing of flowshops. 
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The failure of the coupled models which has the attributes of the best model for a 
flowshop with lesser binary variables and big-M free constraints can be probed further. 
The flowshop models were assessed based on the objective of the minimization of 
the makespan. An extensive study on the performance of all the formulations for another 
common objective such as the minimization of mean flow time would enable us to judge 
if the model standings are concordant with differing objectives. 
This study has made us realize that the judgment of a model on the basis of binary 
variables or constraints can go wrong. Therefore a large model with more binaries and 
constraints can also be effective that might suit the structure of the problem at hand. 
Hence we recommend that all the formulated models should not be rejected qualitatively 
but must be formulated and put to test on the respective problems to ascertain the 
judgment because a model with good attributes might fail miserably and a large and 
complex model might solve the problem at ease.  
In the case of scheduling an AWS Station with unique slots created for each job 
transfer, we could see that the size of the model with more binary variables and poor 
timing constraints makes it impossible to capitalize on its natural advantage of avoiding 
the robot clashes. The timing constraints can be modeled in such a way that a robot 
balance is made across all the units as done in Sundaramoorthy and Karimi (2004) for 
handling material balances in a multipurpose plant. The preliminary work done along 
these lines is not presented in this work due to the lack of completeness in the 
formulation with the difficulty arising in handling the ZW and UW policies for the 
chemical and water baths respectively. A modeling approach that would provide concise 
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big-M free timing constraints could enable the realization of the advantage of this new 
way of modeling an AWS. 
An extension of this work from single robot to multiple robot scenario can be 
viewed as a multipurpose plant with the robots moving in the form of moving vessels in a 
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FORTRAN Programs for data generation 
 




character(13) :: fname 
integer :: m,p,nm,np,i,j,t 
real :: r 
call random_seed 
do np =7,7 
do nm = 5,5 
do i = 1,1 
 fname = "time.dat" 
 open(1,file=fname) 
 write(1,"('1',i3,', 2',i3)")nm, np 
 j = 2 
 do p=1,np 
 do m=1,nm 
 j = j+1 
 call random_number(r) 
 t = 10 + int(240*r) 
 write(1,"(i4,i4)")j,t 
 end do 
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character(13) :: fname 
integer :: m,nm,p1,p,np1,np,i,j,t 
real :: r 
call random_seed 
do nm =5,5 
do np1 =7,7 
do np = 7,7 
do i = 1,1 
 fname = "setup.dat" 
 open(1,file=fname) 
 write(1,"('1',i3,', 2',i3,',3'i3)")np1, np,nm 
 j = 3 
    do m=1,nm 
  do p1=1,np1 
 do p=1,np 
 j=j+1 
 IF (p1==p) THEN  
    t=0 
 else 
 call random_number(r) 
 t =  1+int(24*r) 
 END IF 
 write(1,"(i4,i4)")j,t 
 end do 
 end do 



















GAMS Programs for NIS and NIS-SDST Flowshop Models  
 
B.1 Sets/Scalar/Parameter Declaration (Common for all models) 
 
SET 
i product /i1*i7/, 
m  unit /m1*m5/, 
p  position or slot/p1*p7/; 
Alias (p,b); alias(i,j,k) 
 
set e /1*2002/, e0(e); 
PARAMETER pdata (e) all data in one array/ 
$include "m5n7-3.dat" 
 /; 
e0(e) = yes $(ord(e) le NM*NP+2); 
 
set f /1*2002/, f0(f); 
PARAMETER sdata(f) all setup data in one array/ 
$include "m5n7.dat" 
/; 
f0(f) = yes $(ord(f) le NM*NP*NP+3); 
 
SCALAR NM, NP, index; 
NM = pdata ("1"); NP = pdata ("2"); 
display NM, NP; 
 
PARAMETER t(i,m) processing time matrix; 
index = 3; 
LOOP (i, LOOP(m, t(i,m) = sum(e $(e0(e) and ORD(e) eq index), pdata(e)); 
                                 index = index+1)); 
PARAMETER s(m,i,k) setup time matrix; 
index = 4; 
LOOP(m,LOOP(i, LOOP(k, 
s(m,i,k) = sum(f $(f0(f) and ORD(f) eq index), sdata(f)); index = index+1))); 
 
SCALAR  H   "large positive number"  /5000/; 
 
Option solprint = off; 
Option mip = cplex; 
Option optca = 0.05; 
Option optcr = 0.0001; 
Option reslim = 5000; 
Option iterlim = 10000000; 
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B.2 NIS/NIS-SDST Models based on Yik binary variable  
 
VARIABLES 
ms            makespan for M1/S1 & M2/S2 
C(p,m)      completion time of processing pth product in the sequence on unit m 
Y(i,p)    1 if product i is assigned to position p in the sequence 
u(p,m)        Idle time of unit m before processing the pth product p in the sequence 
v(p,m)      Waiting time of pth product the sequence after getting processed in unit m 
w(i,p,k)           1 if product i in slot p is followed immediately by product k in the 
sequence; 
 
POSITIVE VARIABLES  C,u,v,w; 






obj(p,m)  Objective function for M1/S1 & M2/S2 
eq1a(i)    Assignment of a product to one slot 
eq1b(p)      Assignment of a slot to one product 
eq2a(p,m)   Unit transition for a product 
eq2b(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS flowshop) 
eq2c(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS flowshop) 
eq2bb(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq2cc(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq3a(p,m)     Machine-Product waiting time detail  
eq3b(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS flowshop 
eq3c(p,m)    Waiting time of all units for the first product 
eq3d(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS flowshop 
eq3bb(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq3dd(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq10a(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 1 
eq10b(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 2; 
 
obj(p,m)  $(ord(p) eq NP and ord(m) eq NM).. ms =e= C(p,m); 
eq1a(i).. sum(p, Y(i,p)) =e= 1; 
eq1b(p).. sum(i, Y(i,p)) =e= 1; 
 
eq2a(p,m) .. C(p,m) =g= C(p,m-1)  + sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2b(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) + sum(i,t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2c(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1) ; 
eq2bb(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) +  sum((i,k),s(m,k,i)*w(k,p-1,i))+ 
sum(i,t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2cc(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1) +  sum((i,k),s(m+1,i,k)*w(i,p-
1,k)) ; 
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eq3a(p,m) $ (ord(p) lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..u(p+1,m)=g=v(p,m); 
eq3b(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM).. sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p+1))- sum(i, t(i,m+1)*                        
                                       Y(i,p))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3c(p,m) $ (ord(m) lt NM and ord(p) eq 1)..u(p,m+1)=e= sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p)) +u(p,m) ; 
eq3d(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum  
 (p$(ord(p)le ord(b)),u(p,m)); 
eq3bb(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..sum((i,k),(s(m,i,k)-s(m+1,i,k))*w(i,p,k))+  
sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p+1))- sum(i, t(i,m+1)*Y(i,p))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-
v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3dd(b,m) $ (ord(b) eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum  












Solve M1 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve M2 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S1 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S2 minimizing ms using MIP; 
 
B.3 NIS/NIS-SDST Models based on Zik binary variable 
 
VARIABLES 
ms             Makespan for M3/S3 & M4/S4 
C(p,m)        Completion time of processing pth product in the sequence on unit m 
Z(i,p)          1 if product i is assigned to position p in the sequence 
u(p,m)         Idle time of unit m before processing the pth product p in the sequence 
v(p,m)         Waiting time of pth product the sequence after getting processed in unit m   
w(i,p,k)           1 if product i in slot p is followed immediately by product k in the 
sequence; 
 
POSITIVE VARIABLES C,u,v,w; 
BINARY VARIABLES Z; 
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obj(p,m)      Objective function for M3/S3 & M4/S4 
eq1a(i,p)         Constraint 1 
eq1b(p) Constraint 2 
eq2a(p,m)   Unit transition for a product 
eq2b(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS flowshop) 
eq2c(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS flowshop) 
eq2bb(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq2cc(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq3a(p,m)     Machine-Product waiting time detail  
eq3b(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS flowshop 
eq3c(p,m)    Waiting time of all units for the first product 
eq3d(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS flowshop 
eq3bb(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq3dd(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq11a(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 1 
eq11b(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 2; 
 
obj(p,m)$(ord(p) eq NP and ord(m) eq NM).. ms =e= C(p,m); 
 
eq1a(i,p) $(ord(p)gt 1 and ord(p)lt NP)..Z(i,p)=g=Z(i,p-1); 
eq1b(p)   $(ord(p)lt NP)..sum((i),Z(i,p))=e=ord(p); 
 
eq2a(p,m).. C(p,m) =g= C(p,m-1)  + sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p))-sum(i,t(i,m)*Z(i,p-1)); 
eq2b(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1)..C(p,m) =g=C(p-1,m) + sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p))-
sum(i,t(i,m)*Z(i,p- 
 1)); 
eq2c(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1) ; 
eq2bb(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) + sum((i,k),s(m,k,i)*w(k,p-1,i))+ 
sum(i,  
 t(i,m)*Z(i,p))-sum(i,t(i,m)*Z(i,p-1)); 
eq2cc(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1)+  sum((i,k),s(m+1,i,k)*w(i,p-1,k)) ; 
 
eq3a(p,m) $ (ord(p) lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..u(p+1,m)=g=v(p,m); 
eq3b(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM).. sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p+1))-sum(i, 
t(i,m)*Z(i,p))- sum(i, t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p))+ sum(i, t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p-1))+ u(p+1,m)-
u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3c(p,m) $ (ord(m) lt NM and ord(p) eq 1)..u(p,m+1)=e= sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p)) +u(p,m) ; 
eq3d(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum 
(p$(ord(p)le ord(b)),u(p,m)); 
eq3bb(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..sum((i,k),(s(m,i,k)-s(m+1,i,k))*w(i,p,k))+ 
sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p+1))-sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p))- sum(i, t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p))+ sum(i, 
t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p-1))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3dd(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum 
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Solve M3 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve M4 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S3 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S4 minimizing ms using MIP; 
 
B.4 NIS/NIS-SDST Models based on Xii’ binary variable  
 
VARIABLES 
ms          Makespan for M5-M7/S5-S7 & M18/S18 
ms1           Makespan for M8-M10/S8-S10 
ms2           Makespan for M12-M15/S12-S15 
C(p,m)       Completion time of processing pth product in the sequence on unit m 
Y(i,p)         1 if product i is assigned to position p in the sequence 
X(i,j)         1 if product j follows product i (j > i) in the sequence 
Q(i,j)         1 if product j follows product i immediately in the sequence 
u(p,m)       Idle time of unit m before processing the pth product p in the sequence 
v(p,m)        Waiting time of pth product the sequence after getting processed in unit m 
d(i,j,k)       Dummy variable 
dd(m,i,j)    Surplus variable 
CC(i,m)      Completion time of a product i in machine m 
SS(i,m)        Start time of processing of a product i in machine m ; 
 
POSITIVE VARIABLES Y,Q,C,CC,TS,u,v,d,dd; 







obj(i,m)      Objective function for M5-M7/S5-S7 & M18/S18 
obj1(i,m)     Objective function for M8-M10/S8-S10 
obj2(p,m)    Objective function for M12-M15/S12-S15 
eq1a(i)       Assignment of a product to one slot 
eq1b(p)     Assignment of a slot to one product 
eq2a(p,m)   Unit transition for a product 
eq2b(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS flowshop) 
eq2c(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS flowshop) 
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eq2bb(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq2cc(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq3a(p,m)     Machine-Product waiting time detail  
eq3b(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS flowshop 
eq3c(p,m)    Waiting time of all units for the first product 
eq3d(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS flowshop 
eq3bb(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq3dd(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq4(i)        Slot-sequence coupling constraint(X and Y coupling) 
eq5(i,m)    Unit transition for a product 
eq5a(i,j,m)  NIS constraint 1(NIS Flowshop) 
eq5b(i,j,m)   NIS constraint 2(NIS Flowshop) 
eq5c(i,j,m)   Disjunctive Timing constraint 1(NIS Flowshop) 
eq5d(i,j,m) Disjunctive Timing constraint 2(NIS Flowshop) 
eq5aa(i,j,m)  NIS constraint 1(NIS -SDST Flowshop) 
eq5bb(i,j,m)   NIS constraint 2(NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq5cc(i,j,m)   Disjunctive Timing constraint 1(NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq5dd(i,j,m) Disjunctive Timing constraint 2(NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq6(i,m)      Unit transition for a product 
eq6a(i,j,m)   NIS constraint 3 (NIS Flowshop) 
eq6b(i,j,m)  NIS constraint 4 (NIS Flowshop) 
eq6c(i,j,m)   Equality Timing Constraint 1 (NIS Flowshop) 
eq6d(i,j,m)   Timing constraint using surplus variable dd (NIS Flowshop) 
eq6aa(i,j,m)   NIS constraint 1 (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq6bb(i,j,m)  NIS constraint 3 (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq6cc(i,j,m)   Equality Timing Constraint 1 (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq6dd(i,j,m)   Timing constraint using surplus variable dd (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq7a(i,j,k)   Inequality cut 1 
eq7b(i,j,k)   Inequality cut 2 
eq8(i,j,k)    Equality cut 
eq9a(i)      Successor allocation constraint 
eq9b(i)     Predecessor allocation constraint 
eq9c         Product balance constraint 
eq9d(i,m)        Sequence-Sequence coupling constraint(X and Q Coupling) 
eq9e(i,j,m)       NIS constraint 5 (NIS Flowshop) 
eq9f(i,j,m)       Timing Constraint for the first unit (NIS Flowshop) 
eq9ee(i,j,m)     NIS constraint (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq9ff(i,j,m)     Timing Constraint for the first unit (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq10a(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 1 
eq10b(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 2; 
 
obj(i,m)$(ord(m) eq NM)..ms =g= CC(i,m); 
obj1(i,m)$(ord(m) eq NM)..ms1 =g= TS(i,m)+t(i,m); 
obj2(p,m)$(ord(p) eq NP and ord(m) eq NM).. ms2 =e= C(p,m); 
 
eq1a(i)..   sum(p, Y(i,p)) =e= 1; 
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eq1b(p)..   sum(i, Y(i,p)) =e= 1; 
 
eq2a(p,m).. C(p,m) =g= C(p,m-1)  + sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2b(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) + sum(i,t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2c(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1) ; 
eq2bb(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) + sum((i,k),s(m,k,i)*w(k,p-1,i))+ 
sum(i,  
 t(i,m)*Z(i,p))-sum(i,t(i,m)*Z(i,p-1)); 
eq2cc(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1)+  sum((i,k),s(m+1,i,k)*w(i,p-1,k)) ; 
 
eq3a(p,m) $ (ord(p) lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..u(p+1,m)=g=v(p,m); 
eq3b(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM).. sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p+1))- sum(i, 
t(i,m+1)*Y(i,p))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3c(p,m) $ (ord(m) lt NM and ord(p) eq 1)..u(p,m+1)=e= sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p)) +u(p,m) ; 
eq3d(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum 
(p$(ord(p)le ord(b)),u(p,m)); 
eq3bb(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..sum((i,k),(s(m,i,k)-s(m+1,i,k))*w(i,p,k))+ 
sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p+1))-sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p))- sum(i, t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p))+ sum(i, 
t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p-1))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3dd(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum 
(p$(ord(p)le ord(b)),u(p,m))+ sum((p,i,k)$(ord(p) lt ord(b)),s(m,i,k)*w(i,p,k)); 
 
eq4(i).. sum(j , X(j,i) $(ord(j) lt ord(i)) + (1-X(i,j)) $(ord(i) lt ord(j)))=e=sum(p , (ord(p)-
1)*Y(i,p)); 
 
eq5(i,m).. CC(i,m) =g= CC(i,m-1)+ t(i,m); 
eq5a(i,j,m)$(ord (i) lt ord(j) and  ord(m) lt NM)..CC(j,m)=g=CC(i,m+1)- H*(1-X(i,j)); 
eq5b(i,j,m)$(ord (i) lt ord(j) and  ord(m) lt NM)..CC(i,m)=g=CC(j,m+1)- H*(X(i,j)); 
eq5c(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1  and ord(i) lt ord(j))..CC(j,m) =g= CC(i,m) + t(j,m)*X(i,j)- H 
*( 1-X(i,j)); 
eq5d(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord (i) lt ord (j))..CC(i,m)=g=CC(j,m)  + t(i,m)*(1-X(i,j)) - 
H* X(i,j); 
 
eq6 (i,m).. S(i,m) =g= TS(i,m-1)+ t(i,m-1); 
eq6a(i,j,m)$(ord (i) lt ord(j)  and  ord(m) lt NM)..TS(j,m)+T(j,m)=g=TS(i,m+1)+ 
t(i,m+1)- H*(1-X(i,j)); 
eq6b(i,j,m)$(ord (i) lt ord(j)  and  ord(m) lt NM)..TS(i,m)+T(i,m)=g=TS(j,m+1)+ 
t(j,m+1)-H*(X(i,j)); 
eq6c(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) lt ord(j))..TS(i,m)-TS(j,m)+ H*X(i,j)- t(j,m)=e= 
dd(m,i,j); 
eq6d(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..H - t(i,m)-t(j,m)=g=dd(m,i,j); 
eq6aa(i,j,m)$(ord (i) lt ord(j)  and  ord(m) lt 
NM)..TS(j,m)+T(j,m)=g=TS(i,m+1)+s(m+1,i,j)+ t(i,m+1)- H*(1-X(i,j)); 
eq6bb(i,j,m)$(ord (i) lt ord(j)  and  ord(m) lt 
NM)..TS(i,m)+T(i,m)=g=TS(j,m+1)+s(m+1,j,i)+ t(j,m+1)-H*(X(i,j)); 
eq6cc(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..TS(i,m)-TS(j,m)+ S(m,i,j)+ H*X(i,j)-  
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 t(j,m)=e= dd(m,i,j); 
eq6dd(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..H - t(i,m)-t(j,m)=g=dd(m,i,j); 
 
eq7a(i,j,k) $(ord(i) lt ord(k) and ord(k) lt ord(j) and ord(i) lt ord(j)).. 1 + X(i,j) =g= 
X(i,k) $(ord(i) lt ord(k)) +  (1-X(k,i)) $(ord(k) lt ord(i))+ 
X(k,j) $(ord(k) lt ord(j)) + (1-X(j,k)) $(ord(j) lt ord(k)); 
eq7b(i,j,k) $(ord(i) lt ord(k) and ord(k) lt ord(j) and ord(i) lt ord(j)).. X(i,j) =l= 
X(i,k) $(ord(i) lt ord(k)) + (1-X(k,i)) $(ord(k) lt ord(i)) + 
X(k,j) $(ord(k) lt ord(j)) + (1-X(j,k)) $(ord(j) lt ord(k)); 
 
eq8(i,j,k) $(ord(i) lt ord(k) and ord(k) lt ord(j) and ord(i) lt ord(j)).. d(i,j,k) + X(i,j) =e= 
X(i,k) $(ord(i) lt ord(k)) +  (1-X(k,i)) $(ord(k) lt ord(i))+ 
X(k,j) $(ord(k) lt ord(j)) + (1-X(j,k)) $(ord(j) lt ord(k)); 
 
eq9a(i)..sum(j $(ord(j) ne ord(i)), Q(i,j)) =l= 1; 
eq9b(i)..sum(j $(ord(j) ne ord(i)), Q(j,i)) =l= 1; 
eq9c..sum((i,j)$(ord(i) ne ord(j)),Q(i,j))=e= NP-1; 
eq9d(i,j)$(ord(i) ne ord(j))..Q(i,j) + 1 - 2*X(i,j)$(ord(j) gt ord(i))-2*(1-X(j,i))$(ord(i) gt 
ord(j))=g=sum(k$(ord(k)lt ord(i)and ord(k) ne ord(j)),X(k,i)) + sum(k$(ord(i)lt ord(k)and 
ord(k) ne ord(j)),(1-X(i,k))) +sum(k$(ord(k)gt ord(j)and ord(k) ne ord(i)),X(j,k)) + 
sum(k$(ord(k)lt ord(j)and ord(k) ne ord(i)),(1-X(k,j))) -(NP-2)*(2 - X(i,j)$(ord(i) lt 
ord(j))-(1-X(j,i))$(ord(j) lt ord(i))); 
eq9e(i,j,m)$(ord (i) ne ord(j) and ord(m) lt NM ).. CC(j,m)=g=CC(i,m+1) - H*(1-Q(i,j)); 
eq9f(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..CC(j,m) =g= CC(i,m) + t(j,m)*Q(i,j)-H 
*( 1-Q(i,j)); 
eq9ee(i,j,m)$(ord (i) ne ord(j) and ord(m) lt NM ).. CC(j,m)=g=CC(i,m+1)+s(m+1,i,j) - 
H*(1-Q(i,j)); 
eq9ff(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..CC(j,m) =g= CC(i,m) + t(j,m)*Q(i,j)+ 
s(m,i,j)-H *( 1-Q(i,j)); 
 
eq10a(i,p)..Y(i,p)=e=sum(k$(ord(k)ne ord(i)),w(i,p,k)); 





M6  /obj,eq5,eq5a,eq5b,eq5c,eq5d,eq7a,eq7b/ 
M7  /obj,eq5,eq5a,eq5b,eq5c,eq5d,eq8/ 
M8 /obj1,eq6,eq6a,eq6b,eq6c,eq6d/ 
M9 /obj1,eq6,eq6a,eq6b,eq6c,eq6d,eq7a,eq7b/ 
M10  /obj1,eq6,eq6a,eq6b,eq6c,eq6d,eq8/ 
M12  /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq2a,eq2b,eq2c,eq7a,eq7b/ 
M13 /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq3a,eq3b,eq3c,eq3d,eq7a,eq7b/ 
M14  /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq2a,eq2b,eq2c,q8/ 
M15 /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq3a,eq3b,eq3c,eq3d, eq8/ 
M18 /obj,eq5,eq9a,eq9b,eq9c,eq9d,eq9e,eq9f/ 
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S6  /obj,eq5,eq5aa,eq5bb,eq5cc,eq5dd,eq7a, eq7b/ 
S7  /obj,eq5,eq5aa,eq5bb,eq5cc,eq5dd,eq8/ 
S8 /obj1,eq6,eq6aa,eq6bb,eq6cc,eq6dd/ 
S9 /obj1,eq6,eq6aa,eq6bb,eq6cc,eq6dd,eq7a,eq7b/ 
S10  /obj1,eq6,eq6a,eq6bb,eq6cc,eq6dd,eq8/ 
S12  /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq2a,eq2bb,eq2cc,eq7a,eq7b,eq10a,eq10b/ 
S13 /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq3a,eq3bb,eq3c,eq3dd,eq7a,eq7b,eq10a, eq10b / 
S14  /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq2a,eq2bb,eq2cc,eq8,eq10a,eq10b / 
S15 /obj2,eq1a,eq1b,eq4,eq3a,eq3bb,eq3c,eq3dd,eq8,eq10a,eq10b / 
S18 /obj,eq5,eq9a,eq9b,eq9c,eq9d,eq9ee,eq9ff/ 
 
Solve M5 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve M6 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve M7 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve M8 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve M9 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve M10 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve M12 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve M13 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve M14 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve M15 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve M18 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S5 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S6 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S7 minimizing ms using MIP; 
Solve S8 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve S9 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve S10 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve S12 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve S13 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve S14 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve S15 minimizing ms2 using MIP; 
Solve S18 minimizing ms using MIP; 
 
B.5 NIS/NIS-SDST Models based on Qii’ binary variable 
 
VARIABLES 
ms      Makespan for M16-M17/S16-S17 
ms1           Makespan for M11/S11 
C(p,m)        Completion time of processing pth product in the sequence on unit m 
Y(i,p)        1 if product i is assigned to position p in the sequence 
Q(i,j)         1 if product j follows product i immediately in the sequence 
u(p,m)      Idle time of unit m before processing the pth product p in the sequence 
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v(p,m)        Waiting time of pth product the sequence after getting processed in unit m 
d(i,j,p)       Dummy variable 
CC(i,m)        Completion time of a product i in machine m ; 
 
POSITIVE VARIABLES C,CC,y,u,v,d,w; 






obj1(i,m)     Objective function for M11/S11 
obj(p,m)     Objective function for M16-M17/S16-S17 
eq9a(i)      Successor allocation constraint 
eq9b(i)      Predecessor allocation constraint 
eq9c        Product balance constraint 
eq9d         Sequence-Sequence coupling constraint(X and Q Coupling) 
eq9e(i,j,m)       NIS constraint 5 (NIS Flowshop) 
eq9f(i,j,m)       Timing Constraint for the first unit (NIS Flowshop) 
eq9ee(i,j,m)     NIS constraint (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq9ff(i,j,m)     Timing Constraint for the first unit (NIS-SDST Flowshop) 
eq1a(i)       Assignment of a product to one slot 
eq1b(p)      Assignment of a slot to one product 
eq2a(p,m)   Unit transition for a product 
eq2b(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS flowshop) 
eq2c(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS flowshop) 
eq2bb(p,m)    Product transition for the first unit(NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq2cc(p,m)    NIS-UW constraint (NIS-SDST flowshop) 
eq3a(p,m)     Machine-Product waiting time detail  
eq3b(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS flowshop 
eq3c(p,m)    Waiting time of all units for the first product 
eq3d(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS flowshop 
eq3bb(p,m)     JAML constraint (Equality recurrence relation) for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq3dd(b,m)     Makespan equation for NIS-SDST flowshop 
eq4a(i,p)     Coupling equation 1 
eq4b(i,p)     Coupling equation 2 
eq4c(i,j,p)   Coupling equation 3 
eq10a(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 1 
eq10b(i,p)    Sequencing Constraint 2; 
 
obj1(i,m)$(ord(m) eq NM)..ms1 =g= CC(i,m); 
obj(p,m)$(ord(p) eq NP and ord(m) eq NM).. ms =e= C(p,m); 
 
eq9a(i)..sum(j $( ord(j) ne ord(i)), Q(i,j)) =l= 1; 
eq9b(i)..sum(j $( ord(j) ne ord(i)), Q(j,i)) =l= 1; 
eq9c..sum((i,j)$(ord(i) ne ord(j)),Q(i,j))=e= NP-1; 
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eq9d(i,m) .. CC(i,m) =g= CC(i,m-1)+ t(i,m); 
eq9e(i,j,m)$( ord (i) ne ord(j) and ord(m) lt NM ).. CC(j,m)=g=CC(i,m+1) - H*(1-Q(i,j)); 
eq9f(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..CC(j,m) =g= CC(i,m)+ t(j,m)*Q(i,j)-  
H *( 1-Q(i,j)); 
eq9ee(i,j,m)$(ord (i) ne ord(j) and ord(m) lt NM ).. CC(j,m)=g=CC(i,m+1)+s(m+1,i,j) - 
H*(1-Q(i,j)); 
eq9ff(i,j,m)$(ord(m) eq 1 and ord(i) ne ord(j))..CC(j,m) =g= CC(i,m) + t(j,m)*Q(i,j)+ 
s(m,i,j)-H *( 1-Q(i,j)); 
 
eq1a(i).. sum(p, Y(i,p)) =e= 1; 
eq1b(p).. sum(i, Y(i,p)) =e= 1; 
 
eq2a(p,m).. C(p,m) =g= C(p,m-1)  + sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2b(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) + sum(i,t(i,m)*Y(i,p)); 
eq2c(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1) ; 
eq2bb(p,m) $(ord(m) eq 1).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m) + sum((i,k),s(m,k,i)*w(k,p-1,i))+ 
sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p))-sum(i,t(i,m)*Z(i,p-1)); 
eq2cc(p,m) $(ord(m)lt NM).. C(p,m) =g= C(p-1,m+1)+  sum((i,k),s(m+1,i,k)*w(i,p-1,k)) ; 
 
eq3a(p,m) $ (ord(p) lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..u(p+1,m)=g=v(p,m); 
eq3b(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM).. sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p+1))- sum(i, 
t(i,m+1)*Y(i,p))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3c(p,m) $ (ord(m) lt NM and ord(p) eq 1)..u(p,m+1)=e= sum(i, t(i,m)*Y(i,p)) +u(p,m) ; 
eq3d(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum 
(p$(ord(p)le ord(b)),u(p,m)); 
eq3bb(p,m) $ (ord(p)lt NP and ord(m) lt NM)..sum((i,k),(s(m,i,k)-s(m+1,i,k))*w(i,p,k))+ 
sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p+1))-sum(i, t(i,m)*Z(i,p))- sum(i, t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p))+ sum(i, 
t(i,m+1)*Z(i,p-1))+ u(p+1,m)-u(p+1,m+1)+v(p+1,m)-v(p,m) =e= 0; 
eq3dd(b,m) $ (ord(b)eq NP and ord(m) eq NM)..C(b,m) =e= sum(i, t(i,m)) + sum 
(p$(ord(p)le ord(b)),u(p,m))+ sum((p,i,k)$(ord(p) lt ord(b)),s(m,i,k)*w(i,p,k)); 
 
eq4a(i,p)$(ord(p) eq 1)..Y(i,p)=e= 1-sum(j$(ord(j) ne ord(i)),q(j,i)); 
eq4b(i,p)$(ord(p) eq NP)..Y(i,p)=e= 1-sum(j$(ord(j) ne ord(i)),q(i,j)); 
eq4c(i,j,p)$(ord(i) ne ord(j) and ord(p) lt NP)..Y(j,p+1)+ d(i,j,p) -q(i,j) =g= Y(i,p); 
 
eq10a(i,p)..Y(i,p)=e=sum(k$(ord(k)ne ord(i)),w(i,p,k)); 
eq10b(i,p)$(ord(p) gt 1)..Y(i,p)=e=sum(k$(ord(k) ne ord(i)),w(k,p-1,i)); 
 
MODEL 




Solve M11 minimizing ms1 using MIP; 
Solve M16 minimizing ms using MIP; 




GAMS Programs for the Heuristics 
 
*/Model M1 provided in Appendix B is solved as an RMIP/* 
 
Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 
 
****************************** Heuristic 1******************************* 
 
parameter       seq1(i)     Random data to be sorted, 
                 r(i)         Rank values, 
                 rseq(i,p)  Sorted data; 
  
seq1(i) = sum(p,ord(p)* (Y.L(i,p))); 
$libinclude rank seq1 i r 




scalar l; l=1; 
parameter        seq2(i)    Random data to be sorted; 
parameter      rseq1(i,p)  Sorted data; 
 
while ( l lt NP, 
Y.FX(i,p)$(r(i) le l and ord(p) gt l)=0; 
Y.FX(i,p)$(r(i) gt l and ord(p) le l)=0; 
solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 
display Y.L,ms1.l,C.l; 
 
seq2(i) = sum(p,ord(p)* (Y.L(i,p))); 
$libinclude rank seq2 i r 





l= l + 1; 
); 
 




count = 0; 
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While(count lt NP, 




If ( Y.l(i,p) eq maxy, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
););); 
 
Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 









count = 0; 
 
While(count lt NP, 
maxy = smax((i,p)$(Y.l(i,p) ne 1),Y.l(i,p)); 
display maxy; 




If ( Y.l(i,p) eq maxy, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
); 
If ( Y.l(i,p) eq miny, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=0; 
););); 
 
Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 
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count = 0; 
 
while (count le NP, 
loop(p, 
loop(i, 
if ( Y.l(i,p) gt 0.5, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
););); 
 
Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 







While(count1 lt NP/2, 
maxy = smax((i,p)$(Y.l(i,p) ne 1),Y.l(i,p)); 
display maxy; 




If ( Y.l(i,p) eq maxy, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
); 
If ( Y.l(i,p) eq miny, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=0; 
););); 
 
Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 






*********************LP-MILP Combination Heuristic8/9/10***************** 
 
parameter       seq1(i)    Random data to be sorted, 
                 r(i)        Rank values, 
                       rseq(i,p)  Sorted data, 
                   roundseq(i) rounded seq postions; 
 
seq1(i) = sum(p,ord(p)* (Y.L(i,p))); 
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$libinclude rank seq1 i r 




While (l le NP, 
Y.FX(i,p)$(r(i) eq l and ord(p) gt l+3)=0; 
 Y.FX(i,p)$(r(i) eq l and ord(p) lt l-3)=0; 
L = l+1 
); 
 





*/Model M12 provided in Appendix D is solved as an RMIP/* 
 











check = 0; 
check1=1; 
 
While (check ne check1, 












If ( Y.l(i,p) eq maxy, 
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     Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
););); 
 
solve Heuristic8 minimizing ms3 using RMIP; 
seq1(i) =round(sum(p , ord(p)*Y.L(i,p))); 
display ms3.L,C.L,X.L,Y.l; 








While(term lt 1, 
maxy1 = smax((i,p)$(Y.l(i,p) lt 1),Y.l(i,p)); 
display maxy1; 





If ( Y.l(i,p) eq maxy1 , 
    Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
); 
IF ( Y.l(i,p) eq miny, 
     Y.FX(i,p)=0; 
););); 
 
Solve Heuristic8 minimizing ms3 using RMIP; 









*/Same as that of Heuristic 5 except that the framework used is Model 14 instead of 




This heuristic gets its frame work from Model M1 with the introduction of a new integer 
variable q(i) to the existing variables in the Model M1 
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Variables 
q(i)           position of product i 
Y(i,p)         position indicator; 
 
Positive variables C,Y; 
Integer variables q; 
 
eq1c(i)..q(i)=e= sum(p, (ord(p)*Y(i,p))); 
 




Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 
 
While(perm1 lt NP, 
loop(i, 
Loop(p, 












term = 0; 
maxy =0; 
While(term lt 1, 




If ( Y.l(i,p) eq maxy, 
    Y.FX(i,p)=1; 
););); 
 
Solve M1 minimizing ms1 using RMIP; 
seq1(i0) = sum(p $p0(p), ord(p)*Y.L(i0,p)); 
display ms1.L,seq1,C.L,Y.l; 





NEH and m-NEH Algorithms (Coded in FORTRAN 90) 
 
D.1 Initialization &  Preliminary Steps (common for NEH and m-NEH   




Integer, DIMENSION (30,30)::Protime, comptime 
Integer, Dimension (30,30):: proctime, proctime1 
Integer, Dimension (:,:), Allocatable ::ptime, ptime1 
Integer, DIMENSION (30):: sumtime, sumtime1 
Integer, Dimension (30)::prod  
Integer :: smallsum, NP, Locationsmallest,pos, NM, n,mspan,minmspan 
Integer, Dimension(1)::Maxiloc 
Integer, Dimension(:),Allocatable::oparray , drop 
Integer, Dimension(:),Allocatable::rankarray, seq 





!!! Data retrieval 
open(unit=1,file="nehm5n30-5.dat") 
do 10 i= 1,NP 






!!! Calculation of the total processing time of a product in all machines 
DO 60 i= 1,NP 
sumtime(i)=0 
do  m=1,NM 
sumtime(i)=sumtime(i) + PROTIME(i,m) 
end do 
PRINT *,sumtime(i) 
60 continue  
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!!! To sort the product array in decreasing  
pos = Size(sumtime) 
do i=1,NP 
smallsum = maxval(sumtime(i:pos)) 
maxiloc = maxloc(sumtime(i:pos)) 
locationsmallest = (i-1)+ maxiloc(1) 
sumtime(locationsmallest)=sumtime(i) 




!!! Storing the sorted array in a temporary array 
do i = 1,NP 
do j = 1,NP 





!!!!! Conversion of the processing time according to the sequence in the sorted array!!!!!! 
do p=1,NP 
do m=1,NM 





D.2 NEH Algorithm 
 







!! Creation of the partial array 
do i = 1,z 




!! Converstion of the processing time to the partial sequence processing time 










!!! Calculation of the makespan 
comptime(1,1) = ptime(1,1) 
!print *, comptime(1,1) 
 
do m  =2,NM 
comptime(1,m)=comptime(1,m-1) + ptime(1,m) 
!print *,comptime(1,m) 
end do 
do p = 2,z 
comptime(p,1) = max(comptime(p-1,1) + ptime(p,1),comptime(p-1,2)) 
!print *, comptime(p,1) 
do m = 2,NM-1 
comptime(p,m)=max(comptime(p,m-1) + ptime(p,m),comptime(p-1,m+1)) 
!print *,comptime(p,m) 
end do 
Comptime(p,NM)= max(comptime(p,NM-1),comptime(p-1,NM))+ ptime(p,NM) 
!print *,comptime(p,NM)  
end do 
 




!!! Initialisation of makespan 
minmspan = mspan 
do i = 1,z 
rankarray(i) = oparray(i) 
end do 
 
!!!Product insertion and partial sequence evaluation 
v = size(oparray) 
do s =1,z-1 
drop(v)= oparray(v) 




do m = 1,NM 
ptime1(v,m) = ptime(v,m) 
ptime(v,m) = ptime(v-1,m) 
ptime(v-1,m) = ptime1(v,m) 
end do 
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comptime(1,1) = ptime(1,1) 
!print *, comptime(1,1) 
do m  =2,NM 
comptime(1,m)=comptime(1,m-1) + ptime(1,m) 
end do 
 
do p = 2,z 
comptime(p,1) = max(comptime(p-1,1) + ptime(p,1),comptime(p-1,2)) 
do m = 2,NM-1 
comptime(p,m)=max(comptime(p,m-1) + ptime(p,m),comptime(p-1,m+1)) 
end do 
comptime(p,NM)= max(comptime(p,NM-1),comptime(p-1,NM))+ ptime(p,NM) 
end do 
mspan = comptime(z,NM) 
print *,mspan 
 
IF (mspan <= minmspan) then  









print *,rankarray  
 
do p=1,z 
prod(p) = rankarray(p) 
end do 












deallocate (rankarray)  
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D.3 Modified-NEH(m-NEH) Algorithm 
 







IF (z > 1) then  
do j = z,NP 
do i = 1,z-1 
oparray(i) = prod(i) 
end do 
oparray(z) = prod(j) 
print *,oparray 
 
!! Conversion of the processing time to the partial sequence processing time 








!!! Calculation of the makespan 
comptime(1,1) = ptime(1,1) 
!print *, comptime(1,1) 
do m  =2,NM 
comptime(1,m)=comptime(1,m-1) + ptime(1,m) 
end do 
do p = 2,z 
comptime(p,1) = max(comptime(p-1,1) + ptime(p,1),comptime(p-1,2)) 
do m = 2,NM-1 
comptime(p,m)=max(comptime(p,m-1) + ptime(p,m),comptime(p-1,m+1)) 
end do 
comptime(p,NM)= max(comptime(p,NM-1),comptime(p-1,NM))+ ptime(p,NM) 
end do 
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minmspan = mspan 
newproduct = prod(j) 
!print *,newproduct 
 
do i = 1,z 
rankarray(i) = oparray(i) 
end do 
 
v = size(oparray) 
do s =1,z-1 
drop(v)= oparray(v) 




do m = 1,NM 
ptime1(v,m) = ptime(v,m) 
ptime(v,m) = ptime(v-1,m) 




comptime(1,1) = ptime(1,1) 
do m  =2,NM 
comptime(1,m)=comptime(1,m-1) + ptime(1,m) 
end do 
do p = 2,z 
comptime(p,1) = max(comptime(p-1,1) + ptime(p,1),comptime(p-1,2)) 
do m = 2,NM-1 
comptime(p,m)=max(comptime(p,m-1) + ptime(p,m),comptime(p-1,m+1)) 
end do 
Comptime(p,NM)= max(comptime(p,NM-1),comptime(p-1,NM))+ ptime(p,NM) 
end do 
mspan = comptime(z,NM) 
print *,mspan  
 
IF (mspan <= minmspan) then  
minmspan = mspan 


















print *,rankarray  
 
do i=1,NP 
if (prod(i) == newproduct) then 
q =i 





If (rankarray(p) == newproduct) then 
x =p 
print *,x 
end if  
end do 
 
do while (q > x) 
temp= prod(q) 























New MILP Formulation for an Automated Wet-etch Station 
 
SETS 
i  job  /i1*i4/, 
k slot  /k1*k20/ 
p position /p1*p4/; 




loop (j$(ord(j) le NM), 
if (mod(ord(j),2) eq 1, 
c(j)=yes; 
else 





NM = card(j)-1; 





PARAMETER pi(j)/j1 20,j2 15, j3 10, j4  15, j5 20/; 
display pi; 
table  pt(i,j) 
       j1      j2    j3    j4 
i1     228   32      234   170 
i2     84    249     66     34 
i3     56    235     43     23 
i4     156  154     149   158; 
 
VARIABLES 
ms Makespan  
X(p,k)      1 if the robot is carrying job i in its kth slot 
Z(j,k)     1 if a job is being carried to bath j during kth slot 
W(p,j,k) 1 if a job i is being carried to bath j during slot k 
T(p,j,k) Time of completion of transfer of job i in bath j in slot k 
Y(i,p) 1 if a job is in position p in the permutation sequence 
 
Positive variables W,T,X; 
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Binary variables  Z,Y; 
EQUATIONS 
obj(p,j,k)         Objective function 
 
eq1a(k)           Job assignment to a slot 
eq1b(k)           Bath assignment to a slot 
eq1c(p)           Bath balance for a job across all slots 
eq1d(j)         Job balance for a bath across all slots 
eq1f(i)           Assignment of a position in the permutation sequence for a job 
eq1g(p)           Assignment of a job to a position in the permutation sequence 
 
eq4a(j,k)        Only one job can be handled when a robot is serving a bath 
eq4b(p,k)         Only one bath can be served when a robot is transferring a job 
eq4c(p,j)        Only one job can be transferred to a bath in a slot 
 
eq5(j,k)          The same unit cannot be served in successive slots 
eq5a(p,k)         The same product cannot be served in slots > 1 and < K 
 
eq6a(p,j,k)      Job processing assignment constraint 
eq6c(p,j,k)      NIS constraint 
 
eq7(p,j,k)       Pivot constraint 
eq7a(p,j)         Transfer of a job from a water bath to chemical bath 
eq7b(p,j)        Transfer of a job from a chemical to water bath 
eq7c(p,j)         Job transition in a bath 
eq7e(k)           The difference in the execution of two successive slots 
eq7f(p,j)        Job transfer to the buffer 
 
eq10(p,k)        Bath information from a job transfer in a slot 
eq10a(p,k)       Bath information from a job transfer in a slot 
 
eq11(j,k)         Slot information from the bath being served in a slot 
eq11a(j,k)       Slot information from the bath being served in a slot; 
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eq5(j,k)..Z(j,k)+Z(j,k-1)=l=1; 
eq5a(p,k)$(ord(k) gt 2 and ord(k) lt NK)..X(p,k)+ X(p,k-1)=l=1; 
 
eq6a(p,j,k)..sum(kk$(ord(kk) gt ord(k)), W(p,j,kk))=g=W(p,j-1,k); 
eq6c(p,j,k)$(ord(j) le NM+1)..sum(kk$(ord(kk) gt ord(k)), W(p,j,kk))=g=W(p-1,j+1,k); 
 
eq7(p,j,k)..T(p,j,k)=l=H*W(p,j,k); 
eq7a(p,j)$C(j)..Sum(k,T(p,j,k))=g= sum(k,T(p,j-1,k))+ pi(j) + sum(i,Y(i,p)*pt(i,j-1)); 
eq7b(p,j)$(wa(j))..Sum(k,T(p,j,k))=e=Sum(k,T(p,j-1,k))+ pi(j) + sum(i,Y(i,p)*pt(i,j-1)) ; 
eq7c(p,j)$(ord(p) gt 1)..Sum(k,T(p,j,k))=g= sum(k,T(p-1,j,k))+ sum(i,Y(i,p-1)*pt(i,j))+ 
sum(k,w(p-1,j+1,k)* pi(j+1))+sum(k,w(p,j,k)* pi(j)); 
eq7e(k)..sum((p,j),T(p,j,k))=g=sum((p,j),T(p,j,k-1))+ sum(j,Pi(j)*z(j,k)); 
eq7f(p,j)$(ord(j) eq NM+1)..Sum(k,T(p,j,k))=g=Sum(k,T(p,j-1,k))+ pi(j) + 
sum(i,Y(i,p)*pt(i,j-1)) ; 
 
eq10(p,k)..sum(kk$(ord(kk) gt ord(k)),X(p,kk))+ sum(j,ord(j)*z(j,k))=l=(NM+1)*(2-
x(p,k)); 
eq10a(p,k)..sum(kk$(ord(kk) gt ord(k)),X(p,kk))+ 
sum(j,ord(j)*z(j,k))=g=(NM+1)*(X(p,k)); 
 
eq11(j,k)..sum(kk$ (ord(kk) gt ord(k)),z(j,kk))+ sum(p,ord(p)*x(p,k))=l=NP*(2-Z(j,k)); 






option solprint = off; 
option mip = cplex; 
option rmip = cplex; 
option limrow = 800; 
option limcol = 60; 
option optca = 0.002; 
option optcr = 0.0001; 
option reslim = 250000; 
option iterlim = 10000000; 
option decimals = 3; 
 
Solve Robot minimising ms using  MIP; 
 
display ms.l; 
display T.l; 
display Y.l,X.l,Z.l; 
display w.l; 
display v.l; 
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